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Preface
 

Like most trends, the national clash over affirmative action 
began in California. The epicenter was the race and gender con-
sciousness in the admissions policy of the University of California 
(UC). The 1978 Regents of the University of California v. Bakke 
United States Supreme Court decision allowed the university 
to continue preferential admissions policies for African Ameri-
cans and Latinos, but without quotas. It was a decision without a 
conclusion, a legal and semantic conundrum. Opposition to af-
firmative action in UC admissions continued to mount in direct 
proportion to the competition for seats in the freshman class at 
the most selective UC campuses. A generation later in 2005, the 
clash came to pit two seemingly virtuous principles against one 
another: the liberal instincts of the faculty and administration for 
a well-educated, diverse populace and the conservative kidnapping 
of the jargon of fairness on behalf of beleaguered, affluent whites 
and Asians, sensing slippage in their paths to opportunity in a state 
once thought to be forever golden. An uneasy truce settled over 
the state as standardized test scores and high school grade point 
averages inexorably became the overarching criteria determining 
merit and admission to the University of California. 

The anti-affirmative action movement in California was led 
by African American businessman Ward Connerly, a UC regent 
appointed by Republican Governor Pete Wilson. Theirs was a two-
step process: first in 1995, Wilson and Connerly led the University 
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of California regents to narrowly pass a resolution, Special Provi-
sion 1 (SP-1), that forbade the use of race or gender in the univer-
sity’s admissions process. SP-1 was carefully crafted and aimed to 
unabashedly cut off any liberal-leaning contrivances that might 
include considerations of race or gender in the UC admissions 
process. Each word, line, paragraph, and section anticipated and 
choked off the future creation of any possible loopholes around 
the regulation. It passed by a relatively narrow 14-10 vote, with 1 
abstention. This new university provision was coupled with Execu-
tive Order W-124-95, signed by Governor Pete Wilson to, “End 
preferential treatment and to promote individual opportunity 
based on merit.” Here, for the first time, was clear evidence that 
the opponents of affirmative action were beginning to put in place 
contravening regulatory structures that would systematically do 
what the Bakke decision had failed to do, namely, eliminate affir-
mative action from the UC admissions process.

The following year, during the national election that saw Cal-
ifornia turn to Bill Clinton by a 2-to-1 margin, Wilson and Con-
nerly engineered the passage of statewide Proposition 209 which 
disallowed any consideration of race or gender in governmental 
matters. Their campaign aimed to vouchsafe opportunity and ad-
vancement for citizens immediately positioned to exploit them. 
It did not, however, address how a sympathetic government or its 
universities might help equalize the doorways and playing fields 
available to youngsters not given a head start by their parents, 
schools, and race. 

As the University of California faced the twenty-first century, 
the institution stood mute regarding its capability and responsibil-
ity to help the multitude of young people whose families could 
not overcome the historical disadvantages of their compromised 
socio-economic circumstances and race.

Several of the campuses sought different methods to enroll 
students from groups that were historically underrepresented in 
the freshman class. Richard Atkinson, newly elected president 
of the University of California after the passage of SP-1, in 1995, 
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suffered a very public spanking from Governor Wilson after men-
tioning that he thought that the anti-affirmative action provision 
was only advisory. Most initial attempts by the campuses sought 
to circumvent the new exclusionary policy by asserting a “compre-
hensive review” of UC applications in the hope of adding extra ad-
mission points for personal attributes characterizing disadvantage 
in order to help tilt the admissions game enough to make more 
disadvantaged youngsters eligible for admission. 

Despite this “thumb on the scale” approach, the effort failed 
to enroll a significant number of high school graduates from 
disadvantaged backgrounds. UC campuses with less rigorous 
academic requirements and reputations took in most of the few 
African American and Latino students admitted under the “com-
prehensive review” scheme. It remained the case, however, that the 
more rigorous academic admissions requirements for Berkeley, 
UCLA, and UC San Diego prohibited enrollment of sizeable num-
bers of students of color deemed eligible even after “comprehen-
sive review.”

During the years immediately following SP-1, enrollment 
of Latino and African American students dropped by one-third 
to one-half, depending on the campus. Reasons for the decline 
centered on three theories. First, many felt that minority students 
were put off by the affirmative action debate and simply chose not 
to apply. A second notion claimed that even after minority stu-
dents were accepted, the actual yield rate among these students fell 
away due to attractive admit offers from selective private universi-
ties. Yet others believed that the elimination of affirmative action 
simply made fewer low-income minority students eligible. There is 
some truth in each of these explanations for the decline in minor-
ity enrollments. 

UC San Diego was in the most precarious position of all the 
ten general campuses regarding diversity. The absence of big-time 
football and basketball, as well as the urban attractions of the Bay 
Area and Los Angeles, made the scenic La Jolla campus less attrac-
tive and less relevant to low-income urban high school graduates. 
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Those precious few competitively eligible minority students from 
the inner city were heavily recruited by the elite private universi-
ties. If these students preferred one of the highly selective state 
universities, they would most often choose the urban settings of 
UCLA or Berkeley over San Diego. 

The establishment of the Preuss School UCSD, a college pre-
paratory charter school on the UCSD campus, was the beginning 
of the fulfillment of a commitment to the preservation of the twin 
virtues of academic excellence and social responsibility. The model 
school we wished to build would serve as an example of what the 
future of urban education could be. This initiative aimed to prop-
erly identify and attack the root causes of disparity in educational 
outcomes.

Despite enthusiastic support from the targeted communi-
ties, the effort met with surprisingly stiff opposition from the 
UCSD faculty. That opposition centered on three concerns: Was 
the running of such an on-campus charter school within the mis-
sion of the university? Were children from poor disadvantaged 
backgrounds capable of overcoming educational deficits to achieve 
academic excellence? And, were the costs too high?

The very public argument over eliminating affirmative ac-
tion in California was an ugly debate that pitted one race against 
another. Despite the high-minded rhetoric about racial neutrality, 
whites and Asians felt, with good reason, that the admission of 
underqualified blacks and Latinos would occur at the expense of 
their group’s opportunities. The effort to establish an on-campus 
secondary charter school dedicated to preparing low-income 
students of color for college took place amid the idyllic and poly-
syllabic polite parlance of a public research university. This local 
debate is an aspect of the broader national debate over race, class, 
and privilege. 

Underneath the superb speeches and numerous faculty votes, 
however, raged the ancient struggle between the “haves” and “have 
nots.”

This is the story of that struggle.







Chapter One

Campus and Conscience

The Land-Grant Gift

From their start in the early 1960s, the undergraduate colleg-
es at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) grew along 
the path of Gilman Drive, a serpentine tree-lined road hugging the 
cliffs of La Jolla with stunning Pacific overlooks. As the campus 
developed over the next four decades, Gilman came to divide the 
gray stone monolithic buildings of the School of Medicine from 
the remnant Quonset huts and barracks of Camp Matthews, an 
old military base hastily erected by the United States Marines right 
after the attack on Pearl Harbor. 

The early campus was dotted with abandoned guard posts 
and concrete-reinforced machine gun bunkers from a time when it 
was feared that an enemy might climb the La Jolla bluffs to invade 
America. These unused relics of war stood in stark relief against 
the modern campus that was emerging from a twentieth century 
vision of progress and enlightenment. 

Few are aware that it was the street’s namesake, Daniel Coit 
Gilman, who fathered the concept of the public land-grant uni-
versity in the nineteenth century. His was an energetic vision of 
America that endured across a civil war, two world wars, and 
several cold war skirmishes. It was a vision of how America could 
best use its natural and human resources in the interest of the na-
tion’s burgeoning economic development.

The land-grant movement, begun with passage of the Morrill 
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Act in 1862, invested in over one hundred institutions of higher 
learning in order to propel the intellectual and economic develop-
ment of a young America, still in the throes of manifest destiny. 
Those nascent egalitarian impulses led to the founding of the 
National Schools of Science and dozens of agriculture and min-
ing schools, as well as teachers’ and women’s colleges in nineteen 
states.

It took a second iteration of the Morrill Act in 1890 to extend 
this government-sponsored educational franchise to the untapped 
potential of the newly freed African American population, with 
the founding of such institutions as Tuskegee University, Alabama 
A&M, North Carolina A&T, and many others. This second group 
of land-grant colleges and universities, like the burgeoning wom-
en’s colleges, was essentially an East Coast and southern phenom-
enon, separate and useful. 

By the end of the Civil War, California was one of the newest 
states in the Union, free of slavery and absent any institutions of 
higher education targeting ethnic minority groups. The same case 
remains today. The University of California, therefore, became the 
singular hope for any excluded person wishing to emerge into the 
mainstream and the professions.

The University of California entered the period following 
World War II staking much of its reputation and future on the 
celebrity of the campus near Oakland, California. Taking its 1866 
charter to heart, the faculty of the Berkeley campus mounted and 
sustained major research, as well as programs of instruction that 
conveyed direct and immediate benefit to the State of California 
and its citizens. 

Most notably, the UC Agricultural Field Stations, dotted 
around the state, delivered on the faith and resources put into the 
state’s public university system by developing and disseminating 
the research that has made agriculture one of the chief industries 
in California. The Agricultural Field Station is emblematic of the 
university’s commitment to research, teaching, and service pro-
grams that directly aid the economic development and social tran-
quility of the state.
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Scientific research in the emerging fields of plant technolo-
gies, animal husbandry, genetic engineering, and the macro-eco-
nomics of agriculture has helped to make the California economy 
the seventh-largest in the world, and to transform the arid Central 
Valley from a desert into productive farmland. A hand-in-hand 
collaboration between statewide and federal governmental agricul-
tural agencies became the benchmark for all future teaching and 
research programs at the University of California.

Based on the success of the UC Agricultural Field Station 
model, other UC/governmental collaborations have been nurtured 
under the aegis of the university’s broader public mission. For ex-
ample, faculty and researchers at the California Space Grant Con-
sortium (Cal-Space) have aided the various missions of NASA. UC 
material science and structural engineering groups developed the 
solutions for the California Department of Transportation (Cal-
Trans) that have gone into retrofitting California’s freeways since 
the 1993 Northridge earthquake. The Lawrence Livermore Nation-
al Laboratory grew out of the older UC Berkeley Radiation Lab 
and has served the U.S. Department of Energy’s research and na-
tional security mission for more than 58 years. Clinical research at 
the five UC teaching hospitals has led to improvements in health 
care methodologies that can not be overstated on a world scale.

The Multiversity

UC Berkeley stood alone at the top of the state’s educational 
food chain because, for the first half of the twentieth century, the 
Berkeley campus was the only four-year state sponsored university 
that granted doctoral degrees. Even UCLA struggled for years to 
throw off its diminutive moniker, “the Southern Branch,” bestowed 
by administrators and colleagues who saw all UC expansion in 
terms of a pejorative relationship to the main campus by the bay. 
Aided by alumni and the media, the Berkeley campus of the Uni-
versity of California system still prefers to be known by its pop 
culture sobriquet, “Cal.” 

While several new UC campuses would be founded during 
the 1960s, UC Berkeley developed into a premier public research 
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institution rivaling Harvard and Princeton under the leadership 
of Clark Kerr. A Stanford and Berkeley-trained labor economist, 
Kerr, after serving as chancellor of the Berkeley campus from 
1952–58, was appointed president of the entire UC system.

Kerr’s 1960 Master Plan for Higher Education laid out a 
three-tiered scheme for California’s universities and colleges. The 
local community colleges were to have an open enrollment ad-
missions policy serving the vocational and intellectual needs of 
students not readily admissible to the state’s four-year institutions. 
Next, the California State University system would admit the top 
third of California’s high school graduates and offer baccalaureate 
and some Master’s level degrees. And finally, the institutions of the 
University of California would admit only the top 12.5% of each 
year’s high school graduates and offer all levels of instruction, in-
cluding doctoral and professional degrees.

The master plan delineated educational paths according to a 
student’s demonstrated ability to learn and ability to pay. The focus 
was on the individual: Within the California university system, 
there would be an institution that met every student’s abilities. The 
master plan was also a device to preserve special funding for the 
UC system at the expense of the other public systems for higher 
education in California. 

The 1960 master plan set in motion a race for the top in 
which California families measured the potential of their children’s 
future success by the attainment of a UC degree. Just one year af-
ter the master plan was unveiled, President Kennedy’s Executive 
Order #10925 established the principle that encouraged preferen-
tial treatment for African American and other racial minorities. 
Even with the opening of three new campuses during the sixties, 
the first wave of baby boomers and newly enfranchised African 
Americans began to crowd the UC application process. These 
events inspired a series of outreach activities in higher education 
designed to recruit ethnic and racial minorities to the freshman 
class. For the next thirty years, social justice in the United States 
became inextricably linked to a seat in the most prestigious public 
universities and colleges.
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While expanding the research power of the older UC cam-
puses to rival European and East Coast models, Kerr took the plea 
of the university charter to heart. He understood, perhaps better 
than any university leader at the time, that both the prosperity and 
the tranquility of the state were largely dependent upon the pres-
ence of a well-educated populace. This meant that each campus 
would serve the state best by concentrating its resources and atten-
tion on meaningful undergraduate education, despite the porten-
tous bulge of baby boomers making their way through California’s 
secondary schools. (Interestingly, the UC campuses that Kerr had 
a direct hand in creating—San Diego, Irvine, and Santa Cruz—re-
main today the most heavily focused on the academic and social 
development of undergraduates.)

Although an academic, Kerr maintained a healthy distrust 
of the nexus of elitism and hubris in the public academy. Kerr felt 
in later years that the notoriety of the Berkeley campus led to a 
fundamental rupture in the social contract between the Califor-
nia public and its premier state university. Going into the 1960s, 
Berkeley’s reputation with the common citizenry and the legis-
lature it elected was as a bastion of theoretic extremity, elitism, 
aloofness, and acute insensitivity to the concerns of the common 
world outside Sather Gate.

For Kerr, the meteoric rise of the San Diego campus, too, 
came at a price. His memoirs reveal that he believed only the Santa 
Cruz campus remained faithful to his concept of the “Multiversity,” 
devoted to nurturing young minds. Both the San Diego and Santa 
Cruz campuses were designed with undergraduates as the center 
of attention. Kerr developed each campus in the model of the pre-
mier English institutions (University of London, Cambridge, and 
Oxford) with small liberal arts colleges embedded in the larger 
campus.

Except for the establishment of Third College at UCSD in 
1970, San Diego’s faculty senate all but abandoned Kerr’s notion 
of the campus’ undergraduate colleges serving as the intellectual 
and resource engines driving the creation of the academic depart-
ments. In the desperate lurch to overtake UC Berkeley in prestige, 
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UCSD faculty interests quickly took precedence over the more 
student-based academic principles of the undergraduate colleges. 
A drive for excellence in research on the part of the faculty too 
often replaced concern for the achievement of UC’s youngest stu-
dents. By the 1980s, the success of Kerr’s three experimental UC 
campuses was dependent on the understanding and goodwill of 
the University of California’s tenured faculty.

The San Diego campus, in particular, was like a young gun-
fighter—lean and on the hunt for an earned reputation. Conse-
quently, faculty self-interest gradually led UCSD to divert resourc-
es and attention from its undergraduate colleges to the academic 
departments. The success of the academic departments, in turn, 
rested heavily on the welfare of the faculty: their research, profes-
sional security (tenure), financial prosperity, and individual ac-
claim. Contrary to Kerr’s vision, the educational philosophy of the 
San Diego campus assumed that a good undergraduate education 
was an automatic byproduct of an outstanding and well-funded 
faculty.

Meanwhile, upheavals on the Berkeley campus in the 1960s 
and 1970s were mirrored at other UC campuses: none were more 
notorious than the events taking place on the San Diego campus in 
idyllic La Jolla. The first real uproar at San Diego centered on the 
reappointment of Herbert Marcuse in the philosophy department 
at UCSD.

Problems in Paradise

Marcuse’s curious background made him an unlikely hero 
for the New Left in the United States. Born a Jew in Germany, he 
fled his post at the Frankfort Institute for Social Research in 1934 
to conduct research at Columbia University in New York. Perhaps 
because of his unorthodox blend of Freudian Marxism, he was 
never able to secure a permanent appointment at Columbia. With 
America’s entry into World War II, he moved to Washington to 
work in various intelligence units, ultimately leading to his ap-
pointment as head of the Eastern European Section in the State 
Department where he stayed until 1950.
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He was then appointed fulltime at Brandeis University. 
Upon his retirement at age 67 in 1965, the San Diego campus ap-
proached him for an adjunct appointment in its new and inchoate 
Department of Philosophy. The interested faculty felt that making 
such a senior and distinguished appointment in the humanities 
would help jumpstart the effort to balance UCSD’s intellectual tilt 
toward the sciences. With him came his brilliant graduate student, 
Angela Davis.

His first books in English, Reason and Revolution and Eros 
and Civilization are barely penetrable tracts about an alternative 
organization of society that champions prosperity for the weak. 
Critics thumped his brand of social theory as rampant idealism at 
best, and nihilism at worst. His call for a new utopia made him a 
darling of America’s New Left.

Angela Davis was his devoted and extremely articulate doc-
toral candidate and apprentice. Their burgeoning notoriety with 
the agitating elements of the New Left made them the nemeses 
of Governor Ronald Reagan. Marcuse was a social theorist with a 
particularly mischievous personal streak that electrified students. 
Although he seemed startled at first by his celebrity among young 
activist intellectuals, Marcuse became the figure that galvanized 
student protest on the San Diego campus. 

Angela Davis figured prominently when the few African 
American and Latino students at UCSD put forth demands for 
a Marxist-inspired future college that would revolutionize all as-
pects of undergraduate education. In March of 1969, Davis gave 
a speech in which she recited what came to be known as the Lu-
mumba-Zapata Demands. “Mexican Americans in the Southwest 
and black people in the industrial cities and the agrarian South 
continue to perform the dirty but necessary tasks of building a 
society of abundance, while systematically being denied the ben-
efits of that society,” she said. “Therefore,” she continued, “we must 
reject the entire oppressive structure of America. Racism runs 
rampant in the educational system while America, in a pseudo-
humanitarian stance, proudly proclaims that it is the key to equal 
opportunity for all. This is the hypocrisy our generation must now 
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destroy.”
She went on to read before more than seventy faculty, admin-

istrators, and black and brown student members of the Lumumba-
Zapata Coalition specific demands for UCSD’s proposed third 
undergraduate college. She outlined a plan for the new institution 
drawn by the students and their leftist faculty mentors, a plan in-
cluding, among other things: 1) special admissions procedures to 
guarantee the enrollment of no less than 35% African American 
students, 35% Mexican American students, and other admissions 
controlled by a student committee; 2) a student controlled board 
of directors that had the power to hire and fire faculty; 3) Mexican 
and African influenced architecture for the new buildings that 
were to be built for the third UCSD undergraduate college; and, 4) 
the teaching of doctrinaire Marxist-Leninist theory and socialist 
revolutionary principles. Among the least negotiable of the de-
mands was that the third UCSD college must be named Lumum-
ba-Zapata College, jointly honoring the early twentieth century 
Mexican revolutionary, Emilio Zapata, and the assassinated Con-
golese African nationalist, Patrice Lumumba.

The drawing of Patrice Lumumba and Emilio Zapata 
that accompanied the front page article, “Third 
College–The Quiet Revolution” in the November 25, 
1969 edition of the UCSD Triton Times.
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Davis’ vision of a new utopian campus in San Diego ushered 
in a collision between an institutional numbers-based meritocracy 
and the New Left populism now seeking a voice on the young 
campus.

Third College

The first two colleges had already successfully recruited 
freshmen classes drawn from the elite top 4% of California’s high 
schools, not the full 12% as stipulated in the 1960 master plan 
devised by Clark Kerr. The most troubling demand for the uni-
versity’s legislative body of faculty and administrators, therefore, 
was that the next college would implement a separate admissions 
scheme that favored African American and Latino students. After 
some contention, an admissions policy for the proposed College 
III was finally agreed upon. Called the Background, Motivation, 
and Persistence Average, or BMPA, the plan was to create a sub-
jective category that would measure and assign a numerical value 
to recognize and measure a student’s motivation. Although an 
experiment, the BMPA lasted more than a decade, but it never 
spelled out the specific evidence of motivation or persistence. Stu-
dents and then professional staff accepted the principle, but each 
recruiter and admissions officer was free to interpret what consti-
tuted motivation and persistence in high school.

On January 6, 1970, the UCSD Academic Senate met and 
quietly approved the BMPA without much discussion. However, 
in February, UCSD Chancellor William “Bill” McGill, withdrew 
any mention of the academic senate’s approval of the BMPA when 
he sent the proposal to establish the third of UCSD’s colleges to 
the UC regents for approval. Consequently, the newest college on 
the UCSD campus soon opened with an informal and separate 
admissions policy that was never approved by the UC regents, nor 
by Governor Ronald Reagan. Although UCSD’s academic senate 
never explicitly accepted the special admissions program, Third 
College did succeed in opening in 1970 with approximately 70% of 
its students coming from the ranks of minority groups.

The liberal-leaning faculty essentially humored the students 
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until they either graduated or flunked out. Gradually, over the 
duration of the presidencies of Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and 
George H.W. Bush, Third College slowly lost its initial utopian 
stridency to become more like any other U.S. college navigat-
ing the social complexities of the 1980s. Minority enrollments 
dropped as strictly academic admission standards rose.

In Search of Remedy and Reform

Throughout 1995 and 1996, University of California Presi-
dent Dick Atkinson grappled with both the short- and long-term 
fallout from SP-1. UC outreach efforts had been a dismal failure 
during the tenure of affirmative action in UC admissions policy. It 
was clear that without reform, employing the same efforts in isola-
tion would still fail to recruit and graduate substantial numbers 
of underrepresented students. True educational reform had to be 
rooted in new initiatives aimed at overcoming the debilitating ef-
fects of subpar schooling in order to create a critical mass of com-
petitively eligible young people in the inner-city core.

UC admission and graduation rates of ethnic minority stu-
dents were never successful. At UCSD, for instance, the African 
American student population was never higher than four percent. 
Following the well-publicized elimination of affirmative action 
with SP-1, that number shrank by nearly half. UC efforts to retain 
a healthy population of underrepresented students were feeble and 
seemed designed more for favorable press releases than for genu-
ine educational reform or true civic engagement.

The caustic debates taking place on the Berkeley campus dur-
ing the 1960s revolved around the concerns of an awakened white 
middle class. Clashes over free speech, Vietnam, and People’s Park 
spoke to the civil liberties of Berkeley students and sympathetic 
onlookers seeking further enfranchisement. The conflagration on 
the San Diego campus during the same period, however, was pro-
voked by a blind institutional pursuit of elitism and the ensuing 
collision with the aspirations of African Americans and Latinos 
represented at Third College. 

Is social responsibility the enemy of academic excellence? Are 
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they competing virtues? Should the pursuit of academic superior-
ity on the one hand convey a greater imperative on the other? Is 
there such a thing as a burden of excellence? The answers to these 
questions are deeply rooted in definitions of land-grant responsi-
bility.

Academic Democracy

Unlike any other institution in modern western culture, the 
public university is a self-contained and ultimate democracy with 
its own rules of engagement and resolution. In no other civic 
forum are arguments formed with such precision and intensity, 
and in no other forum is each point of view, however strange, so 
well-protected from persecution. The public university, however, 
may also foster an abusive democracy where committees strangle 
initiatives with convoluted arguments and deliberations, where 
even the least perceptive faculty member in the room holds a veto. 
Campus debate usually pits the administration against the faculty 
and tends to strive for temporary consensus over terminal conclu-
sion. It most often works because the participants choose between 
a series of alternatives that, over time, will speak to and satisfy 
their collective self-interests.

The public confers privileges upon the university and gener-
ally recognizes that the intellectual community provides services 
and solutions to large-scale societal problems over time. There are 
few regulations imposed on higher education by society. The uni-
versity is left alone, for the most part, to devise and execute its own 
intimate procedures and is protected by the sanctity of academic 
freedom and tenure. These organizational privileges are not con-
ferred upon any other social institution in western society.

A public research university, therefore, has the obligation to 
strengthen its academic program to serve the highest standards 
of achievement. To those within reach of a UC education, the in-
stitution conveys the promise of reward and opportunities for the 
future. For others, this promise remains unfulfilled.

Here was the paradox. Without major revision, the pursuit 
of institutional excellence would continue to take place at the ex-
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pense of an equally important social responsibility. To meet these 
two seemingly incompatible goals, it would be necessary for the 
University of California to assume fully the burden of its excel-
lence. A small group at UCSD’s Third College—legatees of Mar-
cuse and Davis—would call on the campus to lift that burden by 
remaining true to the ideals of Gilman and Kerr. This group would 
build an urban Educational Field Station. 

No one could have known how painful it would be.



Chapter Two

Anatomy of an Argument

The founding of Third College and the implementation of 
the Background, Motivation, and Persistence Average (BMPA) 
brought a new institutional commitment to addressing the in-
equities inherent in public education. Third College proposed to 
level the playing field for highly motivated though otherwise dis-
advantaged students eager to enter the mainstream and compete. 
Although the BMPA was not sustainable, it demonstrated UCSD’s 
willingness to be an agent of change. The task for Third College 
was to retain its social justice impetus in an environment that was 
increasingly becoming a competitive meritocracy based on supe-
rior test scores.

By 1988, Third College had all the earmarks of an institu-
tion still seeking a mature self-definition, following its painful 
birth pangs two decades earlier and successive years of adolescent 
drift. Members of the founding faculty were still around. Half 
complained that the other half had grown old, tired, or both, and 
had lost the radical vision of the early years. The progressives had 
clearly failed in their quest for a radical college. By the end of the 
eighties, the preferential admissions program for black, brown, 
and poor students had been abandoned and Third College’s admis-
sion profile was exactly the same as that of the other UCSD col-
leges. The racial and socio-economic makeup of the student body 
had become whiter and richer. The core curriculum, once devoted 
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to the study of the interior and exterior Third World, had now 
devolved into an odd mixture of discrete and unrelated courses 
in the sciences, mathematics, social sciences, humanities, and the 
arts.

The college’s core course was called Societal Analysis. The 
faculty was led to adopt the course’s title in dim homage to a 
revolutionary course called Social Analysis 139X, which Eldridge 
Cleaver was slated to teach at UCSD in 1968. As the campus 
continued to grow, various faculty, friendly and not-so-friendly, 
exploited a weakened college administration to demand that their 
pet courses be placed in the required line-up to bloat enrollments 
and help those faculty appear more necessary so they could secure 
tenure in their home departments.

The closing years of the eighties saw such petty collegiate 
dramas played out weekly in a social theater where conservative 
and progressive players glared at each other across the fault lines 
of ethnicity, spitting invectives in terms of “race,” “preference,” and 
“quotas.” The number of African American and Latino students 
admitted by way of special consideration was dwindling, and 
those entering UCSD did not perform well or graduate in signifi-
cant numbers. It was clear that the University of California was a 
flashpoint in the national affirmative action debate and that a new 
approach had to be found that would capture the altruistic aspira-
tions of the civil rights movement and meet the mounting regres-
sive impulses toward a strict numbers-based meritocracy that in-
creasingly made a UC degree the sole property of the privileged.

That new approach came to be centered on the interven-
tionist self-help advocacy of a UC-sponsored charter school that 
would prepare poor children for competitive college admission.

The effort to open such an on-campus charter school began 
in earnest with the passage of the 1992 California Charter School 
Act sponsored by Democratic State Senator Gary Hart from Santa 
Barbara. The provision followed similar legislation sprouting up 
in Michigan and 27 other states, and allowed the drafting of pro-
posals for sponsorship of a charter school. Indeed, the measure 
encouraged an entity (parents, teachers, community organizations 
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and others) to essentially subcontract with their local school dis-
trict for the running of a particular school that would “break the 
mold” and provide a unique educational setting for those identi-
fied as “disadvantaged” students.

Unusual Suspects

Immediately, Third College hosted community forums dis-
seminating the provisions of the Charter School Act. Senator Hart 
was invited by Third College to speak on campus to a broad San 
Diego audience. Hundreds of teachers, parents, and community 
activists crowded the forums to learn how they, too, might take 
advantage of this opportunity to improve the education of African 
American and Latino students. Within months, there appeared 
before the San Diego Unified School District several proposals to 
establish local charter schools.

Third College held numerous faculty meetings at which the 
notion of UCSD establishing a charter school for disadvantaged 
students was discussed. Except for a few incorrigible refugees from 
the 1960s, the faculty essentially ignored the idea. I mistakenly 
took their tepid response as a tacit endorsement of the project. 
This proved to be an error of judgment that would lead to all-out 
confrontation in the coming years. 

Our effort became entangled in the raging California debate 
over affirmative action. Where Gilman might have stood on this 
issue one hundred years after championing the Land-Grant Move-
ment is an interesting question. For five years, more than 2,300 
pages of memos and reports were generated, hundreds of hours of 
meetings were logged, and countless e-mail messages flew across 
the campus, state, and nation. Very little other business got done 
while the University of California, San Diego sorted through its 
mail and its convictions.

After serving as the chair of UCSD’s Department of Music, 
I was appointed provost of Third College in 1988. Given its his-
tory, no one would be surprised if I, as the chief academic officer 
of the college, continued pushing progressive issues. The campus 
had come to expect such behavior, and I certainly did not want to 
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disappoint. I began to recruit members for a new UCSD Charter 
School Steering Committee. 

My principal ally was sociology professor Hugh Mehan. Bud, 
as he preferred to be called, was the first faculty member hired by 
Third College in 1972 and his chief task was to establish and direct 
the UCSD Teacher Education Program. He joined me to help set 
up a steering committee to pull together research on the best prac-
tices in public education. We knew that the group had to be small 
and handpicked for their particular intellectual attributes and 
political acumen. Together, we would lead faculty and students 
in successfully pushing this effort through a phalanx of academic 
senate committees, campus administrators, community meetings, 
and, ultimately, the same University of California regents who had 
earlier turned their backs on minority students. His expertise and 
credentials as our card-carrying education expert were vital. He 
had written widely on what he termed the “hidden curriculum” in 
schools and how schools are designed to encourage the failure of 
African American and Latino students. He was not an instinctive 
fighter at first, but the hypocrisy and unrelenting attacks on his 
research made him a formidable champion of what seemed to be 
our lost cause. 

Rafael Hernandez was essential. He instinctively understood 
poverty as a personal crucible and became a close confidant in the 
initiative. He had also felt the scourge of social disenfranchise-
ment and decided that his professional life would be dedicated to 
empowering the powerless. As Third College’s brilliant dean of 
students, Rafael had demonstrated his ability to work intelligently 
with upper middle-class kids from the suburbs while helping to 
lift the debilitating burden of discrimination from the shoulders 
of poor, Mexican American students who, against all odds, found 
themselves sitting in his office as UCSD students. He carried him-
self as a consummate gentleman whose charming ways masked a 
durable and enviable toughness. His skills were key to organizing 
UCSD students to serve as tutors, a critical element of our plan.

Patrick Ledden, a mathematician and provost of Muir Col-
lege, was another obvious choice for the UCSD Charter School 
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Steering Committee. He was a long-time member of the faculty 
and was held in the highest esteem across the campus. A supreme-
ly elegant and ethical man, Pat had a fertile mind and gregarious 
temperament. When not teaching the poetry of calculus to daunt-
ed freshmen, he regularly taught an honors course on James Joyce’s 
Ulysses for the literature department. Pat brought to the initiative 
his prodigious wisdom, political savvy, and an enormous amount 
of goodwill and trust. With Pat lending his calm demeanor to the 
committee, others could adopt more maverick ways to openly con-
front more obstreperous colleagues at meetings. For the most part, 
the strategy worked to perfection.

Joe Watson was a chemist who became the first provost of the 
fledgling Third College in 1968. Although he grew up just around 
the corner from me on Sugar Hill in New York City, we first met in 
La Jolla when I was appointed assistant professor in 1974. By the 
time the first proposal to establish the UCSD Charter High School 
had appeared for review, Joe was vice chancellor for student affairs 
and a wise, albeit cautious, counsel to the effort. Faustina Solìs, 
Third College provost emeritus, also brought her powerful pres-
ence to the earliest sessions of our group.

The greatest asset of the UCSD Charter High School effort, 
however, was Bill McGill, a former UCSD chancellor. He had re-
turned to the campus in the late 1980s to settle back in La Jolla 
following a harrowing tenure as president of Columbia University 
during a frightening and lethal ten-year period of political unrest. 
He had been the chancellor of UCSD in 1969 and on the receiving 
end of the Lumumba-Zapata Demands. During the early 1980s, 
he was UCSD Chancellor Richard Atkinson’s confidant and men-
tor. During the 1990s, he became mine. Bill attended our monthly 
meetings faithfully. He chose to listen approvingly, but without 
much comment. Between meetings, I would drop in to his office 
for a chat. It was there that he guided me and shaped my thoughts 
about the prospects for a charter school and life. He became my 
coach. He did not pull punches. He scolded me if he thought I 
was too blunt in response to dissonance or too lenient with more 
agreeable allies. I looked forward to calling on him and was hon-
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ored that he frequently walked over to my office to give his valued 
advice.

McGill was seduced by the UCSD Charter High School ini-
tiative as perhaps the last chance for him to get right a progres-
sive agenda for higher education. He began to purge his demons 
through the writing of Year of the Monkey, a chronicle of his expe-
riences as UCSD chancellor from 1968-70. Intuitively, Bill felt that 
the charter school effort might be his final opportunity to revisit 
the innocent ideals behind the founding of Third College and the 
Lumumba-Zapata Demands of 1969. I believe he felt he had a bet-
ter instrument in me and our steering group, this time, than in the 
naïve supporting cast surrounding him nearly thirty years earlier. 
His New Deal sensibility and poor Irish background gave him 
a tenacious belief in what he saw as the promise of America. He 
spoke of the SP-1 debate as a bad administrative move on the part 
of the University of California regents, and he felt that it was the 
result of the brief and ineffective leadership of then UC President 
Jack Peltason, from 1992 to 1995.

Several independent, intriguing figures filled out our steering 
group: Ricardo Stanton-Salazar, an untenured Chicano profes-
sor from the sociology department; Alma Hill, a recent UCSD 
student body president who has become a successful teacher and 
vice principal in one of the toughest middle schools in town; and 
Dr. Randy Souviney, Bud’s right hand in the Teacher Education 
Program. I hired Andrew Sutherland, our committee’s only UCSD 
student, as my provost’s intern and offered him a place on the 
steering committee in the summer of 1995.

Just as valuable to the campaign as any of the faculty, stu-
dent, or administrative voices were those of Walter and Maisha 
Kudumu. Together, they ran one of San Diego’s successful parent 
education organizations. Although their organization constantly 
muddled along on a shoestring budget, the Kudumus were aging 
black revolutionaries from the sixties who, somehow, maintained 
their faith and continued to devote their enormous energy to the 
cause of social justice. Although I had only invited Walter to serve 
on the steering committee, the two together functioned as a pow-
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erful protest unit. Consequently, Maisha usually attended meetings 
(without invitation) and could be depended upon to ask the tough 
questions. She often delivered soulful panegyrics that reminded 
everyone that we were not just addressing a nameless bureaucra-
cy—we were fighting for the lives of children.

The presence of the Kudumus on the UCSD Charter School 
Steering Committee was the only issue on which Bill and I dis-
agreed. Although he never stated the point outright, he felt that 
they were a bit too vulgar to be adequate spokespersons for a high-
ly visible project sponsored by the University of California. My 
view was that we needed powerful and legitimate voices from the 
community we wished to serve so our efforts would be trusted by 
single black mothers and newly arrived immigrant families from 
Mexico. We had to build coalitions across campus and town.

The steering committee, strong in its diversity and capacities, 
embodied a type of public university and community partnership 
of which Gilman might have dreamed in the years following the 
Civil War. By the summer of 1995, we were ready to push for a vi-
sion that long predated the affirmative action dispute then shaking 
the University of California system to its foundation. The intensely 
emotional atmosphere generated by that public high stakes debate, 
however, would lend a new sense of urgency to our project by the 
end of 1995.

But I, too, had my own personal sense of urgency inextrica-
bly interwoven with our project.

The summer of 1995 found me tumbling in grief following 
the death of my wife of thirty years, from ovarian cancer. I sought 
to stop my freefall by consuming my waking days with work. As 
fall approached, I began to put together the initial concrete steps 
for what was eventually to become the first charter school for poor 
children on a university campus anywhere in the United States.

 On August 8, 1995, I wrote to the UCSD Charter School 
Steering Committee to set out our charge and to explain my po-
sition. We had, by that point, chatted informally for two years 
about the idea of opening a charter school under the aegis of the 
University of California. Bud had collected data about innovative 
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schools around the country. Each of us had read widely and talked 
with leading educators from across the nation to find out what 
worked and what did not. “The lead-up to the regental fray on July 
20th,” I wrote, referring to the highly-charged discussion of SP-1, 
“convinced me that UCSD, for its own future, must play a more 
direct interventionist role on behalf of underrepresented student 
populations before we go out to recruit them.” Beyond affirmative 
action policies, I argued, our university had to come to terms with 
its own failures and its own responsibility in responding directly to 
the needs of its immediate community:

 Judging solely by the spotty data available, as well as cred-
ible anecdotal evidence, the outreach efforts at most UC 
campuses are ineffective. The preparatory programs the Uni-
versity of California depends upon to reach disadvantaged 
populations—Early Academic Outreach Program (EAOP), 
Summer Bridge, Student Outreach, Admissions, & Recruit-
ment (SOAR), UNEX-sponsored summer teacher training, 
Upward Bound, Student Opportunity and Access Program 
(SOAP), Transfer Articulation Agreement, and even Partners-
At-Learning, and many others—are, at best, either too late 
in a student’s intellectual development to be effective, too 
passive, or too isolated and completely uncoordinated with 
other outreach efforts to make a substantive difference in the 
acquisition of skills or in the development of a higher order of 
thinking in the targeted student population.
            —Cecil Lytle, August 8, 1995 memo

The Idea

Over the next few months, we distilled the past two years of 
research on the underperformance of low-income African Ameri-
can and Mexican American children in California’s public schools. 
Although both groups together formed more than fifty percent of 
public school enrollments, these groups represented less than ten 
percent of the University of California’s student registrants. We felt 
that a well-conceived and well-run university charter school for 
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these underrepresented groups would offer significant and needed 
competition for the failing schools found throughout the inner cit-
ies. Further, it was our belief that such a school would appropriate 
the educational values and techniques of the university campus 
and offer a coherent model of the best teaching and learning prac-
tices. The goal was to enable its students to walk through the front 
door of the most selective universities and colleges. To develop a 
proposal for a university-based charter school, we organized our-
selves into smaller workgroups to pull information together and 
craft the initial contours of a proposal.

Our target populations were African American and Mexican 
American children who languished in unimaginative and over-
whelmed local public schools, and who were historically absent 
from the University of California’s entering classes. Our objective 
was to build a college-preparatory secondary school that would re-
cruit underrepresented black and brown children, and that would 
serve as a model for quality education for inner-city schools. But 
we knew such a direct approach would not withstand regental 
scrutiny now that SP-1 forbade the use of racial background in UC 
admissions. 

While writing the proposal, therefore, we had to talk out of 
both sides of our mouths. Much of the document spoke of serv-
ing underrepresented low-income students. Without explicitly 
saying so, everyone knew that meant African American, Latino 
(i.e. chiefly Mexican American), and Native American students. 
Preliminary studies showed that if we set the admission criteria to 
serve low-income students in San Diego County, we would scoop 
up an ample percentage of the black and brown students typically, 
abundantly, and unfortunately found among the poorer communi-
ties of the urban area.

The proposal went to great lengths to tacitly associate under-
representation with low-income and minority populations. All 
available census data confirmed our loose dialectical approxima-
tions and conclusions. But it was still a risky gambit, and we were 
not certain that detractors would overlook our vague language; 
especially since they knew I had opposed UC Regent Ward Con-
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nerly’s anti-affirmative action efforts earlier that year. The admis-
sions policy spelled out in the proposal had to circumnavigate a 
political maelstrom and rely on healthy doses of Republican guilt 
and Democratic contrition. 

Early on, we thought to create a UCSD charter school in San 
Diego’s inner city. However, we abandoned the idea in preference 
to establishing the school on the campus, due to a multitude of 
obstructions placed in our path by the local school district, labor 
unions, and civic groups. It had become clear as early as 1994 that 
we would have to build the charter school on campus if the uni-
versity were to maintain control of it. 

The basic requirements for outlining and gaining approval 
for a charter school seemed straightforward. Charter legislation 
provided opportunities for teachers, parents, students, and other 
members of the community to establish and maintain schools 
which could operate independently from the existing school dis-
trict structure. We designed our petition to meet the requirements 
of California’s 1992 Charter School Act:

Improve all student learning with special emphasis on ex-
panding experiences for pupils who are identified as academi-
cally low-achieving; encourage the use of different and inno-
vative teaching methods; create professional opportunities for 
teachers; provide parents and pupils with expanded choices in 
the types of educational venues available to them; and, to hold 
the schools established under this provision accountable for 
student outcomes. 
  —Proposal to Establish the UCSD Charter High School, 
Fall of 1996

Within thirty days of receiving a proposal, the legislation re-
quired the local school district to hold a public hearing on the pro-
visions of the charter, at which time the board should consider the 
level of employee and parental support for the petition. Further, a 
charter school “shall not be sectarian in its programs, admissions 
policies, employment practices, and all other operations.” Because 
a charter school remained the legal entity of the sponsoring dis-
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trict, we could not and would not charge tuition. Upon approval 
by the district, our charter school would receive from the district 
all funds applicable to serving the same students at their inventory 
schools. Because we were targeting low-income students, we antic-
ipated receiving additional local and federal funds usually aimed 
at students requiring special or categorical instructional support.

All UCSD Charter High School student applicants would 
be low-income as described by the federal Free/Reduced Lunch 
Program. That meant that a family of four, for instance, could not 
earn more than 150% of the poverty level or no more than $19,000 
annually. Secondly, the students must be the first in their family to 
attend and graduate from a four-year college or university. More 
specifically, neither the parent nor guardian could hold a four-year 
college degree. 

We wanted to reach the families in most need of the school, 
and this second provision proved an important bulwark against 
clever manipulations by overly aggressive, wealthier parents. 
When rumors about our project started to circulate, for instance, 
I received a letter and then a telephone call from a La Jolla divor-
cée who inquired about the admission criteria for the new UCSD 
high school. Upon learning that the proposed school would be 
exclusively for low-income children, she argued that since she was 
recently divorced (and temporarily living in expectation of a large 
alimony settlement from her adulterous, rich husband), she was, 
at that moment, without income. Although she and her children 
lived in a multi-million dollar La Jolla home, she wanted them to 
have access to any secondary school run by UCSD. I took comfort 
in the fact that, despite the elimination of affirmative action, the 
highly educated and wealthy were not yet a protected class (legally 
speaking).

The third, and perhaps most ambiguous criterion asked that 
both the youngster and the family display the proper motivation 
for attending a college preparatory secondary school. Here, we 
sought indicators of student and family dedication to the edu-
cational enterprise, such as a proven record of regular school at-
tendance, completion of homework assignments, and a letter of 
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recommendation from both a current teacher and a person from 
their community. Our school, after all, hoped to demonstrate what 
underrepresented, public school students could achieve when their 
families and the larger community worked together. 

Finally, to strengthen the research possibilities of the project, 
we determined early on to admit students by lottery once they met 
the qualifying criteria. This admissions procedure would insure 
that we were inoculated against the accusation of skimming or 
“cherry-picking” only the best kids. The procedure also guaranteed 
that there would be a cohort group of similarly profiled students 
for longitudinal comparison.

We planned to build a small school of 240 students, equally 
divided among grades nine through twelve. All of the research on 
education proved that youngsters from low-income backgrounds 
enter the upper grades far behind their grade-level in reading, 
mathematics, and just about every other subject. The budgetary 
plan for the school called for subsidizing a student-to-teacher ratio 
of fifteen-to-one so that students would receive as much attention 
as necessary to catch up. Rafael Hernandez, moreover, contributed 
an elegant description of how university students would receive 
service-learning academic credit for tutoring in the charter school.

In terms of the hard realities of finances and real estate, the 
steering committee’s proposal called upon UCSD to provide acre-
age on the west side of the campus, amid all of the university class-
rooms and administrative buildings. This became one of the early 
points of contention. The California Charter School Act of 1992 
provided that the Average Daily Attendance (ADA) funds attached 
to each student in his or her local school district would follow the 
student to the new institution and so subsidize the basic operating 
expenses of the charter school. The university would have to raise 
the capital resources for a new building and provide land on cam-
pus upon which to build it.

While UCSD’s Academic Senate bickered, Andrew Suther-
land, my undergraduate student intern, successfully put together a 
$50,000 grant application to the California Department of Educa-
tion for charter school planning money. The grant allowed Bud 
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to host weekly meetings with a dozen local school teachers to 
develop the academic structure of our proposed school. The meet-
ings were held in the evenings and proved both enlightening and 
frustrating. What was clear, however, was that all of the recom-
mended innovations were widely known in the literature of school 
reform and fully agreed upon by the teachers we had gathered. 
What these discussions demonstrated was that public schools were 
prohibited, by a variety of collective bargaining agreements and 
district policies, from implementing a coherent and full regimen 
of reforms that would support a high-expectations environment 
within a school. 

Even as we prepared to formally submit the proposal to es-
tablish a UCSD Charter High School to the San Diego Board of 
Education, I went to see officials in the San Diego Teachers’ As-
sociation. Friends who taught in the San Diego public schools 
had warned that the teachers’ union had decided to continue their 
anti-charter school stance and to sabotage our effort. Following 
Pat Ledden’s advice, Andrew sent ahead copies of our most recent 
proposal draft in preparation for the late afternoon meeting. 

While I waited for the union reps to arrive at the dingy café 
we agreed upon, I suddenly felt like I was in a scene out of The 
Godfather. We were to gather to break bread and reach an accord, 
and I was to give them an offer they would likely refuse.

 The meeting was tense, but its outcome was certain, at least, 
in my mind. A distillation of their complaints centered on our re-
fusal to accept the collective bargaining agreement into our char-
ter. The enabling legislation didn’t require adoption of local con-
tract agreements and it was our sense that inviting the union into 
the planning and policy of the school meant losing all of our con-
trol over decisions governing the charter. Although the representa-
tives swore that we could work things out, I was just as determined 
not to abdicate responsibility for the shape of the charter school 
to the local teachers’ association as I was to give over its control to 
the UCSD faculty. 

Their fallback position was to demand representation on the 
board of directors of the UCSD Charter High School. I said no, 
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as politely as I could. Although we departed amicably, it was clear 
that they were not done with their attempts to thwart the estab-
lishment of a charter school on the UC San Diego campus, or any-
where else.

Their position was problematic only to the extent that it con-
tradicted what their rank and file teachers were telling us confi-
dentially. The union was in the same delicate spot, therefore, as the 
university’s faculty—approval of the UCSD Charter High School 
undermined their authority, but because of its populist nature they 
could not be seen publicly opposing the idea. The UCSD faculty 
committees, on the other hand, would have a direct vote on the 
school’s future and had to be handled with a curious mixture of 
dexterity and firmness, although it was never clear to me how ac-
curately the committees actually represented wider faculty opin-
ion. It is reasonable to assume that most of the faculty members 
were too busy to really care, as long as the project didn’t cost them 
anything. For the vast majority of the UCSD faculty, the charter 
school was, most likely, off the radar screen.

The Argument Ensues

By late 1995, word was leaking out about our attempts to 
draft a proposal for a charter school. Like a family secret making 
the rounds at a cocktail party, most comments were far off the 
mark. Bud Mehan heard from a highly misinformed secondary 
school teacher in the community that we were planning to open 
a school for children of parents with AIDS, a neighbor congratu-
lated me one morning for our plan to establish an academy for the 
deaf, and a campus colleague told Pat Ledden that he did not think 
it was such a good idea for us to be championing a school for ex-
felons. Clearly, we needed to set the record straight on just what 
we were considering before the mounting rumors overtook and 
sabotaged our effort. If the faculty defined the project for itself, 
through innuendo, the school would surely die before the proposal 
was even announced. We decided to hold a series of open meet-
ings on campus to present our plan. Although advertised through 
traditional faculty channels, the meetings were poorly attended. 
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Our friends came by and lent their encouragement, but the faculty 
who had privately expressed opposition did not come to speak or 
listen.

At first, those sedate public forums lulled us into thinking 
that the absence of a willing opposition meant that there was no 
opposition. But after being accosted several times in the parking 
lots and hallways of the campus, we realized that opposition had 
indeed begun to gather, albeit surreptitiously. With our draft pro-
posal circulating through faculty back channels, it soon became 
the topic of many conversations on campus. No one, however, 
spoke openly against the idea. Apparently, the faculty whispering 
against our proposal found it difficult to publicly declare their un-
willingness to share the campus with poor children. 

For the last of the informal open meetings in 1995, we decid-
ed to stage a mock debate in an attempt to draw out spokespersons 
for the opposition. From encounters at the Faculty Club salad bar, 
we knew the criticisms well. So, we developed a series of questions 
we would ask each other at the meeting. We tested the strategy on 
Bill and, with a twinkle in his eye, he approved it. 

At the final meeting, we recognized some of those we knew 
to be opponents of the initiative sitting in the very last row of 
seats. We gave our well-rehearsed, half-hour presentation of the 
proposal for the thirty or so in attendance, acutely aware of our 
sullen opponents, before entering the mock-debate segment with 
some trepidation.

Just as Bud was supposed to ask the first of the planned pro-
vocative questions, Bill McGill walked in the back door and sat 
right next to one of our surprised opponents. Before Bud could 
begin, Bill raised his hand and asked about the budget for the op-
eration. I had briefly outlined this matter earlier, but the question 
now presented me with the opportunity to go into more detail; 
details we had rehearsed the day before in front of Bill.   
Bill’s neighbor began to squirm. 

On cue, I then asked Bud about the research on school re-
form. He answered smartly while Bill whispered something to 
another secret antagonist. The chair of the Committee on Edu-
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cational Policy flinched in response to whatever Bill was saying, 
while I turned to query Rafael about how university students 
would be integrated into the charter school’s method of instruc-
tion. Bill answered that question himself from the back, and then 
turned to hunch his neighbor while loudly asking, “What do you 
think?” Our nervous antagonist nodded and said something about 
the school being an interesting idea. Then she expressed a more 
general anxiety before abruptly getting up and leaving the room. 
As she left, Bud wished her speedy recovery from the stabbing 
cough that had continually punctuated the meeting.

We returned to my office to debrief over a glass of wine. 
“What the hell was that?” Bud asked with a grin as we settled into 
the sofa and chairs. 

“That was triangulation at its best.” Rafael replied. 
“It was a surprise,” I said. “Bill, you didn’t follow the rules of 

engagement. It was wonderful!” 
Throughout our jubilant flutter, Bill’s eyes twinkled again 

and again. Finally, twirling his Merlot, he tempered the ruckus by 
reminding us that we had not been in a real fight yet. It was com-
ing, he warned, but it would most likely take place behind closed 
doors. His view was that the faculty was disturbed by the idea of 
sharing the campus with poor kids in general, and that it would 
justify its fear with the argument that such an effort was not in 
our mission as a public research university. He seemed happy that 
his young warriors were smart enough to anticipate and draw out 
the opposition, but he was obviously worried about the struggle 
ahead.

This was unlike the Third College debates of the late 1960s. 
Then, the issue of inclusion was sharply defined as a matter of 
choosing between the two competing virtues of academic excel-
lence and social responsibility. Establishing a college preparatory 
charter school on campus for historically underrepresented stu-
dents, we believed, would derail the old debate between meritoc-
racy and UC outreach. Our project would sidestep the argument 
over affirmative action by putting forward an idea aimed squarely 
at academic excellence.
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However, Bill persuasively argued that the faculty would take 
the matter underground because their real fears and prejudices 
could not be voiced so easily in the light of day. We knew this proj-
ect served, simultaneously, all three of the university’s stated mis-
sions—teaching, research, and service. Although we had stymied 
the opposition temporarily, our sage warned that things were likely 
to get more difficult. He told us we needed to be diligent, cunning, 
and benevolently ruthless in the coming weeks and months.

I think Bill was proud of us for doing well that evening. But 
he had seen it all before, and he knew that some gut-wrenching 
pain still lay ahead. He tutored us a little more in the art of han-
dling hostile questions, then left. Everyone departed my office with 
mixed feelings of elation and dread brought on by Bill’s carefully 
tempered optimism. I sat down at the Bösendorfer piano in my of-
fice to play some wintry Scriabin preludes, but soon drifted to that 
other keyboard in my office that had come to dominate more and 
more of my life.

During the period of the UCSD open meetings on the char-
ter school proposal, UC President Jack Peltason was struggling to 
aid the UC Academic Senate’s attempt to regain the initiative by 
establishing a system-wide committee to review UC admissions 
policy in light of SP-1. He appointed the President’s Task Force on 
Undergraduate Admissions Criteria to recommend ideas for how 
the University of California’s admissions policy could comply with 
SP-1 and to try to salvage the prerogatives of the faculty in the 
running of the university. Jack’s eventual call letter wisely cast the 
regents’ July mandate as a recommendation from the board of re-
gents to the faculty and administration of the university. He prob-
ably hoped the task force, as an administrative instrument,  would 
blunt or divert the highly specific intent of the regents to destroy 
every vestige of affirmative action. The UC regents, however, saw it 
otherwise.

The task force was chaired by Arnie Leiman, a congenial 
and distinguished Berkeley sociologist whose folksy demeanor 
reminded me very much of Bill McGill. Although the end-run 
around the regents’ anti-affirmative action policy did not work, the 
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data derived by the task force proved, “…the overall effect of elimi-
nating racial and ethnic criteria in admissions across the univer-
sity as a whole would be a decline of approximately 27%–33% in 
the number of underrepresented freshmen admits, and a decrease 
of approximately 26%–46% in the number of underrepresented 
freshman registrants, i.e., freshman admits projected ultimately 
to enroll at UC.” Even worse scenarios would come true in 1997 
when African American admits to the University of California de-
creased by 50%.

At about the same time Peltason’s task force was at work, im-
portant changes had taken place on the San Diego campus. Chem-
istry Professor Marjorie Caserio had been number two on the 
campus organization chart until Dick Atkinson left UCSD to be-
come the seventeenth president of the University of California on 
October 1, 1995. She became the interim chancellor until a perma-
nent successor could be chosen. It was made clear from the start 
that she did not want the job permanently and wanted her interim 
status emphasized at every opportunity. In fact, she demanded 
early on that she be officially referred to as interim chancellor to 
discourage any hint that she might indeed be in charge. Conse-
quently, we had little expectation that she would either endorse or 
retard the progress of our proposal. 

Immediately following her appointment as interim chancel-
lor, she put out an all-campus bulletin introducing herself. Except 
for a diversity-related homily to “standards” and “excellence” in the 
first paragraph, the entire letter was devoted to the regents’ anti-
affirmative action ruling five months earlier and the need to revise 
admissions policy regarding the use of race, ethnicity, and gender. 
The document also signaled the escalation in importance of the 
campus’ Admissions Committee. This was a remarkable develop-
ment, considering the varied operations, departments, schools, 
and institutes that usually take up the attention of campus leader-
ship. Clearly, she understood the moment, but felt that she was not 
in a position to take any strong action, one way or the other, with 
regard to minority admissions at UCSD. Although liberal lamenta-
tions permeate the letter, as a document it is no less remarkable 
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for the amount of attention it focuses solely on affirmative action 
while assiduously avoiding the term itself.

Understandably, we were not quite sure of her motivation 
when she called for a meeting with the UCSD Charter School 
Steering Committee. It was clear, however, that the non-faculty 
bureaucrats surrounding her wanted to kill the project. It would 
mean new work for them, and they correctly perceived that a 
charter school for poor secondary school students on the UCSD 
campus was not something the faculty would easily endorse. 
University bureaucrats seem to have a knack for sniffing out fac-
ulty opinion and murdering in their infancy those initiatives that 
might grow up to be trouble.

With some suspicion, then, the members of the steering 
committee quickly collated the data for the meeting with Caserio. 
Andrew Sutherland and I repeatedly stayed in the office long after 
nightfall, finalizing the draft proposal and fretting over every syl-
lable of the executive summary we would give to her along with 
the full draft proposal. 

Nevertheless, we also considered the possibility that the 
meeting might be an auspicious one. Caserio had it in her power, 
after all, to jumpstart the project and offer the first positive, fea-
sible plan for a new era in University of California outreach. Such 
a move would put UCSD out in front of the other campuses on 
the single issue of most concern to the system as a whole, and it 
would serve as a sign of UCSD’s goodwill in a troubling time. Per-
haps Bill was thinking along these lines as our little group made its 
way to Caserio’s office the morning of the meeting. Somewhere on 
the path between the Geisel Library and a picturesque eucalyptus 
grove, he put a fatherly hand on Andrew’s shoulder. “If this school 
were offered as a solution thirty years ago,” he said, “the campus 
would have jumped at the chance.”

The steering committee gathered in the office of the interim 
chancellor on Monday, January 22, 1996 to describe the basic 
tenets of the draft proposal for a UCSD charter school. Marjorie 
presented herself as an honest broker, well meaning, but decid-
edly indecisive. Following an earlier practice of Joe Watson’s, I had 
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sent ahead copies of our draft and brought with me copies of the 
summary we had prepared. In attendance were most of the uni-
versity’s high-ranking civil servant class of vice chancellors, a few 
academics, and the steering committee. I wanted to dispel all of 
the strange rumors floating around the campus and city about our 
project and give a coherent presentation of the charter school and 
how we intended to proceed.

The room was already full of bureaucrats when we arrived. 
Chancellor Atkinson always had a good sense that bookkeepers 
and lawyer-like administrators were essential in running a com-
plex billion-dollar corporation like UCSD. Further, he intuitively 
understood that lawyers and accountants should be on tap, not on 
top. Even while listening to their advice, he knew that they were 
not necessarily informed by the urgent and irregular passions of 
the academic community. Their bottom lines, that is to say, needed 
to be in the service of the occasionally improbable visions of the 
university faculty. Now, with his ascendancy to the UC president’s 
office, there was a power vacuum at UCSD that the civil servants 
were more than willing to fill.

Although we congenially quipped and joked as we took our 
seats and the meeting gradually came to order, it was clear that 
the bureaucrats had just met with Marjorie to dissuade her from 
taking any favorable action on our behalf. Marjorie began by say-
ing, with obvious irritation, that she had no intention of approv-
ing this or any other such proposal without scrutiny by the UCSD 
Academic Senate. Everyone around the room tensed. The message 
could not have been clearer. 

The UCSD Academic Senate had never concerned itself with 
outreach programs. Indeed, none of its numerous standing com-
mittees oversaw campus outreach. When Caserio relegated this 
matter to the academic senate, she gave it an ill-disguised death 
sentence. Atkinson had scrupulously avoided the academic senate 
whenever he truly wanted to get something done. Consulting the 
UCSD Academic Senate was an annoying afterthought for him 
once the major pieces of whichever entrepreneurial puzzle he de-
sired were in place. 
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Anyone aware of the capability of a college professor to 
perform verbal gymnastics when faced with even the most di-
rect question would also understand why we knew instantly that 
sending our draft proposal to the senate without the chancellor’s 
endorsement or comment—where dozens and dozens of tenured 
professors strewn within a labyrinth of committees would discuss 
it ad nauseum—was a means to strangle the project.

After preemptively announcing our fate, however, she asked 
that we tell her about the draft proposal. I recovered as quickly as 
I could and handed out copies of the summary report before be-
ginning a ten-minute description so well rehearsed that it flowed 
with a familiar ease. Since the attendees had received the draft 
proposal the previous week, I stressed the major points such as 
the eligibility criteria for selecting students. Then I reviewed the 
California charter school legislation soliciting “an entity to develop 
a proposal for how they would develop and run a charter school.” 
I was careful to point out that, if approved, the operating budget 
for the school would be provided by the San Diego Unified School 
District, using the Average Daily Attendance funds attached to the 
240 students.

Towards the end of my short presentation, Pat Ledden 
chimed in with words of reinforcement on the matter of proposed 
student eligibility. I asked Bud to briefly describe his research 
in the area that confirmed our assumptions regarding student 
achievement. When we finished, the assembly seemed even more 
irritated at the proposal’s concreteness and reiterated the declara-
tion that we needed faculty senate approval before entertaining 
such a risky venture. 

I countered to say that the senate had never exercised author-
ity over campus outreach initiatives, and that my work on the UC 
Outreach Task Force led me to report that the campus would soon 
be receiving large sums of new UC-outreach funds to counteract 
the anticipated deleterious effects of SP-1.

The campus accountants confirmed the “interim” nature of 
the chancellor’s office and, once again, recited the need for senate 
oversight in this matter. I thought they might gag with glee. They 
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knew the senate well and had certainly heard the backroom chat-
ter against our effort. They knew, furthermore, that they could 
feed the academic senate dire predictions of terrible financial con-
sequences brought on by a UCSD charter school. A year later, the 
faculty senate would be in full gallop opposing the project, and the 
non-academic civil servants in the room would be the architects of 
the opposition.

Bill’s presence added stature and credibility to our effort. 
He was a senior campus guru who had seen his share of difficult 
enterprises and knew faculty angst well. His presence lent the oc-
casion and the project an invaluable dignity. Rafael and I were the 
protagonists arguing on behalf of an edgy proposal. Andrew, our 
undergraduate, could play the angry young man when the time 
came, and no one would fault him for it. Pat Ledden, however, was 
the campus diplomat; he was able to speak easily with foes who 
would not otherwise give me the time of day. Known across the 
campus as a patrician Irishman whose intellect was rivaled only 
by his charm, Pat, the elder statesman, could be counted on to 
smooth our affairs whenever debate got out of hand. He sat across 
from me, next to Andrew, and I nervously hoped he could keep 
our youngest representative from making any embarrassing out-
bursts.

Although tense, the meeting might have ended cordially if 
Marjorie had not chastised the steering committee. She lectured us 
about acting precipitously, reprimanding us for holding our open 
meetings across the campus. Andrew bristled. Pat Ledden came 
unglued. 

“No, Marjorie! No! You say you can’t move without the facul-
ty being consulted, and then you criticize us for providing the fac-
ulty with information about the proposal. We’ve given the faculty 
every opportunity to review and be informed about what we’re 
doing,” Pat said, tearing off his thick-rimmed eyeglasses and look-
ing her sternly in the eye. “Now you have to decide. You want to 
send this back to the faculty so that you won’t have to act, but the 
faculty has studied the problem, we’ve been studying it, and now 
we must act! We must act!” He tossed the glasses aimlessly across 
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the huge rectangular conference table and rapped his knuckles on 
the table, punctuating each of his “we must act” statements with a 
sharp “crack-crack.” 

Bill put a firm hand on Pat’s glasses-tossing arm. “What Pat 
means to say is that we’re prepared to finish the proposal and seek 
review by senate committees. Do you have a recommendation 
which committees we should consult?” he asked gently. 

The question caught them off guard. They probably had en-
visioned the UCSD Academic Senate as some sort of featureless 
black hole into which we would descend, never to be heard from 
again. Someone on the other side of the table convulsively blurted 
out, “All of them.” We agreed to follow the interim chancellor’s ad-
vice and exited the room as genially as we could.

Pat’s face finally returned to its normal color as we crossed 
in front of the library. He hated dishonesty and hypocrisy. I was 
amused and surprised since Pat was serving on the steering com-
mittee because of his endearing and calming demeanor. We head-
ed in near-silence to a little café to debrief. As we sat down, I kid-
ded him, “Now that you’ve replaced me as the warrior, Pat, you’ve 
left me the role of peacekeeper. I don’t know if I can do it.” 

We laughed at the reversal of fortunes and our ambidexterity 
as a committee. Pat’s fury came just as I was about to tell the chan-
cellor and the others about the successful meeting I had the week 
before with some major donors about funding the project. Had Pat 
not interrupted, it might have been Marjorie flinging her glasses 
instead at the thought that I was already out raising money for the 
charter school.
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Chapter Three

Death by a Thousand Committees

For several months before and after the meeting with Interim 
Chancellor Caserio, Bud and I had been in correspondence or 
meeting with subcommittees of the UCSD Academic Senate. In 
the University of California system, faculty representatives in each 
campus’ senate enjoy broad legislative powers and vote to advise 
their respective chancellors in the most serious matters. While 
laudable, such a democratic system is at risk of suffering the same 
abuses to which national political systems are vulnerable. A demo-
cratic body, perversely, can provide the perfect cover should the 
desire arise among its leadership to stifle a progressive idea while 
preserving the virtuous image of a public institution in service 
to its people. If our perceptions were right, our nascent charter 
school was about to be strangled in its cradle and in the dark. No 
group, perhaps, can throttle the life out of an initiative with more 
gusto than tenured professors sitting in relative obscurity on aca-
demic committees while getting high on coffee.

The Proposal

We had sent the various committees making up the academic 
senate leadership what we were calling a “draft proposal” of the 
charter school in order to draw their fire and comments early on. 
The cover letter mentioned that we wanted to have their opinions 
on the fledgling proposal before we came back with an official 
document. 
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The text of the proposal ran thirty-one pages with an equal 
number of pages of charts, graphs, and tables to back up our initia-
tive with hard data. Feeling plucky, I inscribed on the front cover 
a quotation from the speech Marian Wright Edelman, president of 
the Children’s Defense Fund, delivered at the dedication ceremony 
marking Third College’s name change to Thurgood Marshall Col-
lege in 1993. Edelman remarked that Thurgood Marshall didn’t 
just witness change, “he created it.” It was my view that a public 
university, too, existed to be an agent of change and that there 
was no better mission than to make change happen for the least 
privileged. Bill warned me that foregrounding Edelman’s electric 
rhetoric would unnecessarily inflame some faculty members who 
were to pass judgment on the proposal in the senate. But I could 
not resist my own need to strike at least one blow for progressiv-
ism before receiving the pummeling I knew was coming.

We had prepared the three main sections of the proposal in 
as straightforward a manner as possible: 1) “Introduction: The 
Problem and a Proposed Solution;” 2) “Mission Statement and 
Goals;” and, 3) “Provisions of the Charter High School.” 

Bud was responsible for the language contained in the first 
section. There, he laid out an examination of the research literature 
regarding secondary school preparation for UC admission by class 
and race. Although the conclusions were obvious, the quantitative 
analysis was an excoriating condemnation of the academic prepa-
ration available to youngsters from low-income populations in San 
Diego County and nationwide:

 Students from historically disenfranchised groups do 
poorly in school by comparison with their well-to-do contem-
poraries. They drop out at a higher rate. They score lower on 
standardized tests. Their grades are lower. And more impor-
tantly for the topic of this proposal, the creation of a college 
preparatory high school on the UCSD campus, they do not 
attend college as often.
 These same students are expected to compose an increas-
ing percentage of the United States population through the 
early years of the 21st century (Pelavin & Kane, 1990; Carter 
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& Wilson, 1991).
 ...The problem of underrepresentation is evident at the 
University of California. Students from low-income African 
American and Latino backgrounds are underrepresented in 
our classrooms.... The continued absence of historically dis-
enfranchised populations from the University of California 
means that there will be fewer African American doctors and 
scientists, fewer lawyers and teachers whose ancestry is root-
ed in the Mexican American communities of California. 
 Continuing uninterrupted, this pattern will produce an 
Apartheid condition within California in which the numeri-
cally largest cultural populations are governed, taught, and 
administered by an ever-shrinking minority elite.

While true and roundly supported by the scholarly data, 
this subversive language harkened back twenty-five years to the 
Lumumba-Zapata Demands. Furthermore, our introduction 
pointed out the failure of Kerr’s Master Plan as an inter-segmental 
educational device to advance the education of children often left 
out of higher education. Kerr had envisioned a connected scheme 
of community colleges and state universities that would allow 
students of differing abilities to eventually gain access to the Uni-
versity of California. What evolved, however, was a three-tiered set 
of cul-de-sacs wherein the poor secondary school preparation of 
low-income students was not sufficient to allow these students to 
advance through the system and achieve a UC degree.

Also underlying the effort was our belief that a particular 
social and educational advantage could be attributed to the highly 
theoretical training offered by the University of California, result-
ing in an intellectual perspective that naturally led students to 
pursue advanced and professional degrees. These graduates would 
become the executives, the bankers, the lawyers, and the leaders of 
a modern and diverse California of the near future. The mission of 
UC outreach, therefore, required that historically disenfranchised 
populations must become not only eligible for the least rigorous 
state schools, but also competitively eligible for the most selective 
and prestigious of the UC campuses, professional schools, and 
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graduate schools. 
Our proposed solution was, in fact, a challenge to all existing 

UC outreach programs. The many outreach efforts in play for the 
past thirty years were not engaging or intensive enough to help 
students become competitively eligible for the elite Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, and San Diego campuses. It was not surprising when the 
directors of those UC outreach programs proved to be among our 
bitterest enemies. These programs simply could not adequately 
prepare low-income or minority youngsters for admission to the 
selective UC campuses. The UCSD Charter High School that we 
proposed was not only a threat to the elite culture of the campus, 
but a threat to the affirmative action industry that had failed the 
university and the populations in need.

We pegged our approach to the model of other UC initiatives 
designed to encourage wholesale economic development and so-
cial tranquility. Bud introduced the idea of copying the success of 
UC’s Agricultural Field Station model. He described our ambitious 
proposal for an on-campus charter school for poor children as 
the educational analog to the monumentally successful UC Agri-
cultural Field Station. Our urban Educational Field Station would 
be copied by most school districts, we believed, and lead to wide-
spread educational reform. 

From the beginning, we chose to view the UCSD Charter 
High School as both an experiment and a national demonstration 
project. It would not be competition to local public schools in the 
sense championed by conservative politicians promoting voucher 
schools. Rather, our model would serve as an inspiration for both 
the public and private sectors. Our effort was to be aimed at dis-
advantaged youngsters whose educational advancement would be 
accelerated so that they would perform at an academic level con-
sistent with their more advantaged counterparts. The school would 
not only demand and expect high standards, but also provide 
highly specialized resources supporting the core areas of reading, 
writing, and mathematics. In a spirit contrary to the No Child Left 
Behind initiative, we wanted to demonstrate the positive effects of 
allocating resources to disadvantaged students rather than taking 
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money away to punish a failing school.
Bud’s research informed our proposal and challenged prevail-

ing American educational policy. “The principles of the UCSD 
Charter High School are derived from current thinking about 
cognitive development and the social organization of schooling,” 
he wrote. “The idea of providing one academically rigorous form 
of curriculum and instruction to all students, accompanied by a 
system of social and academic supports,” he said, “is better under-
stood if placed against the background of the history of education-
al policy in the United States.”

He specifically addressed “tracking,” a standard practice in 
American K-12 public education, where students are separated 
into different ability groups early in their careers. Condemning 
tracking as an historical aberration and insufficient for the techno-
logical future of the twenty-first century, Bud went on to describe 
its history and our aversion to this practice:

 …Educators in the United States have responded to differ-
ences among individuals and groups by separating students 
and altering the content of the curriculum to which they are 
exposed. Since the 1920’s, most high schools have offered a 
‘tracked’ curriculum—sequences of academic classes that 
range from slow-paced remedial courses to rigorous ones.

In other words, ability grouping begun informally in el-
ementary school becomes institutionalized by middle school and 
further entrenched in high school. The curriculum for youngsters 
designated as “underperforming” is reduced in scope, content, and 
pace relative to that offered to “high-ability” groups. Students who 
have been assigned to the “college prep” track receive a distinct 
curriculum and are separated from students who have been as-
signed to the “vocational track.” It is a pernicious system that can 
earmark youngsters for failure before they reach the ninth grade.

Tracking rests on the assumptions about the nature of the oc-
cupational structure and the role of schooling in an industrial 
society. Tracking was justified at the height of industrializa-
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tion because it supported a long-standing belief in the United 
States and Great Britain that a crucial function of schools is 
to prepare students for jobs (Davis & Moore, 1945.) The in-
dustrial revolution divided labor into jobs and occupations 
that require different kinds of skills. As a result, workers who 
have different kinds of knowledge were needed to fill those 
different kinds of jobs. The function of schools was to serve 
as a rational sorting device, matching students’ talents to the 
demands of the workplace (Turner, 1960). Thus, rigorous 
academic classes could prepare students heading for jobs that 
require college degrees, whereas vocational programs could 
prepare students for less skilled jobs or for technical training 
after high school.

Tracking students for different work lives, he argued, was 
thought fair because students were believed to possess fixed intel-
lectual abilities, motivations, and aspirations while different jobs 
demanded different skills and talents: “Thus, a tracked curriculum 
with its ability-grouped classes was viewed as both functional and 
democratic.” 

Our proposal, on the other hand, embraced the universal 
development theory that asserts a different conception of human 
capacity and school organization and avoids the consequences of 
negative labeling associated with low expectations. Our teachers 
and curriculum would place all of the UCSD Charter High School 
students in rigorous college preparatory classes. We would adopt 
the proposition that tracking is decidedly undemocratic and sabo-
tages the potential of students and families historically underrep-
resented at the University of California. In Section Two, under the 
words “Mission Statement,” our draft proposal said:

 The UCSD Charter High School is conceived to provide 
an intensive college preparatory educational environment for 
low-income and other historically underrepresented student 
populations at the University of California. 
 Through the application of tutor-assisted teaching, the goal 
is to create a highly enriched four-year instructional scheme 
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that will prepare the graduates to distinguish themselves in 
assessment, evaluation, and standardized tests that will make 
them competitively eligible at the University of California or 
any other selective institution of higher learning.

Section Three, “Provisions of the Charter School,” discussed 
eligibility criteria, recruitment techniques, the application process, 
curriculum, class size, teacher qualifications, assessment, and gov-
ernance in detail. While this might seem to be the more quotidian 
part of the proposal, in reality it gave it teeth. Just as Angela Davis 
and Herbert Marcuse’s revolutionary statements finally took form 
in the real brick-and-mortar institution called Third College, our 
ideas needed to assume a tangible form with definable features, if 
they were to have an impact in the world. The proposal’s final sec-
tion was the blueprint for that form.

The first five months of 1997 were extremely busy with prepa-
rations for several faculty meetings each week and many tinkering 
revisions of the draft proposal to satisfy the whims of key com-
mittee chairs, who continued to hold the entire project hostage in 
their senate committees. 

One of our first meetings was to take place February 7th 
with the Planning and Budget Committee. However, two days 
before we were to gather face-to-face, the chair of that committee 
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sent around a blistering criticism of the draft. Rather than wait to 
ask questions or allow us to fully explain our plans in person, the 
chairman took a first shot at the draft proposal, which he knew 
would have a chilling effect at the meeting. His five-page memo 
specifically attacked the eligibility criteria for admission to the 
UCSD Charter High School—criteria we had yet to discuss with 
his committee.

The dissemination of misinformation proved to be a key tac-
tic of the reactionary opponents of the charter school initiative in 
the faculty senate. Colleagues sitting on the gauntlet of committees 
that the interim chancellor had asked us to traverse seemed ready 
to circulate distorted or inaccurate ideas before we even had a 
chance to meet and examine the facts of the proposal together. We 
expected some opposition at the meeting with the Planning and 
Budget Committee. We were caught off-guard, admittedly, by the 
rapidity of this first attack from its chair.

The letter was addressed to the chair of the UCSD Academic 
Senate and copied to nearly everyone on campus. I was furious at 
what I perceived to be the sneaky nature of an ambush tactic. Here 
was a preemptive strike at the project, based on an opposing logic 
that, it seemed to me, desperately needed ignorance for its cred-
ibility. While the draft document spelled out the admissions crite-
ria in detail, and while the proposal emphasized that low-income 
children were the target of our effort, the memo equivocated over 
likely yield rates as compared to La Jolla High School—the best 
school in the county and one attended by children from some of 
San Diego’s wealthiest families, as well as children of the UCSD 
faculty.

After we finally met with the Planning and Budget Commit-
tee two days later, I wrote the members a letter summarizing both 
the meeting and the February 5th letter of ambush. Bud wisely 
discarded my inflammatory first draft, as it was the classic angry 
letter that should never be sent. In its place, he helped to craft a 
four-page retort that went through the memo line by line, correct-
ing errors of fact and highlighting points on which we all agreed 
during the February 7th meeting.
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This exercise in patience proved a precursor for successive 
battles with the other senate committees. 

The chair of Planning and Budget and the other committee 
chairs sought to associate themselves and their committees with 
the altruistic goals of the charter school proposal but would go on 
to say, essentially, that there may be other more profitable ideas for 
the University of California to pursue in its quest for true diversity. 
No one from Planning and Budget offered a description of what 
those alternatives might look like, however.

While the academic senate committees sought to drown us 
in a sea of disparaging memos, convoluted arguments, and tedious 
verbiage, our steering committee pressed on as if the school actu-
ally would become a physical presence on the campus. I was not 
sure if we were valiantly undaunted or hopelessly optimistic.

The encounters with the other dozen or so committees were 
just as difficult as the one with Planning and Budget. By Valen-
tine’s Day, the steering committee was meeting almost every day 
in response to the latest criticism or attack. Aside from being an 
exemplar of what was to come, this first encounter quite accurately 
predicted a turning of the tables with regards to the classical posi-
tion of conservatives and progressives. Allegedly liberal tenured 
faculty members were fighting us in committee, and I wondered if 
their conservative adversaries would support us for equally shaky 
reasons.

Strange Bedfellows

A few months later, Bill McGill received a two-page letter, 
signed jointly by two extremely conservative psychology profes-
sors, which confirmed for me the strange, political role reversal 
sensed earlier. The younger of the two men was an outspoken sup-
porter of the anti-affirmative action movement and had traveled 
the state speaking against racial quotas and preferential treatment 
in UC admissions. As quantitative psychologists, they took us to 
task about some of our predictions for the size of the projected 
graduating class and the number of students who would be com-
petitively eligible for the more selective UC campuses. The central 
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tone of the letter was unequivocally favorable toward the initiative, 
however. They championed the suggestion of a senior campus po-
litical scientist in his call for a lottery in admissions to the charter 
school. Apparently, none of them had read the lottery description 
already in our proposal.

I wasn’t sure who was using whom. Had I moved closer to 
the Right by hinting at the dissolution of public education, or were 
conservatives beginning to support more aggressive targeted out-
reach? I asked Bill this question a few weeks later and he assured 
me that more and more people would be finding novel ways to 
support a good idea. I took his suggestion as a positive develop-
ment, but worried that our “good idea” would become enmeshed 
in the tangled battle between the Left and the Right over attempts 
at social engineering by the university.

A curious routine started to emerge. After each meeting, Bud 
and I would meet to compare our reactions to the discussion. In 
every case, we felt that we had swayed a majority of the commit-
tee members to our side. However, a week or two later, we would 
receive an angry or extremely negative letter from the committee 
chairman. Due to the number of complaints she was receiving, the 
interim chancellor appointed a campus-wide feasibility committee 
to vet the proposal.

The January 31, 1996 Feasibility Task Force appointment let-
ter charged the group to report on the following salient charter 
school issues: “The mission, curriculum, and administration of the 
charter school; student selection, student social life, and support 
services; location and facilities; budget projections and revenue 
sources; liability and insurance; UCSD goals, objectives, and ex-
pectations; interactions between the charter school, UCSD, and 
their respective populations; and evaluation and assessment of 
student outcomes.”

The Feasibility Task Force was asked to report back by March 
8th “…or as soon thereafter as possible.” The chair of the group 
was Vice Chancellor Joe Watson. As was his custom, Joe played 
his cards so close to the vest that it was never clear just where he 
personally stood on the project. He had remained aloof all during 
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the previous years of planning and discussions and rarely attended 
either steering committee meetings or our open town meetings on 
the topic. It was clear that the regents’ SP-1 decision and our steer-
ing committee’s insistence on achieving a competitive eligibility 
standard for UCSD outreach programs were putting added pres-
sure on Joe and on the outreach programs under his charge.

In fact, Joe had administrated himself into a precarious cor-
ner. As Third College’s provost twenty-five years earlier, he had 
challenged the chancellor and faculty senate for the survival of the 
college. But now, totally distanced from those revolutionary in-
stincts, he seemed regrettably stuck in a very high-paying admin-
istrative post enforcing the “go slow” wishes of successive chancel-
lors regarding outreach and recruitment of minority students. 

On the other hand, Watson, while a reluctant warrior, could 
still smell the ozone over the battle of ideas and programs in the 
cause of social justice. He instinctively knew that the UCSD Char-
ter High School was a long shot, but that it was also just the kind 
of highly visible campus activity that would directly serve a public 
that UCSD rarely impacts in a positive way. It was hard to envy 
Joe and the delicate spot he found himself in as we pushed hard 
against the mounting opposition; campus outreach and recruit-
ment were the responsibility of people who worked for him. He 
was like a sailboat cast adrift, every push by the steering commit-
tee and every reciprocal shove by a recalcitrant faculty senate com-
mittee violently rocked his precarious position with an agitating 
tide that would soon overtake us all.

He and I had more than a few tense encounters in which I 
questioned his integrity and dedication to what I believed was 
the natural extension of his efforts to craft Third College so many 
years earlier when he was its provost. 

The feasibility work group’s report was delivered almost two 
months after the March 8 deadline, and the response from the 
UCSD administration could not have been less happy. In particu-
lar, the interim chancellor and the surrounding civil servants were 
displeased by the clear statement that the UCSD Charter School 
should be created and ought to: “...be explicitly a unit of UCSD 
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under the direct authority of the chancellor in order to ensure that 
the full administrative and oversight capabilities of the campus 
guide the administration of the charter school.”

It was thought that the favorable recommendation for the 
UCSD Charter High School by the Feasibility Task Force would 
have put the issue to rest and allowed the initiative to go forward, 
especially since the UCSD Academic Senate spent months care-
fully selecting faculty members to serve on the committee who 
could be depended upon to block any remotely favorable outcome. 
We were wrong. Instead, we were directed to ignore the favorable 
feasibility report and take the draft charter school proposal to the 
faculty committees once again.

Just after the favorable report was turned in, Joe and the vice 
chancellor for academic affairs, Bob Dynes, came to see me in my 
office. It was an uncommonly cloudy and gloomy morning in La 
Jolla and my congenitally dark office seemed especially threaten-
ing. Their confidential message was that the interim chancellor 
wanted me to kill the charter school project. In effect, the campus 
wanted to be seen to be in favor of the project, but to have it silent-
ly withdrawn from further consideration by its author. It was their 
opinion that no one would complain and its disappearance would 
be welcomed with a sigh of relief by the entire campus. 

While withdrawing the proposal might solve their problem, 
such a sudden gesture on my part, after so much public effort, 
would undermine my credibility on campus and render me a dif-
fident fool across the state. More plainly put, I was in no mood to 
slit my own throat without an honest campus debate on the matter, 
especially in the absence of a better idea. I closed the meeting by 
saying that I would speak to the interim chancellor in the morn-
ing to directly plead the case for the charter school once again. At 
minimum, I felt that the chancellor’s declared “interim-ness” was 
not a valid position from which to preclude such an enormously 
important project, in light of the monumental debate that eventu-
ally led to SP-1 and the elimination of affirmative action consid-
erations from all UC admissions. She had fallen into the historic 
UCSD apathy over the underrepresentation of minority students 
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at the UC campuses. It was a regrettable social reality, but most 
faculty and administrators felt there was little to be done about 
student diversity other than to state our collective institutional 
sorrow for the record.

The meeting with the interim chancellor the next morning 
simultaneously cleared up and further confused the matter. Before 
I could make my case, the claim was made that it was Joe Watson 
and Bob Dynes who wanted the charter school killed. It didn’t re-
ally matter to me who was behind it; I was convinced that all three 
would have felt more comfortable with the whole matter taken off 
the table. The trio’s behavior modeled the faculty reaction closely. 
No one wanted to be seen aborting the project, but they all seemed 
to be clearly interested in an anonymous stillbirth.

In October 1996, the final draft of the Regents’ Outreach Task 
Force Report leaked out, and an old warrior reappeared. Joe Wat-
son wrote a scathing criticism of the report. I gleefully read: 

 As a public relations document that will be impressive in 
the blue and gold colors of the University, the Outreach Task 
Force Report is well done. However as a guide to a serious 
understanding of the critical problem of the severe disparities 
among racial and ethnic groups and strategies to either re-
duce or eliminate the disparities, the revised report continues 
to have the major flaws of the first draft.

Knowing that each campus’ chancellor had been asked to 
review the final draft, Joe Watson’s stinging rebuttal asked that 
the newly confirmed UCSD “permanent” chancellor, Bob Dynes, 
reject the report at the coming meeting of the UC Council of 
Chancellors. Joe’s letter was an endorsement of the Minority Re-
port I had written to the regents in response to the UC Task Force 
Report. Nevertheless, there was little chance that our opposition to 
the report would change anything. At least we were now on record 
warning anyone who would listen about the public relations scam 
underway.

By the time of the last meeting of the Regents’ Outreach Task 
Force, the African American conservative regent, Ward Con-
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nerly, was an already famous, or infamous, celebrity. He usually 
managed to arrive five to ten minutes after the beginning of each 
meeting, in order to enter in relative isolation and stride across the 
length of the room as if he were an anxious prom star under plea-
surable review. He rarely took notes or reviewed the minutes of 
meetings, nor showed any evidence of having tracked the conver-
sation. Rather, he waited for certain buzzwords like “minority,” “af-
firmative action,” or “equal rights” to be mentioned; then he would 
interrupt and launch into one of his well-rehearsed speeches.

We had met several years earlier when I made a public pre-
sentation to the UC regents supporting Third College’s name 
change to establish Thurgood Marshall College on the UCSD 
campus. I sought him out during the private breakfasts and lunch 
breaks at many regents’ meetings in 1993 and 1994. In polite 
conversation, he was shy and almost tongue-tied while trying to 
interact. He seemed to have little command of the expanse and to-
tality of the University of California. He seemed to know his role, 
however, with crystal clarity. He was put on the Board of Regents 
of the University of California by Governor Pete Wilson solely to 
wage war on UC affirmative action admissions policies.

Over a stale tuna fish sandwich in the spring of 1994, I first 
mentioned to him our plan to open a charter school on the San 
Diego campus. He liked the idea (receiving it in its most narrow 
conservative interpretation) and went further to say that he sup-
ported school vouchers. I told him I did not share his enthusiasm 
for vouchers but thought that a charter school would allow us to 
build a model and conduct research in the best practices for edu-
cating students who come from historically disenfranchised back-
grounds. I also made it clear that I did not share his disdain for 
affirmative action. To both assertions he said, “Uh huh.” I sensed 
that he was intimidated by my chatting with him up close. Often 
diverting his eyes, he was reduced to speaking in clipped mut-
tered tones. This was not the image he projected when bellowing 
in front of television cameras about the sins of “preferential treat-
ment.”

The man seated across the tiny table was a mirror image of 
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the Ward Connerly I had seen on television and in the newspa-
pers. The man nervously chomping on a dill pickle in front of me 
seemed shy, incompetent, and terrified. It was hard to believe that 
this was the same man who had out-shouted Jesse Jackson, stood 
against Al Sharpton, and endured name calling and death threats. 
Which was the real Ward Connerly?

He promised to support our effort as long as the proposal did 
not seek to recruit students by race or ethnicity. 

On the other end of the political spectrum, Colleen Sabatini 
was the new president of the UCSD Associated Students and had 
seen to it that the student body unanimously passed a resolution 
in support of the UCSD Charter High School. She was only one of 
a small army of undergraduates who helped save the project. She 
and Andrew worked non-stop generating support among the stu-
dent body, holding public rallies, and even staging protests against 
the obstructionist academic senate committees.

The faculty subcommittees, however, were reluctant to en-
gage in honest debate. Measuring our unwillingness to abandon 
the project in the face of their opposition, the chair of the campus’ 
academic senate invited me to address a winter 1997 meeting of 
the UCSD Representative Assembly of the faculty. Taken in the 
best light, there was the hope that I would be eloquent enough to 
persuade the faculty to support the effort. Taken at its worst, the 
gesture was an invitation to attend my own lynching.

Given the slow agenda for the meeting, the drama of the 
afternoon was planned around my presentation. The chair of the 
academic senate made perfunctory opening remarks before intro-
ducing the new chancellor, Robert Dynes. It was Bob’s first meet-
ing with the senate since becoming chancellor a few weeks earlier. 
The speaker was introduced as a new chancellor who, “...placed a 
premium on the value of shared governance between the admin-
istration and the faculty.” That sentiment was echoed in Dynes’ 
comments a few moments later.

The message about the new chancellor couldn’t have been 
clearer. Remarks about shared governance in the chancellor’s 
statement and in the announcement by the senate chair made it 
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abundantly clear that these were well-scripted statements defining 
and measuring the limits and independence of the new chancel-
lor. Dynes had obviously agreed beforehand to make shared gov-
ernance a theme of the meeting, and now he had walked into the 
trap of bargaining away his ability to move unilaterally as chancel-
lor on behalf of issues that mattered to him and to the campus. The 
focus on shared governance did provide me with a curious sense 
of relief. Perhaps, I thought desperately, the new chancellor was 
drawing faculty attention to himself and his leadership and away 
from the highly controversial charter school proposal and its un-
relenting sponsors. At least, that was the hopeful scenario I wanted 
to believe as I sat awaiting my turn to speak.

The UCSD Charter School Steering Committee made me 
deliver my remarks several times in rehearsal to ensure I got the 
facts right. They quizzed me mercilessly to make sure I maintained 
my cool in the face of challenging questions. Our preparation paid 
off, although there were no questions. I closed my fifteen-minute 
address by mentioning that the steering committee was reviewing 
several possible building sites and that the full proposal could be 
accessed for review on the Thurgood Marshal College web site. 
I sat down not knowing if I had won the fight, or even if the real 
combatants were in the room. The meeting concluded in stony si-
lence and, for me, a rapacious sense of well-being.

The academic senate did not want to be seen as killing this 
project, but they were being backed into a corner. Except for a 
few quibbling remarks, the meeting had been cordial. The new 
chancellor had pledged to do something exciting in response to 
the negative impositions of SP-1. Our refusal to acquiesce and the 
constantly growing heat generated by the UC regents’ decision to 
eliminate affirmative action put added pressure on the campus to 
do “something,” but what?

The new chancellor had many times expressed interest in the 
project privately, although, to my knowledge, he took no active 
public steps. The academic senate was focusing its attention on the 
new chancellor—forcing him to decide between an insurgent pro-
gressive agenda and a recalcitrant faculty. 
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Lacking any creative options, the faculty senate resorted to 
more primal political instincts: they averted their attention away 
from the issue at hand and focused entirely upon the purely parlia-
mentary procedure of joint governance. If the chancellor favored 
the idea of the charter school, then they would oppose him on this 
more courtly governmental issue rather than oppose the charter 
school proposal directly. The strategy was to force him to take ex-
ecutive action to kill the project or face faculty sanction.

For the past two years, the debate over the establishment of 
the UCSD Charter High School had essentially gone on between 
the faculty and the steering committee. What had begun as an 
internal campus debate was now beginning to take place in full 
public view. The California press picked up on the story and was 
cranking up the pressure on the campus with articles unabashedly 
favorable to the initiative. Throughout the first six months of 1997, 
the mounting faculty opposition drew scathing criticism from 
both the California and national press. The UCSD faculty were 
publicly pilloried for not having the courage of their convictions; 
the faculty were overwhelmingly in favor of maintaining affirma-
tive action in UC admissions, but did not want a charter school 
for poor children on their own campus. One notorious cartoon 
featured a two-panel caricature of a horn-rimmed faculty member 
holding a protest sign that said, “We Support Affirmative Action.” 
On the other panel, the same bespectacled gentleman showed the 
reverse of his sign that read, “Charter School: Touch My Research 
Funds and Die.” Daily letters to the editor berated the University 
of California for hypocritical NIMBY-ism over the charter school. 
The Los Angeles Times called the idea “long overdue.” The San Di-
ego Union-Tribune published twice-weekly editorials supporting 
the novel concept.

Ward Connerly and Governor Pete Wilson were peppering 
their speeches with expressions of open support for an on-campus 
charter school on the San Diego campus. The notion of a char-
ter school for poor children on campus was no longer merely an 
academic question, but a very public matter playing out in the na-
tional press. The increasing public scrutiny put me in the middle 
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between reticent elements of the faculty and a public howling for a 
constructive intervention and remedy.

Battle lines had formed in the most peculiar fashion, how-
ever. Most progressive liberals on the faculty were either silent or 
opposed to our effort to open a model charter school. I was trou-
bled by the support of figures like Wilson and Connerly because 
of their continued opposition to affirmative action. Conservatives 
were, surprisingly, proving to be our strongest allies.

Andrew Sutherland and I met late one afternoon for cap-
puccino with representatives of the academic senate. It was their 
unpleasant task to tell me that the nine draft reports of the senate 
subcommittees were extremely hostile to the charter school idea. 
They also indicated that it would be far better for the campus if I 
simply dropped the entire notion before the subcommittees were 
forced to kill the project with their fatal assessments. By acquiesc-
ing, I could avoid the embarrassment of defeat. My alternatives 
were either to commit hara-kiri or face humiliation. I responded 
by saying that outreach initiatives had never been the province 
of the UCSD Academic Senate and that the establishment of our 
school did not actually require the faculty senate’s imprimatur. 
Further, I argued, it would be to their embarrassment if the project 
were turned back now, not mine. 

Claiming the moral high ground, however, was proving to 
be expensive. Although I had no interest in becoming the campus 
martyr, neither was I interested in becoming the senate’s victim. 

That same week, at a second impromptu meeting with the 
chair and vice chair of the senate, I reminded my colleagues that 
defeating the charter school effort did not absolve the senate of its 
greater responsibility to positively address the widely anticipated 
negative effects of SP-1. The professors bristled when I said that 
the senate, “had no new ideas.” While true, this tactic did little to 
dissuade them in their cause to get me to back down. Their threats 
revealed a misplaced attribution of guilt. They seemed to believe 
that my intransigence would ultimately lead to a vote of censorship 
by the faculty senate and removal of the chancellor if Dynes chose 
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to approve the UCSD Charter High School in the face of staunch 
faculty opposition. Such an outcome was entirely up to the senate, 
not to me, I wagered. This meeting ended less amicably than the 
cappuccino-induced civility of a few days earlier. As promised, the 
nine committee reports were readied for delivery.

Andrew raced over to the Academic Senate Office a few days 
later to pick up copies after receiving word that they were ready. 
He knew what having those reports meant. For the past few years, 
the opposition was largely hidden. Now, all of the intrigue would 
be gone. For the first time in this long ordeal, the opposition had 
to take their criticisms beyond closed doors and put them onto pa-
per. Finally, we would have something concrete to fight. My stom-
ach churned at the thought of the conflagration to come. 

What would become a public firestorm had heretofore been 
fought within the courtly parlance of a university campus; from 
behind masks of civility and polysyllabic words, we had played 
out the ancient transcendental dance between the “haves” and the 
“have-nots.” The barbarous acts of disregard and abuse perpetrated 
upon the weak by the powerful had been re-enacted through 
campus memos, meetings, and e-mail. Now, public figures like 
the governor and Connerly had gotten involved, and we had of-
ficial statements from our opponents to which we could respond. 
I knew I would lose friends in the coming months and that the 
inevitable gladiatorial spectacle would require someone to die and 
another to be seen as winning—the stakes were now extremely 
high and career threatening.

A Thousand Cuts

The committee reports on the UCSD Charter High School 
proposal were scathing. But their language must be understood in 
light of typical higher education discourse and gestalt.

For example, the senate committee named the Graduate 
Council is situated at the heart of the ambitions of a modern re-
search university. It is called a “council” instead of a “committee” 
to lend itself a greater sense of dignity. “Council” sounds more 
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like a gathering of sages or elders called to oversee the sanctity of 
graduate education and research, and its members are expected to 
be more Solomonic than seditious.

The report of the Graduate Council was only three sentences 
long. Its brevity was an indication of the indirect relationship the 
council had to the project. Their considerations were most often at 
the heart of the lofty mission to shepherd new Ph.D. programs of-
fered by academic departments into existence or to escort them off 
the map, if they failed to aspire to the highest in academic schol-
arship. Discerning the merits of a charter school for adolescents 
was, in a way, outside their purview. The Graduate Council’s chair, 
a distinguished anthropologist, led the group to offer its opinion, 
nonetheless:

 The Graduate Council held a limited discussion of the re-
vised proposal to establish a Charter High School at UCSD. 
Although some members felt that issues associated with the 
school are secondary to the more global issues relating to the 
Graduate Council, concern was expressed regarding the im-
pact of the proposed use of science labs and campus facilities 
as outlined in the proposal. The Council determined that it 
would have an interest in reviewing this matter, and the allo-
cation of teaching assistants if the proposal moves forward.

Our response, coming the following month, was just slightly 
longer. Wanting not to be overly ambitious in the start-up years, 
we had arranged to open the charter school in facilities on the 
Thurgood Marshall College campus, which I controlled as provost. 
Further, we reiterated the agreement we had struck with the facul-
ty who ran the wet labs in both the biology and chemistry depart-
ments, allowing charter school students to use UCSD laboratory 
facilities after hours and on weekends. Clearly, the issue for this 
committee boiled down to whether or not poor students from San 
Diego would intrude on the turf of faculty scientists at this public 
university.

On the other hand, the senate’s Affirmative Action Com-
mittee was a unique committee of the faculty in that it included 
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several staff members who ran various student diversity and re-
cruitment programs on campus. Collectively, they feared that the 
mounting attention being devoted to the possibility of a charter 
school on campus targeting low-income students was simultane-
ously drawing negative attention to, and funds away from, their 
diversity programs—programs that had been unsuccessfully 
promising for more than a quarter of a century to make a differ-
ence in enrolling more African American and Latino students at 
the University of California. 

The Affirmative Action Committee’s report said, “[I]t is likely 
that the school will inevitably demand some human resources, in 
terms of UC faculty and staff involvement. Some of us feel that the 
demands on our time are already near overwhelming and suspect 
that this additional burden might result in our paying less atten-
tion to the well-being and academic success of UC students from 
diverse backgrounds….”

Our proposal assiduously avoided placing any demands on 
these UCSD personnel in the start-up and running of the school. 
The operating budget would allow us to hire the best teachers and 
administrative staff from surrounding school districts and the 
nation. Several UCSD faculty and staff members had voluntarily 
come forward to offer special enrichment lectures and career ad-
vising in order to complement the intellectual life of the charter 
school. Notable in this regard were concerned faculty from the 
San Diego Supercomputer Center, engineering departments, and 
numerous social science and humanities professors. It had been 
heartening to hear well-intentioned professors offering their time 
at the future school, even as their own faculty representatives had 
fought its establishment over the previous months. Nevertheless, 
our proposal called for a minimum of campus resources and for 
no diversion of existing UCSD outreach personnel.

The Affirmative Action Committee’s report went on to point 
out the proliferation of campus outreach programs. Believing that 
many of the current campus outreach programs were ineffective, 
however, we called upon the Affirmative Action Committee to 
mount a review of all such programs to determine their effective-
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ness and make recommendations to the chancellor regarding re-
vision or elimination of ineffective programs. Our suspicion was 
that our charter school would compete well when judged against 
the plethora of small-scale charismatic outreach programs that 
had existed on campus for the past thirty years. Despite several 
inquiries from the steering committee, there was to be no face-to-
face meeting between the Affirmative Action Committee and any 
member of the steering committee. SP-1 had made their commit-
tee illegal, and I thought their abysmal record of recruiting and 
retaining minority students made them irrelevant as well.

Although I opposed doing away with affirmative action as a 
consideration in admissions, SP-1 did clear the air of some institu-
tional hypocrisy. The proprietors of the affirmative action industry 
at the University of California were usually middle-aged ethnic 
minorities who seemed to begin most sentences of complaint with, 
“The white man this...” or “The white man that....” Almost on cue, 
most white men (and now, women) at the university hung their 
heads in responsive shame to commence an awkward defense of 
the institution’s racism. This uniquely 1960’s display of outrage and 
pitifulness had empowered the captains of the university’s affirma-
tive action industry to capture an intangible moral high ground, 
but few real victories for minority students. The ritual reduced 
legitimate white liberal power brokers to stammering apologies, 
even as it perversely kept real social solutions at bay. Former six-
ties radicals now had comfortable jobs in the university’s affirma-
tive action industry, and they were obviously reluctant to threaten 
their positions by actually acting affirmatively. 

Similarly, several members of the Committee on Educational 
Policy (CEP) often used a peculiar brand of left wing verbiage in 
advocating the rights of the working classes and the poor. It was 
a rare moment, however, to witness a translation of those beliefs 
into concrete institutional policy. Our steering committee waged a 
failed battle to win their support. Their annual report dated Octo-
ber 28, 1997, featured one bulleted item that contained no verb but 
still managed to express the hypocrisy of the committee’s position: 
“Proposal for a UCSD Charter High School (conditional support 
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providing no outreach, instructional, or research funds used).”
The Planning and Budget Committee’s report nibbled around 

the edges of the issue and, perhaps, best captured the ambiguity 
of the moment: “The best path for the campus, however, remains 
unclear to us.”

Although the CEP report appeared more analytical and thor-
ough, it was actually an exercise in obfuscation that posed a series 
of ridiculing interrogatives. The Planning and Budget Commit-
tee’s report, on the other hand, was more raw, less sophisticated. It 
fretted about “untoward events” taking place between university 
students and the charter school adolescents. It worried that there 
would be competition between UCSD undergraduates and charter 
school students for resources and lab space. Such open declara-
tions of institutional unwillingness to share public resources in a 
smart, productive way played right into our hands. I wondered 
aloud where the State of California would be if past UC faculty 
had declined to use any university resources to help California’s 
agriculture.

If the Planning and Budget Committee report was unso-
phisticated, the written report of the Committee on Preparatory 
Education (CPE) was truly vulgar. Although struggling to be po-
lite, CPE’s reply conveyed the tone of a spanking. CPE’s comments 
about the “weak emotional stamina of poor children,” implying 
a fragile psychological makeup and an inability to attend school 
away from their families, were borne out of a latent paternalism. 
The report openly suggested that poor minority children needed 
academic support, but that the university with its powerful in-
tellectual spirit was not the place to help these kids. In fact, the 
report suggested that the university would somehow trigger their 
mental collapse.

Perhaps the senate committee most directly relevant to our 
proposal was the Admissions Committee. When our proposal ar-
rived, inattentive professors inhabited the committee. The urgency 
of the SP-1 environment pointedly demonstrated their incompe-
tence for this complex moment. It was the Admissions Commit-
tee’s responsibility to determine a framework for deciding which 
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fortunate few of tens of thousands of families would be sent UC 
acceptance letters. The Admissions Committee’s strategy seemed 
to be to weigh down our effort with an unrelenting diet of abstract 
rhetorical questions proffered to seem erudite, thoughtful, and 
preferably unanswerable. Their reply to our proposal communi-
cated a sense of miserable dread and was peppered with concerns 
about maintaining the funding and emotional support for the 
campus’ Early Academic Outreach Program (EAOP), part of the 
ineffective affirmative action industry. However, the report careful-
ly avoided mentioning the possibility of authorizing a comparative 
evaluation of the university’s ongoing recruitment and preparation 
efforts. The report instead stated that such a comparison would be, 
“unfair and inappropriate.” The sentiment exemplified the unholy 
alliance of institutional conservatism protecting the ineffectual 
progressivism against which we struggled.

None of the nine reports constituted a fatal blow, but in com-
bination they were a withering set of nibbling attacks aimed at 
discouraging us from bringing the project to fruition. Collectively, 
they hinted that if the proposal were voluntarily withdrawn, the 
campus would have more time and attention to address the core 
admissions issues raised by the charter school initiative.

A week after receiving them, I called an old friend in the UC 
General Counsel’s Office in Oakland to unload my worries and 
fears. He felt that the effort was tragically over and that demand-
ing a showdown with the UCSD Academic Senate was unwise. 
Although disagreeing on the virtue of proceeding, he and I simul-
taneously appreciated the toll of exhaustion the experience had 
exacted of all the participants. He cautioned that pushing further 
was no longer a strategy, but a sacrifice. The next day, I faxed him 
copies of the subcommittee reports blanketed by a melancholy 
cover letter of my own.

The protracted encounter with the committees of the UCSD 
Academic Senate was, nevertheless, successful in drawing out the 
official comments of the opponents. Andrew had, over the previ-
ous weeks, developed a working relationship with Jeff Ristine, the 
higher education reporter for San Diego’s major newspaper, the 
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San Diego Union-Tribune. Despite my anger, I still felt conflicted 
about the idea of publicizing the hubris and passive racism of 
people who had been my colleagues, and in some cases friends, for 
over 25 years. Andrew felt no such conflict. He was an idealistic 
college student, bitterly disillusioned with a faculty he had ideal-
ized, mentors who were collectively failing to do the right thing. 
Within hours, copies of the embarrassing reports were in Ristine’s 
hands.

We worked around the clock to fashion our replies to the 
damning reports. We crafted a response to speak to the members 
of the various senate committees, to the guardians of the affirma-
tive action industry, and to those busy faculty who, at one time or 
another, thought that this whole mess—affirmative action, finan-
cial aid, admissions—was a distraction from their true mission 
of academic research. Our idea of the urban Educational Field 
Station, carrying on the tradition of Gilman and Kerr, was being 
treated as a distraction, perhaps a dangerous one, by most of the 
leadership at UCSD. 

We had offered the proposal for comment and approval but 
had been rebuffed without a decision. The chair of the senate had 
packaged the various committee reports and assumed that, bled by 
a thousand small cuts, our proposal would be withdrawn and die 
a painful, preferably quiet death. And perhaps most important, no 
single committee or faculty member might be perceived to have 
delivered the mortal blow. 

The cover letter containing the reports made no clear recom-
mendation to the chancellor. Instead, the nine reports were left to 
stand as a malevolent barrier intended to halt our advance. 

Within a week, however, we answered the negative reports 
point by point and simultaneously began preparations for a re-
vised proposal, incorporating the more critical comments. The 
revised proposal was sent, once again, to the academic senate a 
month later, in late March. We had not gone away or faded in the 
face of opposition. We demanded an answer. That answer came 
swiftly and firmly. On April 23, 1997, the chair of the academic 
senate wrote:
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 In UCSD’s case, it may make more sense to focus campus 
efforts on programs that have the widest scope and would 
directly affect the composition of the UC student body, rather 
than on a single secondary school of quite limited size. A 
minority of members of the Senate Council are of the opin-
ion that a Charter High School of the kind proposed could 
be pursued, but only; 1) if it is a partnership between UCSD, 
the Governor, the Regents, the Office of the President, the 
San Diego Unified School District, and private donors, all of 
whom would share financial responsibility for sustaining it; 2) 
if financing of UCSD’s share of the effort is not to be under-
taken at the expense of other outreach initiatives that promise 
a broader solution to the problem of increasing the eligibility 
and competitiveness of students from disadvantaged popula-
tions in UC admissions. … The majority of the Senate Coun-
cil for the reasons stated above, cannot at this point endorse 
the Charter High School proposal and does not recommend 
its approval by the Representative Assembly.

As we approached the formal vote of the UCSD Representa-
tive Assembly in May, the odds were clearly against us.



Chapter Four

Enter the White House
 

At about the same time the steering committee was resubmit-
ting the proposal, I received a telephone call from UCSD political 
science professor, Sam Popkin, informing me that White House 
staffers were looking seriously at the UCSD commencement event 
as an occasion for President Bill Clinton to give his keynote Race 
in America speech. Sam had taken sabbatical leave to serve as a 
pollster for the Democratic party during the 1992 and 1996 presi-
dential campaigns and was closely wired into the Clinton White 
House. Well known around the campus for his bravura and pluck, 
Sam was a steady, reliable source on White House thinking. Jesse 
Jackson and other Democratic leaders had been making it clear 
that President Clinton had to speak out against California’s assault 
on the one social program most important to African Americans, 
affirmative action—and California had to be the venue.

According to Sam, Clinton’s commencement speech at 
UCSD would kick off a year-long White House initiative outlin-
ing a three-pronged attack on racial inequality. First, the president 
would announce the formation of a seven-member Presidential 
Advisory Board on Race, which would then travel the country for 
a year gathering data and organizing town hall meetings to discuss 
race regionally. Next, during that same year, the president would 
commit one event per month to the topic of race. Finally, he 
would propose a new set of initiatives designed to enforce existing 
civil rights law and enact new legislation to deal with high unem-
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ployment, housing discrimination, and especially unequal access 
to education among minorities.

The debate over our charter school spotlighted Thurgood 
Marshall College and its progressive education and civic agenda in 
the statewide and national media, making UCSD an attractive lo-
cation for a major speech about race at the time. The UCSD Char-
ter High School proposal was the only constructive initiative to 
emerge from the University of California following the elimination 
of affirmative action. UCSD’s proximity to the border, moreover, 
allowed the president to woo Latino voters by stressing the rights 
of immigrants. 

Early in April, President Clinton’s staff confirmed that he was 
coming to give UCSD’s commencement address on June 14, and 
that he would deliver a blockbuster policy statement on race and 
affirmative action.

Because of articles appearing about the charter school debate 
in the San Diego Union-Tribune and the Los Angeles Times, it had 
become impossible for me to attend a cocktail party, go shopping, 
or sit in a restaurant without being asked to discuss the charter 
school proposal. The president’s visit and his announced topic 
made what had been a regional story into a national event. Our 
charter school proposal was now wedged uncomfortably between 
Pete Wilson, Ward Connerly, SP-1, and Proposition 209 on one 
side, and presidential politics on the other. While hopeful, I was 
not sure that Clinton’s visit was going to do our effort any favors; 
after all, he would be leaving town the next day.

Clinton’s visit and the vote on the charter school sped to-
wards an inevitable collision. The academic senate leadership’s 
official recommendation not to endorse our school had length-
ened the odds, but there was still a chance that the UCSD Repre-
sentative Assembly would approve our moving forward. Bud, Pat, 
and the rest of the steering group were working hard to gather 
the votes we needed from among the 88 representative assembly 
members.

As the steering committee prepared a strategy for the May 6 
faculty vote, the procedural move that scared us the most was the 
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possibility that someone would call for a campus-wide mail ballot. 
We were confident that, left alone for two hours in an auditorium 
with a couple of hundred reasonably engaged colleagues, we could 
persuade them to see things our way. After all, none of our critics 
had been willing to make public statements opposing the project. 
All that we had were anonymous “committee reports.” If the vote 
went beyond the senate’s representative assembly to a plebiscite of 
all campus faculty, ignorance about the proposal would surely be a 
powerful force against us.

On April 24, 1997, less than a month before the May 6 show-
down, Chancellor Dynes issued a statement to the members of the 
UCSD Representative Assembly. He politely complimented both 
the work of the UCSD Charter School Steering Committee and 
of our critics in the senate, excused himself from the upcoming 
meeting, and attempted to take the issue of resources off the table 
while remaining neutral toward the proposal itself. The new chan-
cellor’s carefully worded statement read, in part:

 I regret that due to a previous commitment in Oakland, I 
will not be able to join you on May 6th for the special meeting 
of the Academic Senate Representative Assembly. Because the 
UCSD Charter High School proposal is on the agenda for con-
sideration, I want to encourage you to attend this meeting and 
participate in the discussion of this important item.
 During the review process, legitimate issues have been 
raised that warrant discussion. Among them is the question of 
the resources the UCSD campus would be required to com-
mit to the Charter School if the proposal is approved. Given 
our many academic needs, we are unable to use any instruc-
tion and research funding for the charter school. Any support 
provided by the campus will be from expanded system-wide 
funding for K-12 outreach.
 The final decision on the creation of a UCSD charter 
school will depend on how the question of funding and other 
important issues raised during the review are resolved. I await 
your advice and recommendations with confidence that the 
process leading to the Representative Assembly’s vote has been 
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thorough and rigorous.

This was, in fact, the second time that the chancellor had 
written to the senate to take the issue of UCSD funding for the 
charter school off the table. It went unheard, however. Faculty 
members continued to wage a whisper campaign about UCSD 
wasting its reputation and its money on a school for poor kids.

Oceanographer Freeman Gilbert once told me during a 
bumpy plane ride to Oakland something to the effect that “little 
people are afraid of big ideas.” He had discovered the truth of this 
adage, he said, when some scientific colleagues narrowed their 
gaze not for precision, but rather out of intimidation before the 
broad ambiguities of life. Although he was speaking then about a 
very different subject and context, many years later, as May 6 ap-
proached, I recalled his words and the turbulence of the jet.

Because our charter students would remain in the public 
school system (unlike, for example, students in the school voucher 
programs), their Average Daily Attendance (ADA) funds would 
follow them and, under our proposal, pay for the operating ex-
penses of the school. While this had been a provision of our pro-
posal from the beginning, the chancellor’s further assurance that 
UCSD funds would not be used for the school made our oppo-
nents’ continued focus on that issue doubly disingenuous. 

While tumbling toward the summer solstice, everyone 
seemed to feel that the campus, like the state and nation, was 
being pulled apart by its social convictions on one side and its 
shared academic responsibilities on the other. Our steering group 
desperately wanted to convey that our urban Educational Field 
Station would reconcile both, but battling the forces of rumor and 
confusion appeared almost hopeless. It was not clear whether the 
heightened buzz around Clinton’s commencement address helped 
or hurt our cause. 

Trepidation mounted as everyone contemplated what was at 
stake in this confrontation. The debate was no longer purely about 
the charter school. Despite its lofty title, a faculty senate is no more 
reliable a device for democracy than a mob. It is often led or influ-
enced by the most persistent multi-syllabic bully. 
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In turning the charter school debate into an issue over joint 
governance between the faculty and administration, UCSD’s Aca-
demic Senate got to have its cake and eat it too. By pressuring the 
new chancellor, faculty leaders might successfully intimidate him 
into killing the charter school proposal and help establish the prec-
edent for a relationship in which they wielded more power with 
regard to future decisions. On the surface, joint governance was a 
noble instrument, furthering the highest principles of social de-
mocracy. Just beneath the surface, however, faculty leaders sought 
to provoke a malevolent response to a worthy, historically sound 
proposal under the benign auspices of participatory democracy.

Unlike the campus’ chief executive, the senate works in rela-
tive obscurity and anonymity, sharing none of the political respon-
sibility of having to explain to the public why the campus takes 
certain positions. It was a win-win strategy for the faculty oppo-
nents; the new chancellor was being backed into a corner, and the 
bullies were in no mood to show him either tolerance or mercy.

On the day before the meeting, the San Diego Union-Tribune 
ran a staff editorial entitled “UCSD’s Obligation To Serve.” It 
summed up what was at stake:

 Indeed, a dismaying air of elitism appears to be a major 
factor behind the opposition of many (UCSD) faculty mem-
bers to the creation on campus of a charter high school for 
low-income students... 
 To be fair, not everyone at UCSD embraces this narrow-
minded view. Chancellor Robert Dynes has supported the 
charter school as a key component of his commendable effort 
to involve the university more deeply in the San Diego re-
gion. The proposal also has the strong backing of Cecil Lytle, 
Provost of UCSD’s Thurgood Marshall College, and a host of 
influential current and former faculty members and major 
benefactors of the university.
 Still, a vote set for tomorrow by the Academic Senate’s 
elected representatives could go either way.
 The charter school plan offers UCSD an uncommon op-
portunity to serve San Diego. The proposal deserves even 
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more vigorous support from Chancellor Dynes if he hopes to 
realize his goal of developing a close relationship between the 
university and the region. More to the point, if members of the 
Academic Senate reject this worthy project, they will fail their 
obligation to serve San Diego.

The Showdown

On the day of the representative assembly vote, Bud seemed 
especially anxious. On the other hand, I felt strangely calm and 
ready to commence the hand-to-hand combat. I realized that this 
May 6 meeting represented a do-or-die situation for our proposal 
and for me. If approved, we were free to begin the arduous work 
of raising money for the building and submitting the finished pro-
posal to the San Diego Unified School District for their own labo-
rious process of approval. And after that, of course, we would have 
to form a governance board, find an architect, appoint a principal, 
hire teachers, buy equipment, recruit students, and deal with bus-
ing, lunches, sports, dances, and all of the other myriad aspects of 
a real high school. The words of General Eisenhower on the morn-
ing of D-Day ran through my head: “If we are successful today, our 
troubles are only beginning.”

The battle in the faculty senate over the mission of the uni-
versity had diverted more time and energy away from the real 
tangible aspects of the school’s planning than anyone could have 
anticipated. It was the topic of every faculty meeting and dinner 
party. “Where are you on the charter school?” had become the 
opening gambit of every conversation; it was a non-rhetorical 
inquiry into each professor’s astrological standing in the campus’ 
political cosmos. But now the time had come for the senate to vote 
its conscience.

I spent the night before experiencing great doubt and trepi-
dation. However the meeting might turn out, this conflagration 
was going to leave deep indelible scars on the campus and on me. 
I knew that, either way, the campus already looked selfish and self-
centered in its vitriolic criticism of the project. For the first time in 
this four-year effort, I began to wonder if we were right, and if it 
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was worth risking the reputation of the university to prove a point. 
Reason and self-preservation told me that I couldn’t afford the 
luxury of self-doubt as I prepared to address the representatives of 
the UCSD faculty in a roomful of aggressive ambivalence.

Unknown to me, Andrew had organized a noisy and im-
promptu demonstration outside the UCSD Academic Senate Of-
fice before the meeting. He excitedly rushed up to me as I paced 
the hallway outside Garren Auditorium. As the story of the dem-
onstration unfolded in my ear, it was clear that his motivation up 
the stairs was inspired by two campus police officers outside who 
appeared to be in hot pursuit.

Apparently, the authorities had been ordered to prevent 
unauthorized members of the public from entering the meeting 
room, and an officer had informed Andrew that as a member of 
the general public, he was to be kept out. I launched into my fa-
miliar speech about how students couldn’t use violence or provo-
cations in their protests while he, using me for cover, brazenly 
passed the two sentries at the double door and entered the faculty 
senate meeting. He took a seat beside me.

The record overflow crowd for a faculty senate meeting was 
directed from Garren to Leibow Auditorium on the next level 
up, where they could watch the proceedings on closed circuit TV. 
Judging by the jostling and crowding in the hallway and on the 
stairs leading to Leibow, the turnout was going to be more than 
either of the big lecture halls could handle. Garren Auditorium 
was divided into three groups of fixed seats. The center rows were 
reserved for the voting members of the representative assembly, 
while the left- and right-hand rows held other attending, non-
voting faculty. Approved members of the general public, including 
the press, were seated in the back. 

In one corner of the narrow hallway outside Garren, the press 
was arguing with senate staff about bringing cameras and cables 
into the room. In another, curious medical students wandering 
from class to class wondered what all of the fuss was about. 

Once the meeting came to order, the assembly dispensed 
with prefatory items on the agenda. The overflow crowd and 
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shouting protesters outside gave this mundane business an air of 
the absurd. Everyone knew that the real event was the showdown 
between the proponents and opponents of the charter school 
proposal. It was guaranteed to be great academic theater: either a 
lynching or a coronation.

The chair of the academic senate approached the micro-
phone. After some preliminary introductions, he nervously set 
upon the matter that drew everyone there. He glared at me, then 
attempted a smile, and finally introduced the charter school pro-
posal.

For the next several minutes, he freely recited from the 
negative reports of the faculty committees. Then he reminded 
everyone there that the faculty did, indeed, share governance of 
the campus with the new chancellor. I sat with as stony a face as I 
could muster until he concluded: “And so the decision lies with the 
representative assembly, a decision that will be the recommenda-
tion to Chancellor Dynes who, from the beginning, has made clear 
his intention to respect the rule of the senate as our longstanding 
tradition of shared governance requires. I would like to call now 
on Provost Lytle to speak on behalf of the proposal to establish a 
charter high school on the UCSD campus and to make a motion.”

As he spoke, I reviewed my notes and rehearsed what I would 
say and how I would say it. It was the only way to confine my rage. 
Bud had cautioned me to mask my anger and frustration behind a 
veneer of insistent politeness. But I had lost my patience with the 
endless encounters and questions about the proposal—both ques-
tions in the parking lot and questions in the meeting rooms—that 
masked a deep, unacknowledged institutional racism. In a mo-
ment, I would be standing in front of five hundred or so mostly 
white people who would prefer that both I and the problem I 
brought them would simply disappear. But what exactly was the 
problem that I had brought them? What exactly did this little 
school symbolize to so many of my colleagues?

In a moment, the son of an African American janitor from 
New York City would be standing before the assembled faculty of 
the University of California, San Diego, most of whom had been 
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in school nearly all of their lives. Few, if any, had tended bar, sold 
real estate, driven a cab, or punched a clock with any regularity. 
My task was to present two courses of action: continue to burnish 
naive feelings of valiant, but failed, 1960s liberalism, or trust the 
more pragmatic vision represented by our proposal. I had not 
come to beg for the establishment of a charter school, but to plead 
with the University of California, San Diego to display the courage 
of its convictions.

As I got up to walk to the podium I was startled by the loud 
applause and standing ovation that greeted me from the public 
gallery. I was more accustomed to the stony atmosphere of com-
mittee rooms where I struggled against the quiet strangulation of 
our idea. 

The meetings of the UCSD Academic Senate are solemn oc-
casions, usually measured in quality by the quantity of obscure 
and grandiose words bellowed from the back of the auditorium or 
the clever turns of phrase muttered quietly from the front rows. It 
was always a room full of very smart people. This afternoon, it was 
full of hundreds of very anxious, smart people. 

My task was to present the conceptual overview of the pro-
posal. Bud, the campus academic expert on schools, would follow 
with the details as well as the goals and objectives. I couldn’t ap-
pear scolding, but as Bill McGill told me two nights earlier, “Look 
them straight in the eye and tell the truth.” Walter Kudumu and 
his pointed index finger had implored me to, “Put it on ’em.” 

From behind the mask, I listened to my own voice give the 
six-minute speech I had rehearsed so many times on our long 
four-year journey to the floor of the UCSD Academic Senate. 

At the end, squaring my shoulders, I then said the words that 
would start the final debate. “I have been reminded by Professor 
Alden Mosshammer, senate parliamentarian, that a motion must 
be placed before the representative assembly before discussion can 
take place,” I said, looking at my colleagues around the room. “I 
move that the UCSD Representative Assembly approve and rec-
ommend to the chancellor the establishment of the UCSD Charter 
High School as proposed.”
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I took my seat next to Andrew while the gallery again ap-
plauded, and Bud rose to give his expert position on the research 
supporting our idea—to quell some final academic jitters, we 
hoped. 

As the debate ensued, more and more faculty spoke, mostly 
in favor of the charter school. Some questioned specific aspects of 
the project, I suspected, more for the purpose of demonstrating 
that they had actually read the proposal. Few of our opponents 
even then believed enough in the strength of their criticism to 
rise publicly. One economist claimed to have had a prior engage-
ment, but he had a colleague read a prepared statement about how 
the charter school failed a cost/benefit analysis since its graduates 
might attend colleges other than UCSD. 

Professor after professor stood in front of the microphone 
testing one theoretical assumption after another about the world 
outside the gates of the university. It was blithely assumed that aca-
demic rank and privilege gave one special insight into the lives of 
the less fortunate who would be served by this school. Moreover, 
each speaker, pro and con, felt that their opinion was an important 
empirical observation that should be acted upon. 

Bill McGill had been adamant that we should not scold the 
faculty. He apparently gave no such instruction to the students. 
John Lien, one of my provost’s interns, was a sincere student who 
hated the hypocrisy being displayed by the faculty opponents. 
He had been a quiet warrior in the office—preparing documents, 
finding research, and keeping his eyes and ears open during meet-
ings. A Vietnamese American who spoke passionately and directly, 
John eloquently supported the project even as his presence at the 
microphone demonstrated that our initiative had support beyond 
the African American and Mexican American communities.

Lyndsey Lovelace, a talented first-year Thurgood Marshall 
College student, was the last person from the public gallery autho-
rized by the senate to speak, and she made the most compelling 
remarks. She grew up in a tough L.A. neighborhood but had the 
opportunity to attend a high school where the teachers believed in 
their students and prepared them for college. “I’m the reason you 
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have to support this school,” she said, “and others like me.” 
Both she and John made deep impressions because they were 

young, idealistic, and still saw the world in the enviably simple 
terms of right and wrong. Faculty are the natural “tormentors” of 
students, and the latter take delight in an any opportunity to ex-
pose the vulnerabilities of their “oppressors.” For John and Lynd-
sey, I was right and the faculty opponents were wrong. These two 
innocents were not going to pass up a chance to publicly point out 
just how hypocritical the faculty opposition had been.

Things Fall Apart

Lyndsey finished and there was some hasty shuffling of pa-
pers as a din began to rise from the audience. “What do we do?” 
“Where’s the ballot?” “Which ballot did you say?” “I want to 
speak!” “The discussion’s over. Let’s vote, damn it!” “What exactly 
are we voting for?”  

The tension that had held everyone in their seats for the 
past two hours was quickly uncoiling into chaos, the meeting was 
rapidly spinning out of control. UCSD’s Academic Senate now ex-
posed its angry, vainglorious—and humorous—underbelly. 

“Remember that the motion on the floor,” the chair shouted 
into the microphone (causing high-pitched feedback), “is the re-
quest to the representative assembly to endorse the proposal that 
has been submitted by the steering committee to establish a char-
ter high school on the campus.” He could barely be heard over the 
din. “The vote should be ‘yes,’ ‘no,’ or ‘abstain.’ One of them! Not all 
three of them!” I thought he seemed rattled as individual faculty 
stood at their seats directing questions and curses at the front of 
the room and at each other. “I repeat,” he cried, clutching the mike 
in both hands, “if you are not a member of the representative as-
sembly, you should not vote. And if you are an alternate and the 
representative is here, you should not vote either!” 

A mathematician rose to decry the negative influence high 
school students would have on the university’s mission. The 
founding chair of pediatrics countered by loudly pronouncing, 
“Adolescence is not a contagious disease.” An eminent psychiatrist 
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launched into a bitter denunciation of the San Diego Union-Tri-
bune’s conservative slant and its surprising support for the project 
to aid disadvantaged youngsters. Andrew’s eyes widened a bit as he 
silently took it all in.

“Which ballot do we use?” “I don’t have a ballot!” The male-
dominated cacophony continued until a shrill voice suddenly 
screeched over the PA system: “While the vote is being tabulated...
Listen! While the vote...Hey, wait a minute. Listen! While the vote 
is being tabulated and before the outcome is known, I’d like to 
make a motion, and let me read it to you.” The chair of the Com-
mittee for Educational Policy had stepped in front of the befud-
dled chair of the academic senate to make a pre-arranged motion. 
Because of the timbre and volume of her voice, she quieted the 
crowd sufficiently to proceed. 

Just as she began, however, a professor from the middle of the 
room raised an index finger and shouted, “Mr. Chairman! Point of 
Order! You can’t have two motions on the floor at the same time. 
Point of Order, Mr. Chairman! Georgios, Point of Order, Please!”

The CEP chair paused to look up from the paper she held 
close to her face. I noticed a slight tremor in her hand that was rat-
tling the half-page, hastily torn from a yellow legal pad. Although 
much of what she said was nearly inaudible, it was clear that this 
pre-planned public statement was about the good intentions of 
UCSD’s faculty towards disadvantaged and minority youth. It must 
have been intended to provide cover when the charter school pro-
posal was voted down. The event only added to the confusion.

She launched into a second reading of the ill-timed motion, 
oblivious to the contagious chaos continuing to spread around the 
room. She read, increasing in volume and speed, until the state-
ment was all but unintelligible. When finished, she crumbled the 
paper that contained her motion and abruptly sat down, leaving 
the senate chair standing alone, again gazing out, bewildered, at a 
threatening rabble that used to be the UCSD faculty. He stepped 
over to the parliamentarian to confer about the strange situation of 
having two motions open simultaneously.

The senate leaders’ curious no-huddle strategy was backfir-
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ing. Apparently, the charter school proposal would not die quietly. 
As the chair returned to the microphone; the din diminished to 
isolated grumbling. He was trying to speak to the assemblage 
and, at the same time, continue a bifurcated conversation with the 
parliamentarian to the right of the microphone, checking on each 
statement he was making over the PA system. 

By now, however, the 300 or so people who were upstairs 
viewing the proceedings on closed circuit TV were congregating 
downstairs in the hallways and aisles. Theirs had been a one-way 
conversation so far; they now wanted their voices heard, too. What 
had been merely an exercise in confusion was becoming a danger-
ous situation as people pressed against the walls, stumbling over 
each other and the steps leading down the aisles. 

“I’m informed by the parliamentarian,” the senate chair said, 
“that we cannot vote on this motion.” “Which motion?” someone 
interrupted. “The second motion. I’m sorry,” he continued without 
looking up, “—until the results are out. But I’m told that we can 
have a discussion on the second motion while we’re waiting to 
tabulate Provost Lytle’s motion.” 

I rose from my seat to say that this was very confusing. “Why 
don’t we wait a few minutes until the paper ballots are collected?” 
The chair cut me off by turning to the parliamentarian and asking 
over the microphone, “Is there anything else?”

At that moment, a largely unknown chemistry professor 
strode toward the front of the auditorium, violently grabbed the 
microphone, and presented her point of view: “I am a European! 
When I arrived in this country, I was appalled by the poor quality, 
the state of education in this country. How do kids learn anything 
here? Yes, I am an elitist and I think this proposal is wrong. We are 
here to educate the best and the brightest, and this idea will fail. 
Why are we talking about this?” 

The professor had expressed what many in the room felt but 
were afraid to articulate. This was not the traditional liberal la-
ment, it was an embarrassing expression of the gulf that existed 
between the self-serving satisfaction the faculty enjoyed in the 
comfort of a great public research university and the need to act 
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on personal conviction. During the breathless moment following 
her brief stuttering outburst, there was prodigious squirming. The 
faculty was uncomfortable with such a raw display of their own 
unspoken trepidation. 

Peter Irons had been waiting just behind her to speak at the 
microphone and broke the awkward silence with a sarcastic refer-
ence to honoring elitism. Then Professor Irons, an outstanding 
lawyer and author of May It Please the Court and other distin-
guished works of political science, spoke about the need for the 
university to be creative and bold in addressing the appalling un-
dereducation of low-income high school students. 

Although clearly violating parliamentary order, these last 
voices had given our motion a final buffet of support even as the 
voting assembly members were filling out their ballots. 

The senate secretary collected and tallied the folded bits of 
paper during the quietest minutes of the evening. Then she handed 
a sheet of paper to the chair. This was it—he had the final vote and 
our fate in his hands.

He looked down and fingered the paper while we all held our 
breath. He made several halting gestures toward a chalkboard with 
the words “FOR,” “AGAINST,” and “ABSTENTIONS” on it, but 
failed to write anything. Suddenly, he turned back to the assembly 
and said, “The Lytle Motion passes 36 For, 23 Against, and 3 Ab-
stentions.” 

Cheering and applause erupted from the gallery forward. 
Turning to write down the numbers, the chair scrawled, “23 FOR, 
36 AGAINST, and 3 ABSTENTIONS.” Jubilation changed to ear-
nest shouts pointing out his error. He seemed more disoriented 
than ever until the secretary whispered his interpolation of the 
figures into his ear. He rubbed out the errors with the sleeve of his 
well-worn blazer, and then rewrote the numbers in the correct or-
der. Jeers turned back to jubilation again as some people started to 
leave the room. Our charter school had passed.

Bud raised his hand and made the motion to adjourn. Some-
one seconded.

Just then, at the height of our victory, the elitism-honoring 
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chemistry professor returned to the microphone and called for 
a campus-wide mail ballot. Our opponents’ final gambit had 
emerged. Bud furrowed his brows and rose to address the parlia-
mentarian and the chair, “A motion to adjourn has been made—it 
supersedes other motions. Do we even have quorum anymore?” 
No one in the front of the room paid any attention to him as they 
called for a vote on holding a mail ballot. The motion passed.

Bill excused himself as the other members of the steering 
committee headed to the campus pub. “What have we done? We 
might have to actually build this thing!” laughed Bud as he poured 
us each a glass. Pat grinned and toasted our success.

Although I celebrated with them, dread nagged at me. I could 
not help but feel that although we had just won, we might still be 
doomed. 

The Mail Ballot

As promised, the mail ballot arrived on the desks of UCSD’s 
1,345 faculty members a week later. The ballot was a simple one-
page history of the May 6 representative assembly vote. It also in-
cluded instructions for how to fill out the ballot “For” or “Against.” 
There was the usual written admonition at the bottom of the page 
to sign it and return it to the Academic Senate Office, “…no later 
than 4:30 p.m., on Wednesday, June 4, 1997.” Attached were two 
combative position statements, one pro and one con. 

Every member of the steering committee campaigned hard. 
Sensing the need for a positive ratchet, UCSD alumnus (and Pat’s 
former student) Peter Preuss pledged $500,000 towards the build-
ing fund, hoping to allay faculty fears about the prospects of rais-
ing the money for the building. The San Diego Union-Tribune and 
the Los Angeles Times ran several articles and editorials supporting 
the UCSD Charter High School effort and announcing the cash 
pledge. One of the network news affiliates in San Diego aired an 
editorial, as well. But it all rested on the will of an independent fac-
ulty with a well-honed irreverence for public opinion. 

The steering committee met two days before the mail ballot 
dead-line. We gathered like a platoon of shell-shocked troops made 
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weary by sustained combat. We didn’t know whether we had won 
or lost. 

Andrew arrived a few minutes late, badly sunburned and car-
rying a clipboard. He sat on the stuffed chair and met Bill McGill’s 
supercilious gaze. “What have you got there?” asked Bill.

“I organized a petition drive—I think I have over a thousand 
signatures here from UCSD students in support of the school. 
Maybe we can use it with the chancellor if the ballot is close...” 

“Names are cheap, kid,” Bill declared. Andrew slyly dropped 
the clipboard under his chair and kicked it out of sight. 

While still striving for victory, I would have simply and qui-
etly welcomed any form of retreat from the stress of the past four 
years. We were all exhausted, and we could not escape the feeling 
that within the next twenty-four hours we would either be rescued 
or forced to surrender. There were many occasions when I could 
have pulled the plug on the project and have been credited for 
“bringing up a good idea.” But I had pushed and pushed against 
considerable odds for a principle from which retreat proved to be 
impossible. 

Although we were a steering committee, I had brought the 
idea forward, it was my energy that sustained the effort, and I was 
out on a limb that I felt I had created all by myself. I had person-
alized the struggle. For me, it was about being a black man in a 
highly insular, white male dominated culture that murdered both 
ideas and people it found threatening to its existence. For me, it 
was no longer only about championing opportunities for the kids. 
I regarded the project as an epic struggle between good and evil, 
informed daring and blind neglect, black and white. 

Ultimately, it was about my pride. 
But now there were few scenarios left to play out, and even 

fewer options. It was late afternoon, so I uncorked a bottle of red 
wine that had languished from a faculty reception the week before. 
Everyone silently accepted a glass except Bill, who worried aloud 
about aggravating his mild case of diabetes. It was the first time I 
had heard of his ailment or ever associated Bill McGill with any 
form of weakness or vulnerability. 
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I had withheld one personal revelation from the group. But 
now the warmth of the wine combined with my near teary-eyed 
exhaustion loosened my tongue enough to utter a final res judi-
cata. As they sipped in silence, I told them that, in the event of a 
negative vote, I saw no way out for me other than to resign as pro-
vost of Thurgood Marshall College. 

I was too tired to protest any more and felt that if the fac-
ulty were so callous as to turn back this effort without having any 
discussion or ideas for an alternative, I would be too discredited 
to remain among them as one of their titular leaders. I also knew 
that if this initiative went down, I would be one of the two or three 
UCSD leaders expected to go into the community to explain the 
campus decision. Frankly, I couldn’t satisfactorily explain to myself  
the opposition, and I knew that it would be impossible for me to 
find the words to exonerate the UCSD faculty.

Walter Kudumu was his usually frank self and asked, “What 
you gonna do?” I replied that I was not sure, but that I felt that I 
had been as useful to the campus as I could be. I was out of ideas 
and energy. 

Bud, I mused, must have quietly welcomed the thought that 
I might resign. It would alleviate the pressure I had continually 
put on him to stay out in front with me on the project. He would 
want the relief, I thought. Rafael was more disappointed and felt 
threatened, I believe. He and I had worked very closely together 
at Thurgood Marshall College and weathered a number of storms 
and controversies establishing the college’s new core curriculum 
(Diversity, Justice, and Imagination), public service courses, a 
summer bridge program for minority students, and the name 
change for the college. 

Bill, however, was more silent and pained. In my own self-
ish reverie, I did not anticipate or notice his anguish. He had lived 
through upheavals like this before. My willingness to fall on my 
sword brought back memories of earlier campus miseries. He had 
endured fights and losses at UCSD over Herbert Marcuse and the 
opening of Third College, and the fatal clashes at Columbia over 
the Vietnam War. He had returned to bucolic La Jolla, settling into 
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his sunset years to witness yet another carnage about to take place. 
He had guided me through my administrative adventures with the 
college that he had helped to birth three decades earlier. The sting-
ing sound of campus cannon fire was familiar to him and brought 
back his own unbearable sorrow. 

I stayed in the office long after they left to clean up my desk 
and prepare for what the next few days might bring.

On June 5, I canceled my appointments in order to stay home 
and anxiously await the telephone call. When I was not throw-
ing up, I was sobbing uncontrollably. It did not take a prodigious 
imagination to predict a negative outcome for the mail ballot. It 
was much too easy for faculty members to simply scribble “No,” 
seal the envelope, and mail in the rejection without facing the re-
sponsibility of stating their purpose or defending their action. At 
6:15 p.m. that evening the senate chair called. Although my head 
and heart held out hope, my gut already signaled the true out-
come—the faculty who chose to vote had rejected our proposal, 
293 in favor to 328 against. A mere 35 votes divided victory from 
defeat.

The first call I made that evening was to Bud. We played out 
all of the “what if ’s,” then hung up the telephone, sighing that it 
was now all up to the chancellor. It was a fact that he currently had 
before him two advisory votes: the favorable, and better informed, 
May 6 vote of the representative assembly and; now, the narrowly 
contested June 4 mail ballot. My public role was over. There were 
to be no more votes to cultivate, no more committees to woo, and 
certainly no more revisions of the proposal to prepare. I had to 
rely on Bob Dynes’ conscience.

The matter truly rested on the shoulders of the chancellor. 
Unlike the senate, however, Dynes was under enormous pressure 
from the press, politicians, and the public to overrule the most 
recent faculty mail ballot. He had few options and even less time 
to consider them. The senate called for a special meeting on Tues-
day, June 10, to learn the chancellor’s official reaction: Would he 
honor the notion of “shared governance” and bow to the will of the 
courtesan faculty, or would he follow the advice of the San Diego 
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Union-Tribune’s June 9 editorial titled “Buck the Backlash?”:

 In many ways, the charter school proposal is a test of the 
character of UCSD. Will the university remain a largely insular 
community of privileged academicians, or will it step up to its 
obligation to serve the larger San Diego region? With so much 
at stake, Chancellor Dynes cannot afford to retreat to the side-
lines.

If he had any doubt of the importance placed on this project 
by state officials, statements in the national press by Ward Con-
nerly and Pete Wilson removed it. They made the case in the print 
media and on television all that week that money would not be an 
obstacle, and that they were prepared to bankroll the building and 
operating costs. 

Both the academic senate chair and Dynes asked me to with-
draw the proposal from consideration before the chancellor’s state-
ment scheduled for June 10. I refused and continued to implore 
Dynes to reject the faculty’s advisory vote and “buck the backlash.” 
I began to wonder, ‘If I’m so defeated, why are they asking for my 
gentle acquiescence?’ They wanted the issue to simply fade away. 
Moreover, they wanted me to make it easy for them by taking the 
matter off the table. I refused every plea to retreat and waited, like 
everyone else, to see what the chancellor would do.

The academic senate meeting on Tuesday, June 10, took place 
late in the afternoon. The setting sun shone through the stained 
glass windows of Robinson Auditorium, painting faint shadowy 
images of what I fancied were gallows crawling up the far eastern 
wall. Although several hundred faculty members, students, and 
members of the press attended the meeting, no one chose to sit 
beside me. Even Bud was two rows ahead in the front. Bill custom-
arily sat in the rear to observe a drama he had seen many times 
before. 

My sense of isolation was now palpable and frightening. I 
had put myself at risk and taken the reputation of my college with 
me. It would not be just my loss, but also a defeat of the ideals and 
aspirations of Third College and the tradition of the Lumumba-
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Zapata Demands that I had sought to translate into a palatable, 
less hysterical terminology. The circle had been inexorably nar-
rowing and it was now over—like a fallen Roman patrician before 
the emperor, my only choice was in manner of death.

In the bizarre moment after the chancellor appeared but be-
fore he spoke, I thought about running out of the room. I thought 
about how I had spent the first half of the last decade watching 
helplessly as my beautiful wife of thirty years slowly died from 
cancer. This school was her idea. I thought about how I wasted the 
second half of the decade in this seemingly endless entanglement. 
I sat alone and I thought of the enormity of the waste.

“I’d like to call the meeting to order with the approval of the 
minutes of the last meeting,” said the senate chair. After calling on 
the chancellor for remarks, he returned to his seat, I thought, bare-
ly hiding his contempt. Many of our longtime foes nodded their 
approval at the chancellor’s first words: “The UCSD Charter High 
School proposal is dead!”



Chapter Five

Ashes, Ashes

I could not bring myself to call Bill later that evening. I was 
certain those words still rang in his ears. Although he had seen it 
all before, I sensed that this defeat conveyed agonizing memories. 
The liberating utopia he had tried to create out of a deep belief 
in the democratic values of public education—the same liberat-
ing utopia that was his salvation as the son of immigrants—came 
crashing down once again. This time, it was not the errant habits 
of young idealistic socialists who brought about defeat. Rather, this 
defeat was perpetrated by the malignant ignorance of frightened 
men and women whose chief occupational mission should have 
been to follow the motto of the University of California, “Let there 
be light.” I knew that the pain of this sage was deep, intense, and 
final.

All Fall Down

Not only had I sought his advice, I had teased him with the 
offer of one last chance to lower the walls of a bastion he had 
grown up in, was nurtured by, and had helped to build. The char-
ter school was the institutional solution he had groped for during 
the challenges of the Lumumba-Zapata Demands. He joined me in 
this campaign because of the curative appeal of the initiative and 
because maybe, just maybe, he thought that we could pull off now 
what he and many others had failed to achieve a generation earlier.

The taste of ashes was more bitter knowing that this kind old 
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warrior may have been mortally wounded by one defeat too many. 
I no longer had the stamina to console the friend and teacher who 
was enticed to believe in one more effort to humanize and real-
ize the redemptive ambitions he expected of his public university. 
It was a call that I should have made, and my failure to reach out 
to him at that moment was a supreme act of self-indulgence and 
cowardice. 

By the end of the last call I did make that night, I knew I was 
alone. I had withheld my own personal loss and grief by throwing 
myself into establishing this school as some kind of private memo-
rial. For five years, I had been afraid to blink, take a breath, stand 
at ease, or feel the wind. The present circumstance demanded that 
I suddenly now grieve over Rebecca’s death and this failed resur-
rection. For the first time in my life, I was alone and without mo-
mentum. The grotesque howl that had been suppressed within me 
for so long, slowly took form. It was familiar and uninvited, but 
not to be denied any longer.

Unconsciously, I had been composing my letter of resigna-
tion for several days. By the time I actually sat at the computer that 
night, it was already in its second or third iteration—purged of 
much of the anger and angst that gave it birth. 

My son Eric pleaded with me over the telephone earlier that 
evening not to quit. He said that I had already made my point and 
that the university would respond favorably, someday. I was not as 
confident.

The letter found its way to the chancellor’s desk early the next 
morning. I briefly met with my staff at 10:00 a.m., but broke down 
before I could properly finish my apology and my farewell. Their 
applause rang in my ears as I rushed past some reporters who were 
waiting in the hallway. I took refuge in a downtown café, but was 
driven out by the curious stares from behind folded newspapers 
before my eggs arrived. My picture stared out at me from the front 
page of the San Diego Union-Tribune, over my condemnation, in 
quotes, of the university leadership—“Gutless and unimaginative.” 

I went to the one place where I felt the safest.
The high promontory of the back lawn of San Diego Hos-
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pice offered gusts of warm June wind and a panorama from the 
ocean on the west to the mountains on the east. The few people I 
passed were enduring their newly owned grief. They understood 
and knew the countenance of loneliness and death. I gave up my 
unread newspaper to an ancient man who joined me on the bench 
overlooking Mission Valley. We greeted each other without mak-
ing eye contact, a simple nod sufficed for small talk. His presence 
made no impression on me until I felt his eyes turn towards me, 
searching my face. I had been too deep in my own thoughts to 
notice that he was clad only in a bathrobe and slippers, and that 
he clung awkwardly to a wheeled tripod dripping into him what I 
guessed to be pain killer. I realized that this man was soon to die.

His shy gaze made me nervous and temporarily jarred me out 
of my isolation. He moved closer, wrenching the high contraption 
over the uneven ground. I squirmed, wanting to be alone as he 
started humming. He moved beyond prudence and into my per-
sonal space. Why was he staring at me? I was not fearful or even 
curious; I just wanted to be left alone. But he was not humming. 
He was grunting—staring directly across my profile and trying to 
speak. Tugging my jacket, he formed semi-coherent phrases with a 
mixture of grunts and gestures.

I cursed my earlier nod as too provocative. “What is it? I have 
to leave, you can keep the paper,” I muttered. With some irritation, 
I averted my eyes even further across the expanse below.

He crossed my gaze with the newspaper, pointing at my salty 
beard protruding from the front page—but still I looked away. 
The grunts continued and he demanded recognition and a reply. 
Finally turning to him in exasperation, my eyes fell not on his face 
but on the abundance of bandages encircling his throat. 

As I gleaned from the next twenty minutes of gestures and 
proto-sounds, he was in the last throes of various metastasized 
cancers, concluding most recently and vainly with surgery to re-
move malignant lumps found in his throat. Despite all of this, he 
was interested in me and in my story. Over the next hour, he filled 
the air with grunts and gestures that conveyed to me that he was 
a retired schoolteacher and had followed the UCSD Charter High 
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School saga for the past four years. He, too, wanted to know what 
was going to happen.

I helped him adjust his robe when the sun moved directly 
above us, and his gesturing became even more animated and artic-
ulate. His croaking voice managed to indicate that he had wanted 
to meet me to express his support. His hands somehow told me 
that he wanted me to stay on and continue the fight. I told him 
that I could not continue. He wanted to know why I was there at 
the hospice, and I explained that my wife had died there. He wrote 
on a pad that he carried in his waist pocket, “You miss her?” It was 
both a question and a statement. To both, I nodded in desolate 
agreement. We stopped talking and sat silently gazing at the sea or 
into our hands.

When I returned home, there were several messages from 
Bill McGill. Each had a pleading tone imploring me to change 
my mind about resigning. Each word was separated by anguished 
heavy pauses asking me to call him. He called a meeting of the 
Charter School Steering Committee for the next day at which he 
delivered his plea in person. We adjourned with his promise to call 
everyone after he met with Bob Dynes later in the morning. His 
shuttle diplomacy did little to change my mind and I apologized 
for failing him.

Later, the San Diego Union-Tribune asked me for an opinion 
piece to explain my views on this defeat. The effort was over and, 
although exhausted by rage, I did not want to see the university 
trashed anymore in the papers. Despite the recent petty and short-
sighted behavior of the faculty on this issue, I was a creature of the 
campus and did not want it savaged. UCSD still ran the county 
hospital caring for the uninsured, our alumni continued to trans-
form biotech industries around the state, thousands of our stu-
dents each year went on to top graduate programs throughout the 
country, and faculty research continued to enlighten all aspects of 
civic life. I did, however, want to set the record straight about the 
nature and quality of the debate that had taken place.

“The 18-month campus and public debate about the charter 
school,” I wrote, “has not been a noble moment in our campus’ 
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brief history. It had been my hope—and remains so now—that 
campus leaders might raise not only the stakes but elevate our gaze 
beyond the typical ramparts higher education instinctively erects 
between the world of privilege and the broader community.” 

Despite attempts to soften the tone, UCSD took a beating in 
the press in the days between the chancellor’s pronouncement that 
the charter school was DOA and President Clinton’s visit. Political 
cartoons lampooned the faculty as false, selfish hypocrites more 
interested in maintaining an aloof, elitist status than in helping 
their community. The chancellor came in for particular ridicule as 
weak and indecisive. One drawing featured him raising a broken 
sword, dressed as Napoleon, seated backwards on a horse labeled 
“UCSD,” and yelling “Forward!”

Hail to the Chiefs

It was now June 11, and Clinton would arrive on the 14th. 
His UCSD commencement speech had been planned for months, 
and he would name the members of a new Presidential Advisory 
Board on Race the following day, June 12, in preparation for the 
address. But his perfect venue was now a disaster area.

Ann Lewis, director of communications at the White House, 
called me to sort out what was happening. She had already phoned 
late in May wanting to know if the local turmoil would “step on 
the president’s message.” I told her then what she already knew—
that it was too late to pull out, and that the president’s avid support 
for the charter school movement was widely known and applaud-
ed. I suggested that the president could present his scripted mes-
sage without any reference to the San Diego tragedy. 

“If he’s asked by the press, what do you think he should say?” 
she said.

“Ann, I’m the last one who should give Bill Clinton advice on 
what to say. Perhaps, he should say that he continues to support 
the establishment of charter schools as an effective tool to improve 
the education of children too often left behind. That’s consistent 
with his record and skirts taking sides in our skirmish. What do 
you think?”
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“I’ll get back to you” she said and hung up. Ann was a veteran 
of the Democratic ethnic politics of Boston and knew her way in 
and out of controversy. Her inquiry, I found out much later, was 
really an attempt to gauge my temperament and whether or not I 
might make things more uncomfortable for the president during 
his highly publicized visit. An hour later, a fax rolled out of the of-
fice machine with a one-line insertion referencing charter schools 
that was to be planted in his speech. I faxed back a slight revision 
that was closer to the facts in our case. Twenty minutes later Ann 
called back with a third revision. The difference, I thought, was 
negligible, but she was scrupulously planning every word, as she 
knew they would be intensely scrutinized by the media for any 
signal of his policy or personal intentions. I said fine, and that was 
that.

I had made myself a pariah among the campus administra-
tion and faculty. The intense contact I had had with the members 
of the committees for the past two years suddenly broke off. But at 
least I was not the chancellor.

His last words on the matter, “The UCSD Charter High 
School proposal is dead,” had become a noose for him. Although 
seeking to appease a dozen or more truculent faculty senate mem-
bers, the severity of his words echoed far beyond UCSD.

Published in the San Diego Union-Tribune
June 16, 1997                          © Dave Kellett
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On commencement day, I sat on stage with twenty other dig-
nitaries facing an audience of 22,000 cheering people not knowing 
just how I felt. About 4,000 were there to graduate, another 10,000 
or so were there to beam with pride over the success of their grad-
uates, and the rest were there to see the president of the United 
States. I had resigned just days earlier, yet, out of respect for my 
students, I attended this very public occasion in deep personal de-
spair.

About half the graduating seniors and an equal number of 
faculty members wore colorful “Save The Charter School” buttons 
on their black gowns. The defeat of the charter school proposal 
had cast a shadow over the president’s intention to defend affirma-
tive action even before he had spoken, and a sense of tension was 
palpable amidst the joy of graduation day. 

Lieutenant Governor Gray Davis, Regent Ward Connerly, 
and President Clinton sat on the dais with the chancellor, UC 
President Richard Atkinson, Bill McGill, and a few other faculty 
leaders, including myself and the faculty senate chair, all dressed 
in our full academic regalia. Clinton, to signal the seriousness of 
his intent, had seated on the dais and in the surrounding audi-
ence two United States senators, Barbara Boxer and Dan Akaka; 
seven congressmen, including civil rights hero John Lewis; five of 
his cabinet secretaries, including Secretary of Education Richard 
Riley; UN Ambassador Bill Richardson; and a host of other digni-
taries. including Thurgood Marshall, Jr. The absurdity of it struck 
me. My faculty adversaries, like me, were little more than scenery, 
an emblazoned backdrop against which others would hold their 
passion play. 

The senate chair gave one of several introductory speeches 
and attempted to dismiss some of the tension by joking about the 
inability of tenured professors to agree on anything. 

Although it seemed a few days too late, Clinton had raised 
the stakes of the occasion by choosing our campus for a major 
policy speech on race. Without a doubt, he was showing that he 
intended something to happen with regard to the questions sur-
rounding affirmative action. His timing was impeccable. The Uni-
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versity of California the previous year was the scene of the first 
national refutation of affirmative action policy with the infamous 
UC regents SP-1 order and the subsequent passage of California’s 
Proposition 209 by state ballot. Here, he could lecture Pete Wilson 
(who boycotted the ceremony) and Ward Connerly on their mis-
guided tactics. 

Connerly glowered at the president. He chose to attend be-
cause he knew he would be on national television following the 
president’s speech to counter Clinton’s “mend it, don’t end it” no-
tions about affirmative action.

Despite the heraldry of commencement and the excitement 
surrounding an address by the president of the United States, it 
was the ten-minute speech by Coleen Sabatini, student body presi-
dent and Thurgood Marshall College senior, given before Clinton’s 
address, that roused the crowd. She was forceful, articulate, and 
very bright. Her powerful endorsement for an on-campus charter 
school for poor children brought the assembled students, and a 
larger number of the faculty than I would have supposed, to their 
feet. 

Clinton, the consummate rhetorician, opened his speech by 
referring to her passionate words and to the senate chair’s cool 
dismissal of our local controversy. “Well, ladies and gentlemen, the 
first thing I would like to say is that Coleen spoke so well and she 
said everything I meant to say,” he said, “so that I could do us all a 
great favor by simply associating myself with her remarks and sit-
ting down. 

 “I would also like to thank Dr. Anagostopoulos for remind-
ing us of the infamous capacity of faculty members to be contrary 
with one another,” he continued. “Until he said it, I hadn’t realized 
that probably 90 percent of the Congress once were on university 
faculties.”

He went on to introduce all of the dignitaries he had in tow. 
Special cheers arose when he drawled, “And you have a college 
here named after one of my great heroes, Thurgood Marshall. I’ve 
brought with me his son who works for me in the White House, 
Thurgood Marshall, Jr. Stand up, Goody!” 
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Clinton spoke broadly about the ideals of multiculturalism 
and diversity. “Can we fulfill the promise of America by embracing 
all our citizens of all races, not just at a university, where people 
have the benefit of enlightened teachers and the time to think 
and grow and get to know each other, but in the daily life of every 
American community?” he asked. In the middle of his speech, im-
mediately before introducing the subject of affirmative action, the 
president made his most overt statement about our own peculiar 
problem at UCSD:

There are no children who, because of their ethnic or 
racial background, cannot meet the highest academic stan-
dards, if we set them and measure our students against them, 
if we give them well-trained teachers and well-equipped class-
rooms, and if we continue to support reasoned reforms to 
achieve excellence like the charter school movement.

A wild cheer and sustained applause broke out, interrupting 
the progress of his speech. Bud Mehan, who was seated in the fac-
ulty section of the audience between two of our fiercest opponents, 
later told me that one of them gasped aloud.

Published in the San Diego Union-Tribune
June 14, 1997                          © Dave Kellett
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On his way off the stage, Clinton stopped in front of me to 
give the audience—and more important, the press—a rousing fist 
in the air as a sign of triumph. This predetermined and staged 
moment made the front page of newspapers both in the U.S. and 
in Europe. Several friends living around the world called the next 
day to say that they saw me with President Clinton not only on the 
cover of the New York Times, but also in Le Monde, Le Figaro, El 
Pais, and the London Financial Times. 

To his credit, the president was well informed about the 
events of the week. He made it clear that he supported the UCSD 
Charter High School effort and hoped that his remarks helped get 
the project back on track. Privately, I took the opportunity to push 
my belief with him that public universities were the only American 
institutions capable of shaping the future of public education. He 
seemed interested in the notion, but I knew he was preoccupied 
with a myriad of other issues.

Nearly every paper that carried the President’s picture and 
remarks mentioned the irony of his appearing the same week that 
the University of California faculty voted down the charter school 

The Sunday, June 15, 1997 cover of the Los Angeles 
Times. The caption reads: “President Clinton punctuates 
his commencement speech at UC San Diego with a 
rousing gesture.”                 Photo / Ginna Ferazzi
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effort. By the following day, what had been a local and statewide 
news event was now center-stage in the national and international 
press. It was widely reported that the prestigious faculty of the 
University of California supported affirmative action so long as it 
did not have to occur in their backyard.

President Clinton’s visit highlighted the agonizing question 
of minority participation at the university and put overwhelming 
pressure on the campus to save the UCSD Charter High School. 
Some of the UC regents pressured Dynes behind the scenes, es-
pecially since the public display of local NIMBY-ism so soon after 
they eliminated affirmative action made them look particularly 
heartless. Newspapers and talk shows pilloried the UC faculty and 
pummeled the chancellor until he initiated an awkward salvation 
effort during the summer recess. 

Death and Transfiguration

Still embittered over Dynes’ acceptance of the negative mail 
ballot, I refused invitations to join the new UCSD Outreach Task 
Force that was hastily empaneled to reconsider the feasibility of 
a campus charter school. It made little sense for me to join a new 
effort to salvage the charter school initiative after having spent the 
previous four years advocating for the very same solution. 

It was clear, however, that the future of the chancellor was 
inextricably tied to resurrecting an idea that he had allowed to 
be crucified on an altar called “joint governance.” The summer 
committee’s task was to help the faculty save face and pluck an 
unsteady new chancellor from disaster. In its recovery mission, the 
joint administration and faculty committee had to somehow make 
it appear that campus elders had not grievously blundered.

The rescue mission lumbered on all summer with weekly 
public testimony and faculty senate hearings. The faculty senate 
insisted that our principal detractors be on the task force as well 
as a collection of newly-aroused progressives who, up until this 
point, had conspicuously remained on the sidelines during the 
fray. 

Two important things had changed, however. First, as a result 
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of the heavy lobbying by local UC Regents John Davies and Peter 
Preuss, the chancellor had finally come out in full unequivocal 
support of the on-campus charter school. Both regents had been 
appointed by Governor Wilson and were conservative Republican 
allies of Ward Connerly, especially in the anti-affirmative action 
movement. They saw the San Diego effort to open a charter school 
for poor children as the alternative to affirmative action that had 
escaped their imagination during the contemptuous debates of 
1994-1995. 

Davies, who had been a close political advisor to Governor 
Wilson, saw his support for the UCSD Charter High School as 
the “political fix” that could innoculate the conservative Repub-
licans from the accusation that they were racists. Preuss, on the 
other hand, was less motivated by grand political calculations. His 
ambitions in the enterprise were instinctive and more personal. 
Although a registered Republican, Peter behaved and discussed is-
sues as someone who was decidedly apolitical. A naturalized Ger-
man immigrant who had made considerable wealth in technology, 
he felt deeply the need to give back to a country that had been so 
good to him. Together, Davies and Preuss, who were essentially 
Bob Dynes’ employers, ordered him to build the charter school as 
quickly as possible.

The second important change was that Dynes and the aca-
demic senate appointed Professors Paul Drake and Nick Spitzer 
as co-chairs of the summer task force. Drake entered the summer 
as a successful political scientist whose research spanned Latin 
America. He had been chair of his department and was now serv-
ing as the dean of the social sciences. He impressed everyone he 
met as the archetypical liberal academic—he often spoke about 
the social injustices in the world but never could see how he might 
be able to translate his personal predisposition into professional 
obligation. Spitzer, on the contrary, was a distinguished biologist 
who did not necessarily have to confront any loss in translation 
between the personal and the professional. As he was a scientist, 
no one expected him to have or understand social compassion, but 
he did. He was as gregarious as his handlebar moustache was wide. 
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Unlike a social scientist, who might be considered professionally 
responsible for solving society’s problems, Nick was allowed to 
blithely assert a social solution and not be held accountable for its 
success or error. He creatively exploited and enjoyed his ambigu-
ous position and pushed the work of the summer committee for-
ward with an enviable mixture of humor and vigor.

When students returned to campus in September, the   
Drake/Spitzer committee held public hearings where each speaker 
championed the idea of a UCSD sponsored charter school. The 
most memorable was a brilliant set of remarks delivered by Rabbi 
Lisa Goldstein, director of San Diego Hillel. I could not dispel the 
feeling that the task force’s proceedings were a pantomime perfor-
mance that had been demanded by the most vulgar sort of public 
humiliation—theirs and mine.

Meanwhile, the original steering committee continued to 
meet to monitor the developments of the Drake/Spitzer group. 
We concluded that we had to hang together in order to make the 
“new” school proposal remain as true to our original mission as 
possible. After all, any new proposal might move the school off 
campus, selectively recruit only high-achieving students, or even 
admit children of the faculty in an effort to appease the virulent   
NIMBY-ism that had caused us so much grief. Our resolute, dis-
agreeable presence, we thought, would keep the campus honest as 
it clawed its way out of the mess in which it found itself.

I was still on sabbatical leave as the fall term began. During a 
steering committee meeting on the morning of Thursday, October 
16, someone ran into the room to tell us that Bill McGill had been 
taken to the emergency room at Thornton Hospital. It was unclear 
how serious the situation was, but I knew that the stress of the pre-
ceding months had taken a merciless toll on his spirits and body.

It was a restless weekend. Guilt plagued me whenever I called 
the hospital for an update—I felt like an assailant calling to check 
on the condition of his victim. 

My beloved friend and mentor William McGill died three 
days later, on a Sunday.

At the eulogy, UC President Richard Atkinson said, “Bill 
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McGill was one of the major figures in higher education in 
the period following World War II. He was a superb scientist, 
distinguished president of two of America’s leading universities, 
and a passionate advocate of university involvement in addressing 
the challenging issues facing society.” These were elegant and true 
words, but I found no words of my own. 

Pat Ledden called that evening sensing my feelings of guilt. 
“There was nothing you could do, Cecil,” he said. Yet, even then, I 
could find no words.

By November, under the steady and unrelenting eye of state-
wide politicians and the California media, the faculty had fully 
reversed itself and approved the fabrication of a new campus entity 
called the Center for Research in Educational Equity, Assessment, 
and Teaching Excellence, or “CREATE.” 

CREATE rudely cobbled together dozens of ongoing student 
outreach efforts that lined up for additional funding promised by 
the state legislature. The usual players in the campuswide affirma-
tive action industry were ironically shaking more dollars from the 
campus that failed to act affirmatively. Those same parties, for the 
most part, continued their open hostility to the idea of a campus-
based charter school for poor children. 

However, both clandestine and official equivocation were 
now moot. Their membership in CREATE meant that they had 
to support the entire agenda of the new administrative organiza-
tion or else they would not get their share of the affirmative action 
guilt money now spilling towards every UC campus. CREATE was 
charged to build the charter school as the centerpiece of its exis-
tence, but in fact it was its raison d’etre.

By now, the campus had established a checkered history of 
voting on the charter school. The faculty, through the representa-
tive assembly, had voted in favor by a two-to-one majority on May 
6th; then they had rejected the proposal in a mail ballot of the 
entire faculty by a slim majority a month later; and now, follow-
ing the frantic pace of the 19-member summer committee headed 
by Drake and Spitzer, they had endorsed the charter school once 
again in the UCSD Representative Assembly by a 58-5 vote. Al-
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though five members of the representative assembly failed to ap-
preciate the tortured necessity of approving the UCSD Charter 
High School, the mail ballot was overturned and we now had a 
green light to move forward. The proposal, however, no longer 
called for only a high school, but for an even larger and more ex-
tensive secondary school, grades 6-12. 

The local press remained distrustful and maintained its re-
lentless pressure on the campus to build the charter school. The 
day after the November 25, 1997 vote approving the school in the 
representative assembly (again), the San Diego Union-Tribune was 
cautiously optimistic. A staff editorial titled “Back on Track” com-
mented:

UCSD Panel Gives Green Light to Charter School
We would like to herald Tuesday’s decisive vote by the 

UCSD faculty panel to press onward toward establishing a 
campus-based charter school as proof that the professors are 
solidly behind this worthy project. And the sense we get from 
the vote and related comments is that Chancellor Robert 
Dynes’ optimism is well-founded and he should indeed com-
mence raising funds for the experimental school.

Then again, we keep remembering how the charter 
school was blind-sided last spring when the faculty narrowly 
voted in a mail ballot against the plan. Could history repeat 
itself this time in light of lingering opposition to the school? 
Our guess is that it will not, because Dynes and other charter 
school proponents took care to build a fair amount of consen-
sus among faculty members who were lukewarm about the 
project.

The article went on to single out Paul Drake and Nick Spitzer 
for their leadership in building a positive faculty consensus despite 
the paper’s lingering trepidation and perception of UCSD elitism. 

The progressive visions of Gilman and Kerr now echoed from 
the editorial pages of a conservative newspaper. I felt that the late 
Thurgood Marshall, too, through the college named in his honor, 
continued to be an agent of change, who now compelled the Uni-
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versity of California, a multi-billion dollar educational corpora-
tion, to reassume its nineteenth century land-grant role in chang-
ing the normal order of things on behalf of the state’s ignored citi-
zens. Chancellor Dynes had refused to accept my resignation, but 
had instead approved a sabbatical leave. With the favorable turn of 
events, I returned to my post as provost to participate in the devel-
opment of the project.

If there was residual faculty bitterness about having to build 
a charter school on campus, it remained hidden behind frozen 
smiles and self-congratulatory statements of accomplishment. The 
existence of CREATE provided the institutional camouflage for 
the faculty to approve the establishment of the charter school as 
one submerged element of general campus outreach. The charter 
school, however, was the only element of CREATE that was new.

CREATE’s mission statement struck all of the familiar notes 
of our initial challenge. Its five structural prongs: Evaluation, Re-
search, Outreach & Recruitment, Teacher Education, and K-12 
Clusters, each radiated from something called the “Model School.” 
All except the last item were a re-patching of ongoing entrepre-
neurial and educational programs already in operation on campus. 

Except for the pre-existing Teacher Education Program that 
Bud directed, all elements of CREATE were totally reliant upon 
soft money coming from the UC Office of the President and the 
California legislature. Essentially, this new organization was a free-
bee, wholly unsupported by campus resources. The faculty eventu-
ally endorsed the idea, but it served only as a cover to rescue the 
new chancellor and campus pride from the scorn of politicians, 
the press, and the community.

Chancellor Dynes found just the right person for the un-
enviable task of reviving the “dead” charter school project. Peter 
Gourevitch, an experienced faculty member, political science 
department chair, and founding dean of the School of Interna-
tional Relations and Pacific Studies, had earned a well-deserved 
reputation as a “fixer” on campus. He and I had been chairs of our 
respective departments during the same period in the 1980’s and 
were much discussed then, as he was being recruited to Cornell 
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and I to Dartmouth. 
Peter convinced me that I had to come in from out of the 

cold, and I agreed to co-direct the planning effort with him. He 
was tasked to put the charter school plans back together and, in 
part, to be my minder. Together, we spent the next 18 months re-
suscitating the basic concepts of the original proposal, and I found 
in him another warrior who truly believed in the school. 

Once the campus decision to establish CREATE had been 
finalized, more of the liberal establishment that had watched the 
fray from the sidelines began to emerge. Progressives of all sorts 
joined committees and worked tirelessly to bring the charter 
school to fruition. Their sudden interest in outreach was curiously 
late, but welcome.

Peter displayed the skills of a master strategist and the pa-
tience of a stone. He was less abrasive than I and possessed the 
emotional detachment to sit through withering hours of meetings 
with reformed foes whose tortured compliance continued to make 
my stomach turn. He had been a member of the Drake/Spitzer 
task force and was ready to collate that group’s new language with 
the spirit and mission of the original Charter School Steering 
Committee’s proposal. 

The campus and chancellor were now fully engaged in resur-
recting the charter school idea. For the first time, the chancellor 
no longer felt politically compelled to include the vocal opponents 
of the charter school in the decision making. 

It had been a long and bitter campaign, but we had arrived. 
The school was going to be built. However odious I might have 
found past hypocrisy, our public university was now going to act 
on its democratic principles and build the first urban Educational 
Field Station. 

I only wished that Bill had lived to see it.



  Dr. William McGill and the author.
Photo © Camera’s Eye 1997



Chapter Six

Preuss School UCSD

The new charter school proposal was drawn directly from 
the old one. With the battle for campus approval behind us, we 
began to move on three fronts off the campus. Throughout the 
entire skirmish at UCSD, we had held only tenuous talks with rep-
resentatives of San Diego city schools. With campus approval, we 
now needed to start negotiations with the local school district on 
funding levels, matters of legal liability, transportation, and the op-
erating budget. Although the publicly elected members of the San 
Diego School Board were overwhelmingly supportive of UCSD’s 
newfound courage to proceed, the mid-level staff of the school dis-
trict’s legal and financial departments were less than encouraging.

Brave New World

In preparation for submitting the revised proposal, Peter 
Gourevitch and I spent time visiting with each member of the 
school board individually. The members had read the draft pro-
posal and told us that they were unaware of any staff opposition. 
Their uniform opinion was that the UCSD proposal to establish a 
charter school would meet with staff approval and garner an affir-
mative vote.

The school district’s legal staff, however, threw up one ob-
stacle after another. After just a few meetings, Peter and I became 
convinced that we should bring in UC General Counsel Anne 
Parode to stand toe-to-toe with them. Quickly, all of their objec-
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tions melted away and revealed an institutional culture that ab-
horred change of any kind. The dreary hallways of the San Diego 
Unified School District’s building on Normal Street belied an even 
drearier sloth, devoted to making sure that nothing new ever hap-
pened. 

Like many public school districts, San Diego had been threat-
ened and sued more times than anyone wanted to remember. 
Coupled with the historic pounding that its educators had received 
from both the public and politicians for school failures, the net re-
sult was the entrenchment of a culture characterized by an attitude 
of “can’t do, won’t try!” The district’s financial department also had 
substantial worries caused by years of budget reversals and short-
falls. Both worked in tandem to frustrate our efforts and try to 
drive us away. 

I had originally initiated discussions with the outgoing su-
perintendent of the San Diego city schools as early as 1995. But it 
was clear that, on the advice of her staff, Dr. Bertha Pendleton did 
not want to leave office with a raging conflagration between the 
district and the University of California. During the weeks that we 
wound our way through the hallways to meet with the members 
of the school board, Alan Bersin was preparing to become the new 
superintendent of the San Diego Unified School District. Bersin 
had been United States Attorney for the Southern District of Cali-
fornia and responsible for federal law and immigration enforce-
ment along a 180-mile stretch of the U.S./Mexico border. As the 
chief of “la Migra,” he was immediately viewed with suspicion by 
most of the Latino community, a community that contributed over 
half of the school age children in San Diego.

Bersin was a controversial figure from the beginning. This was 
not only because of his recent background in border law enforce-
ment, but because of a testy personality that seemed to alienate 
nearly everyone with whom he came into contact. When he as-
sumed the post of superintendent on July 1, 1998, we were within 
weeks of submitting the UCSD Charter School proposal to the 
school district for final approval. He, however, wanted more time to 
adjust to the office before being confronted with our controversial 
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proposal. 
Campus opinion was divided: Some thought that he was a 

Yale University Brahmin with strong connections to his former 
law school classmate who occupied the White House at the time. 
Others, including me, simply thought that his tough nature belied 
a deeper lack of confidence—making him appear socially awk-
ward. Bersin implored Peter and me to delay submitting the pro-
posal, but the urgency of the final campus vote and our newfound 
momentum made that impossible. We decided to obey the pace of 
events taking place on the campus and push towards submitting 
the proposal for a vote by the San Diego School Board as quickly 
as possible.

During the early stages of the charter school proposal in 
1996, meetings with representatives of the local teachers’ associa-
tion did not go well. I had reviewed with them the portions of the 
California charter school legislation that allowed an entity to put 
forward a proposal to essentially subcontract with the local school 
district to run a specific school, utilizing the share of funds that 
would normally be spent at the students’ home school sites. They 
seemed to accept our three admissions criteria of low income, first 
in family, and motivation to excel in a college preparatory environ-
ment. 

Their true worry was that we would indeed be successful, and 
put pressure on them and the district to improve all schools in a 
similar manner. This less than sanguine notion, however, was of-
ten hidden behind warnings of a less amicable upheaval if we did 
not accept the union agreement already in place with the district. 
I reminded them that charter school legislation did not require 
that we or any other entity do so, and that we would apply UC staff 
hiring and grievance policies and procedures for all credentialed 
teachers and staff at our charter school. 

My assurances did not mollify the union reps because it 
meant that they could not exert hiring and curricular controls over 
our school. At each encounter, I made it clear that UCSD would 
not accept the collective bargaining agreement into the functions 
of our school. Nothing had changed by the time Peter and I met 
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with them in early 1998. Each meeting ended cordially, and the 
labor representatives declared that they would not publicly oppose 
UCSD’s effort to open a charter school on its campus. Neverthe-
less, they made no such promise about their continuing private 
opposition. 

At the time, California legislation required that independent 
petitioners for a charter school seek endorsement from at least 
20% of the teaching staff at a standing school. As Rafael, Bud, and 
I went around to local elementary and middle schools seeking 
such endorsements, we often found that the teachers’ union had 
peppered mailboxes in advance with warnings not to sign our 
petition. At each meeting, there was usually at least one spokesper-
son arguing against our effort. 

One of the oddest encounters occurred at Keiller Middle 
School. While the teachers were friendly, one gentleman in the 
back of the room spoke vociferously in opposition, suggesting 
the possibility of several dire consequences for public education 
if teachers signed our charter school proposal. By the end of the 
meeting, all of the teachers present had signed our petition—ex-
cept him. We must have been convincing, though, because the 
same fellow met me at my car asking to sign the petition after all. 
He said that he had to publicly speak against our enterprise, but he 
personally agreed with our plan and wanted to know if we might 
have a position for him at the UCSD Charter School. 

Such was the curious trail of organizations and individuals 
we had to circumnavigate as we pressed forward.

Following his stint as my intern, Andrew Sutherland had 
worked for a year as the “project coordinator” for the charter 
school with funding coming from the grant he won from the 
UC Regents. His curious status as both a UCSD student and an 
employee of the UC Regents had allowed him to play to differ-
ent strengths. That fall, once it had become clear that the campus 
would build the school, he left to pursue a Ph.D. at SUNY Buffalo.

Consequently, I turned to John Lien, my newest intern, who 
had spoken so elegantly the night we won our first representative 
assembly vote, to coordinate information sessions with parents at 
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elementary and middle schools in the city. We met in the evenings 
with school PTA organizations and parent groups to inform them 
of the 1999 opening of the UCSD Charter School. Parents and el-
ementary school teachers never failed to respond enthusiastically.

John also set to work on a draft for the school’s entrance ap-
plication. Bud, in his role as director of UCSD’s Teacher Educa-
tion Program, handled the rewriting of the proposal. Within six 
months, we had negotiated the budget with the school district, 
secured university land for the school, and hired HMC Architects 
to design the building.

In June of 1998, Chancellor Dynes and members of the plan-
ning committee formally presented the UCSD proposal to estab-
lish the charter school at a public meeting of the San Diego School 
Board. The elected members, despite the continued grumbling of 
district staff, unanimously approved it.

What’s in a Name?

Peter Preuss, throughout this entire tortured effort, had been 
actively lobbying behind the scene for the establishment of the 
charter school. However, during legislative confirmation hearings 
for his appointment to the Board of Regents of the University of 
California, Peter openly expressed his dislike for the affirmative 
action admissions policy at UC campuses. Despite our disagree-
ment on that issue, I testified before the California Senate endors-
ing his appointment. 

Preuss’ position was complex and nuanced. We had first 
met at a black tie event in 1984 when we shared joint honors: he 
was chosen UCSD Alumni of the Year, and I was given the UCSD 
Teaching Excellence Award. Throughout the evening, we talked 
about education, and he spoke passionately about wanting to “give 
back” to the community and country that had made him a wealthy 
software mogul. 

He displayed an honest and infectious belief in the promise 
America has to offer a recent immigrant, and I believed that he 
truly meant it. While we were searching for a principal for our 
emerging charter school, Peter and Peggy Preuss confirmed their 
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Peter and Peggy Preuss
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first pledge of $500,000 and announced a new $5,000,000 gift to-
wards the capital campaign. 

Their enthusiasm was so high, in fact, that Peter and Peggy 
went on to actively participate in raising the remaining $9,000,000 
for the new facility. In the end, six major donors came forward 
with one million dollars each. Several mid-range donations from 
local individuals completed the fundraising effort with unusual 
speed.

Meanwhile, HMC Architects busily created renderings for 
a building design that was borne out of Building Advisory Com-
mittee discussions that stipulated the need for physical separation 
between the middle school and the high school; outdoor spaces 
where tutoring and mentoring would take place under supervi-
sion; and placement on campus within walking distance of the 
Geisel Library. 

The pace of events turned typical planning protocols on their 
heads. After the Preuss’ initial capital campaign donation, the ar-
chitects were let loose to design without concern for budget limits, 
and we agreed early on that we would employ a “design/build” 
strategy. This meant that the campus would commence building 
based on the wet blueprints as they became available while the 
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designers scurried to complete the remaining drawings. All the 
while, we continued to plumb the community to raise the remain-
ing funding for the rapidly rising building.

Even as the contractors were digging holes along wiggly chalk 
lines drawn on an 8.1 acre site on campus, we were still negotiat-
ing with school district staff about the annual operating budget. At 
the time, charter schools were barely a five-year-old phenomenon 
that had overwhelmed public school staff and policy makers. Our 
crude calculations suggested that we could expect per capita fund-
ing of around $5,800 per student, plus categorical allocations that 
typically target low-income students and families. Among the lat-
ter budget options were resources for second language acquisition, 
free or reduced-cost lunch subsidy, funding for after-school pro-
grams, and other support mechanisms available to schools serving 
large numbers of children needing specialized help.

Peter Gourevitch and I were in over our heads in dealing 
with the school district’s budget sharpies and legal hawks. So, we 
called for help from UCSD Resource Management’s professional 
staff, who were more accustomed to creating and handling budget 
outlays. They were our “green eyeshade” folks, and they were mag-
nificent. 

UCSD’s Judi O’Boyle headed the capital planning and also 
oversaw the design and construction for what we would eventually 
name Preuss School UCSD. She worked closely with the architects 
and the prime contractor in keeping the project on schedule. I 
drove by the site every day, including weekends. During the early 
construction, Judi was often seen standing ankle-deep in mud 
holding a chart or blueprint over her head and staring across a sea 
of dismembered two-by-fours, pointing towards what was to be-
come the school library. A few weeks later, she would be wearing a 
listing hardhat and jabbing a ballpoint pen in the direction of the 
future playing fields.

Sylvia Lepe, another UCSD staffer, seemed too young to take 
on the state and school district’s barracuda bureaucrats. By our 
third or fourth weekly meeting with district staff, however, she 
had prepared an outline of their overall annual budget profile and 
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an explanation of how the district could fully fund the children of 
Preuss School UCSD.

Now we were flying with the wind. Numerous other profes-
sional staff at UCSD began to step forward to contribute their 
particular expertise. Larry Barrett, director of Housing and Din-
ing Services, helped develop the lunch room facility; Jack Hug, 
director of Physical Plant Services, came forward with plans for 
handling janitorial and landscape services; Greg Snee, director 
of Transportation & Parking Services, changed campus plans for 
parking lots and re-routed a street to make more room for the 
playground; techie Jim Valetta led the design of the school’s inter-
net services; and Sherman George, the Media Center’s director, 
designed the audio/video support systems for the classrooms and 
multipurpose center (while also providing much of the benevolent 
and sarcastic wit that kept everyone in good humor). 

Perhaps more significantly, the campus’ janitorial crew, hos-
pital orderlies, groundskeepers, carpenters, electricians, and mail 
carriers slowed their pace and smiled with pride and curiosity 
when they passed the giant hole in the ground that would soon 
become our school. For the first time in its history, the university 
along Gilman Drive had become a village as everyone contributed 
to the start of this unique undertaking. 

Bob Dynes made it clear that the Preuss School had to open 
in the fall of 1999, with or without a building. We were a year 
from that opening date and just starting to hire a school director. 
The grant that Andrew had secured a year earlier was running out 
and we had no real sketch of the curriculum or the teachers to be 
hired. UCSD Risk Management had to determine an acceptable 
level of liability options in the running of a public charter school 
on the campus. Housing and Dining Services had to negoti-
ate with their counterparts at the school district on appropriate 
lunch menus. Transportation Services had to run traffic studies 
on the impact of fifteen buses lining up along Voigt Drive five 
years hence, at full enrollment, to load and unload eight hundred 
students twice a day. Nevertheless, all of us monitored the favor-
able swing in public opinion towards UCSD as this unique project 
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gained momentum. 
At Thurgood Marshall College, Rafael Hernandez led an ini-

tiative to place UCSD tutors at the Preuss School and taught a class 
in UCSD’s Teacher Education Program for this purpose.

While Bud was being drawn more and more into the bur-
geoning activities of CREATE, Pat Ledden returned to his patri-
cian ways and assumed an even greater role as my counselor and 
wise confidant in the endeavor. 

The Leader

That summer, we initiated a nationwide search for an aca-
demic leader to serve as the founding director of Preuss School 
UCSD. The search garnered more than one hundred and thirty ap-
plicants, several from San Diego. The local candidates were known 
to us and were admired principals at local San Diego high schools. 
The search committee included UCSD faculty and staff as well as 
several leaders from area public schools. Our objective was to find 
and appoint someone who had high academic standards and ex-
tensive experience working with the children and families attend-
ing inner-city schools. 

I flew to Tucson to meet with one of our finalists. She was 
the principal at a high school that had been troubled the previous 
year by violent race riots between African American and Latino 
students. It had been a typical encounter where kids in a changing 
neighborhood were pitted against one another for limited jobs, 
welfare, housing, and attention. She had been sent in not only to 
restore order, but to raise the scholastic achievement of a school in 
academic freefall. Our candidate had installed a new campus-wide 
college-prep curriculum and, in two short years, was showing re-
markable progress. 

I found her to be an ambitious, strong young leader and 
the possessor of a clear vision for achieving academic goals. We 
learned that she had been raised in a loving family of migrant 
workers in California’s Central Valley and instinctively understood 
the difficult lives our students would bring into the classroom. Our 
only doubt was that the Tucson appointment was her first leader-
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ship post and, although successful in this relatively short period of 
time, there was not a track record of sustained progress that could 
be measured. Although I had doubts, she was my sentimental fa-
vorite.

Doris Alvarez, on the other hand, was a well-known and 
well-respected principal at one of the most challenging high 
schools in San Diego. A year earlier, she was named Principal of 
the Year by the National Association of Secondary Schools and 
was presented the award by President Bill Clinton at the White 
House. She was the most experienced of our three finalists with a 
teaching career that began in 1964. She began in counseling and 
went on to distinguished service as a vice principal and then a 
principal in area schools with large enrollments of low-income 
students. Along the way, she had earned a doctorate in educational 
counseling. By the time of her interview with us, she had been 
principal at San Diego’s Hoover High School for ten years. 

Hoover High had undergone significant transformations un-
der her watch. When I first met Doris, Hoover had an enrollment 
of mostly low-income African American and Latino students. By 
1998, the student population included many newly arrived chil-
dren of immigrants from Somalia, Ethiopia, the former Soviet 
Union, and Eastern Europe. The hallways of Hoover rang with 
voices speaking over forty-three languages.

The questioning of the final candidates was friendly, but 
tough and earnest as well. We knew that the founding director of 
this school had to demonstrate that he or she was a first-rate aca-
demic leader with strong values. This person also had to be capa-
ble of functioning well in a charter school independent of typical 
school district authority. Perhaps most important, our choice had 
to be comfortable operating a secondary school on a university 
campus that demanded a great deal in terms of performance and 
academic excellence. The challenges we set for our urban Educa-
tional Field Station were great, but so would be the benefits if we 
were successful. 

Despite our confidence in the overall project, we knew that 
the director would be the key to success. The director had to be 
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a dreamer whose eyes were wide open, a person of vision who 
also understood the anguished past and troubled present of our 
precious students. The director had to be part educator and part 
shaman, rabbi, priest, and pastor. That person would also have 
to know how to manage the intense public scrutiny our unique 
school would endure. But above all, the director would have to be 
a confident academic leader who instinctively understood Bill Mc-
Gill’s faith in education as the common leveler. Dr. Doris Alvarez 
was that person. 

While the opportunity to be the founding director of this 
unique school had attracted a wide variety of personalities, includ-
ing several who touted the latest interests in technology and cur-
ricular reform, it was our opinion that we needed a school head 
who held strong traditional educational values and not someone 
interested in using these youngsters as their innovative experi-
ment. Our urban Educational Field Station was to be a demonstra-
tion model for best practices, not a laboratory for innovation for 
innovation’s sake. Doris was known as a demanding educational 
leader with high educational standards and a task-oriented de-
meanor. Although I had doubts about her blunt style, she was the 
best person for our novel enterprise.

Even before the official start of her appointment, Alvarez 
quickly began to put together a teaching and administrative staff. 
Her first selection was Ms. Jan Gabay, San Diego County Teacher 
of the Year for 1986. Carol Sobek was head counselor at Hoover 
High School and assumed the same role at the Preuss School. As 
Alvarez began the task of filling in the details of opening and run-
ning a new school, our level of interaction increased rapidly. 

The chancellor appointed me to chair a board of directors to 
set the policy and procedures for the school. Doris and I tacitly 
agreed that she would look after everything inside the walls, and 
that the Preuss School Board of Directors would essentially take 
care of the more omnibus matters outside the walls. 

The eighteen-month construction period began relatively 
smoothly, and the groundbreaking ceremony for the new school 
was a major event. Dynes was the hero of the day, as he had staked 
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his chancellorship and legacy in reversing faculty sentiment. Silver 
shovels were plied by him and a small collection of primary school 
children we recruited to turn the soil to warm applause. Peter Pre-
uss addressed the outdoor audience about his duty to give back 
to society in meaningful ways. In another context, these remarks 
might have seemed vainglorious, but on this day, the repetition of 
his personal story rang true.

With construction of the official home of the school going 
forward, we opened Preuss School UCSD on September 11, 1999, 
on the campus of Thurgood Marshall College. The Thurgood Mar-
shall College Student Council agreed to temporarily vacate their 
student services and lunchroom areas to make room for the first 
150 students. The project also required that we rent and renovate 
three temporary bungalows for the counseling staff and for an 
extra classroom. These were inelegant spaces, but the tight fit over-
looked the magnificent UCSD Geisel Library and a scenic grove of 
eucalyptus trees facing UCSD’s Price Center. Fortunately, it doesn’t 
rain often in San Diego, but the occasional downpour turned the 
walking paths between the buildings into small cascading deltas 
and ravines. 

Despite primitive beginnings, however, morale was high 
among the school’s teaching staff, and students seemed mesmer-
ized by their surroundings on the UCSD campus. 

Nevertheless, there were a few troubling aspects to Preuss 
School’s opening. When UCSD announced that Doris Alvarez 
was to be the director of this auspicious undertaking, I received 
several telephone calls from local preachers and politicians in San 
Diego’s African American community lamenting the appointment. 
A few years earlier, some African American parents had tangled 
with Doris over the progress of their children at Hoover High 
School. They had enlisted the aid of local leaders in accusing her 
of disregarding the concerns of the black community. The dispute 
made the newspapers, but amounted to little more than a passing 
skirmish and faded from the papers as the 2000 election year came 
into focus. 

Much of that first year required a period of adjustment for 
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CREATE Report
June 2004

all. Doris had to settle into both the liberty and the confines of 
running a secondary charter school on a research university cam-
pus. Students, especially the 8th grade children, had to endure the 
uncustomary imposition of a rigorous, grade-appropriate curricu-
lum. And parents had to become comfortable with the idea that 
UCSD, not the local school district, was running this secondary 
school in the high academic terms associated with the University 
of California.

It Don’t Mean a Thing

Our proposal called for the admission of students in a con-
trolled manner. In order to be financially viable, however, it was 
necessary that enrollments grow quickly. In September of 1999, we 
opened with 150 students and ten teachers, evenly divided among 
grades six, seven, and eight. The following academic year, Preuss 
School would add a new 6th grade and additional students in 7th, 
8th, and 9th grades, growing by nearly 300% to 430 students and 
twenty-five teachers. CREATE’s first report on the development of 
the Preuss School tracked our management of enrollments.
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Although we realized that growth was important for financial 
and social viability, we were also cognizant of the challenges of 
combining middle school children with the bigger kids who would 
inhabit the high school grades. It was, therefore, also important to 
grow at an even pace among the various grades for an even distri-
bution between grades 6-8 and 9-12.

In order to properly prepare the 8th grade students for UC 
competitive eligibility within five years, it was necessary to imme-
diately introduce them to a college preparatory curriculum, ready 
or not. We consequently directed many of the enrichment sup-
ports to their adjustment. This included small class sizes, universi-
ty tutors in the classroom, and longer time on task. The school day 
for all of the first-year students began at 8:30 a.m. and ended late 
in the afternoon. Saturday morning classes were available for addi-
tional instruction, and the school year was 11 months in duration.

The first assessments of our students’ progress compared with 
cohort groups not attending Preuss School came at the end of the 
first complete year, when all 150 students took the national stan-
dardized tests. The results were impressive, although mixed.

The grade-level tests were given in language arts, reading, 
and math. Our fifty sixth-graders entered at the 63rd percentile 
in math prior to attending Preuss and now registered an 82nd 
percentile average at the end of the first year. Indeed, all grades 
showed marked improvement on all standardized testing areas af-
ter one year, with the exception of the 8th graders, who registered 
a thirteen-percent decrease on the math tests. 

Their decreased math score was alarming because math is 
one of the barrier areas that often prohibits progress towards suc-
cessful acceptance to college. Doris felt that the decrease in math 
scores was due to the fact that the 8th-grade curriculum was far 
above the students’ level of preparation in prior years. She also 
thought that their math teacher was not responding to the chal-
lenge of the school as she had wished. The older 8th graders had 
been in low-achieving schools longer than the students in the low-
er grades and their progress was stunted by systematic miseduca-
tion. While we were encouraged by the overall progress, we knew 
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GRADE
LEVEL

LANGUAGE
TESTS

READING
TESTS

MATH
TESTS

6th 63% prior to Preuss 52% prior to Preuss 63% prior to Preuss
68% end of 1st year 74% end of 1st year 82% end of 1st year

+8% change +42% change    +30% change

7th 66% prior to Preuss 64% prior to Preuss 68% prior to Preuss
80% end of 1st year 74% end of 1st year 72% end of 1st year

+21% change +15% change +6% change

8th 63% prior to Preuss 61% prior to Preuss 64% prior to Preuss
71% end of 1st year 64% end of 1st year 56% end of 1st year

+13% change +5% change -13% change

John Lien’s Report
June 2004

that the trend in math had to be reversed quickly. 
We were wary of relying too heavily on test scores. Debate 

continued about the value of using standardized test scores to 
judge academic success. After only one year of operation, however, 
those scores were one measure used to capture a snapshot of how 
our students were progressing, relative to their prior history. We 
were equally wary about making comparisons with district schools 
on these same measures. Despite our reservations, John Lien de-
veloped a chart showing Preuss School UCSD scores compared 
with scores of these grade levels in the wider district:

This study proved somewhat useful as an early indicator of 
student progress. The problem, though, with his measurement 
was that the students were self-selected from a pool of highly mo-
tivated parents and students who understood that they were par-
ticipants in a high-expectations environment. I could not help but 
find the comparison encouraging, however. 

While we academics scratched our heads over the numbers, 
both Peter and Peggy Preuss were regular visitors at the school’s 
temporary site. It was hard for them to stay away from their new 
progeny. It was also hard for me to stay away from the small 
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colony of buildings that housed my dream. Throughout the day, 
I could see from my office window at Thurgood Marshall Col-
lege the commotion of pre-teens and teenagers scurrying between 
the buildings during class changes. The parents and children had 
trusted us to conduct an adventure on their behalf that was es-
sentially untested. Perhaps because the Preuss School was under 
the auspices of the University of California, San Diego, the project 
was accorded a degree of public trust that we perhaps had not yet 
earned. 

We continued to work on two fronts during that first year: 
teaching the first admits of the school, grades 6-8, in temporary 
facilities on the Thurgood Marshall College campus, and pushing 
forward to finish the new building on the eastern edge of the cam-
pus. As bricks and mortar were delivered to the site, the campus 
was heavily involved in raising funds for the new building’s com-
pletion. The Preuss family hosted several parties at which we made 
appeals for support. The long and critical media attention of the 
past three years was beginning to pay off. Everyone in attendance 
at these parties knew the tortured history of our journey to this 
point and came to the aid of the project.

Parents of the youngsters were regular visitors at the school 
and often shadowed the buses to the site, remaining at a distance 
as their children, wearing new Preuss School uniforms, scur-
ried into makeshift classrooms. During that unusually rainy fall 
season, they sometimes lingered in the eucalyptus grove on the 
fringe of the school site, peering from around the trees in wonder 
and expectation at the gentle commotion taking place. During the 
first parent meetings, they were full of questions aimed more at 
determining our resolve and character than at understanding the 
curriculum. Were we to be trusted? Would their children be safe 
among the complex bustle of a mysterious institution? The parents 
were willing to trust UCSD to perform a miracle in their lives and 
the lives of their children. Nonetheless, they were cautious—and 
with good reason.

UCSD was an alien environment to them. They knew that 
it was a place inhabited by a lot of smart people who were mostly 
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white. Would their children be accepted, cared for, and left alone 
to study and learn? Their trepidation was palpable and justified. 
Throughout the forty-year existence of the La Jolla campus, we 
had not shown much evidence of being truly concerned with the 
welfare of families south of Interstate 8 [where a major freeway 
physically separates the traditionally African American and His-
panic neighborhoods from the rest of the city]. Truth be told, I 
shared their worries.

Each day, hundreds of UCSD students passed the new com-
munity of young scholars in their midst with great curiosity. 
The opening of the school was front-page news, and many took 
time from chattering on their cell phones to gawk and wonder. 
Although half a decade would pass before the 8th graders would 
graduate from high school, it’s hard to appreciate just what was go-
ing on in the heads of those first Preuss School students as the San 
Diego version of winter came and went and we leaned towards the 
opening of the new facility across campus the following Septem-
ber.

As the first academic year of Preuss School UCSD came to a 
close, we were still haggling with the San Diego city school district 
about the continued level of annual funding when its staff intro-
duced yet another stumbling block to derail the project. 

District staff were now demanding that we eliminate all stu-
dent eligibility criteria and accept any child presented for admis-
sion. This would have been a two-fold disaster. The elimination 
of eligibility criteria as described would result in multiple appli-
cations from the children of wealthy La Jolla families. Second, it 
would force the admission of students from all over the city who 
had no intention of pursuing a rigorous college prep curriculum. 

We engaged in a long exchange of memos, but eventually 
ceased communication on this issue as their position was in vio-
lation of California’s charter school legislation and did not enjoy 
the support of their bosses, the elected board members of the San 
Diego Unified School District. Throughout all of the backroom 
turbulence, Superintendent Alan Bersin remained silent, choosing 
not to endorse, condemn, or even recognize the existence of the 
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Preuss School UCSD.
The Preuss School’s board of directors, appointed by Chan-

cellor Dynes, functioned well during the first year, successfully 
confronting legal issues and construction details, fundraising, and 
assisting the director. As part of the deal authorizing the establish-
ment of the Preuss School, the UCSD Academic Senate required 
a specified number of faculty to be permanent members of the 
board. Although this negotiated provision was regulatory in in-
tent, certain faculty members began to emerge as true leaders, 
making serious and important contributions. 

Julian Betts joined the board as a young economist trained 
in the austere intellectual realm of econometrics. His work dealt 
with the measurement of various educational reforms as they con-
tribute to determining lifelong income. His elegant quantitative 
studies soon proved a meaningful counterbalance to my overly op-
timistic inclinations. He gently forced me and the entire enterprise 
to carefully scrutinize all aspects of the governance of the school. 
In particular, Julian scrupulously followed the selection of student 
applicants placed into the lottery for admissions. At his urging, 
all admitted applicants were to be followed as part of the overall 
denominator when judging student progress. Having Julian in the 
room at the board’s monthly meetings forced us all to prove our 
passions and test our intentions.

Peter Gourevitch proved a consummate strategist in gaming 
out encounters between our charter school and the local authori-
ties. He continued to be my minder for a while, but eventually 
led our relationship towards a fully participatory collaboration. 
Like me, he would soon lose his beloved wife, Lisa Hirschman, to 
cancer. He and his two boys set up a foundation in her memory to 
provide psychological counseling to Preuss School students and 
families in need. His involvement with the Preuss School and the 
Hirschman Fund allowed him to productively channel and trans-
form his sorrow into helping others. We leaned together in cre-
ative grief to nurture the development of the Preuss School UCSD.

Bud Mehan had in the meantime become Director of CRE-
ATE and joked that he was now, “the Creator.” It was his model of 
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educational scaffolding that framed the curricular, pedagogic, and 
academic support mechanisms of the Preuss School. He attended 
all meetings, but was preoccupied with the machinations of the 
newly formed outreach organization. CREATE had received the 
lion’s share of student outreach funds from the UC Office of the 
President, and Bud was hiring numerous staff to help shape a se-
ries of academic partnerships with several local secondary schools 
in the inner city. 

During the summer of 2000, the school made the move into 
the new building on the eastern side of the campus. New com-
puters, desks, books, and chairs arrived almost daily as contrac-
tors swept up debris and put the finishing touches on the Walton 
Center and office complex. Bob Dynes showed up on opening day 
to move chairs and greet parents as they arrived. He was there to 
shake the hand of every student as he or she got off one of the four 
yellow school buses in the parking lot. With the long and bitter 
campaign behind us, he grinned now like a proud papa. 

By instinct, Bob Dynes was a progressive and always wanted 
to do the right thing. He had come to UCSD directly from private 
industry and worked conscientiously to become a model faculty 
member. He had talked former NASA astronaut and UCSD phys-
ics professor Sally Ride, the first woman in space, into teaching   
Physics 1 with him. Soon thereafter, he became the chair of his 
department and then vice chancellor for academic affairs. All the 
while, he endeavored to understand the faculty and to function 
successfully as one of them. That desire was his greatest asset and 
his greatest liability. During our fight for the charter school, he 
seemed to believe that the strenuous objection of a few faculty 
opponents was sufficient cause not to proceed. Gaining his foot-
ing and a better sense of what it meant to be an academic leader 
seemed to come later, perhaps as a result of his trial in the matter 
of the charter school. His challenge was one of wedding his admi-
rable personal instincts with his sense of professional obligation 
to the university. The task is typical in leadership; especially for 
someone taking the reins of an idealistic institution like a public 
university. The opening of the Preuss School had been a crucible 
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for both of us.
Establishing Preuss School UCSD was, in fact, a defining mo-

ment for the young campus. No other campus in the UC system 
could have created such a monument to high academic achieve-
ment and to social responsibility. The campus’ youth allowed the 
expression of new ideas and solutions to old problems. Several 
generations of academics had not yet calcified the institutional 
rituals or vision of what a public university should be. The campus 
had opened a new department, college, or school almost every 
year since 1965. Debate was our currency and creative approaches 
were mother’s milk to a campus seeking to distinguish itself from 
the older flagship UC. The Preuss School UCSD was now part of 
that rampant exuberant youthfulness.

As the Preuss School settled into the new building and its 
second year of operation in September of 2000, a new controversy 
emerged from within. Students and parents chafed at the con-
stant written and spoken references to their low-income status. 
Although our target population was, indeed, low-income families, 
Doris made sure that the Preuss School application stated: “All stu-
dents must meet the federal school guidelines for economic sup-
port known as ‘Title One’ or the ‘Free or Reduced-Priced Meals 
Program.’” However, newspaper articles that followed the progress 
of the charter school continually  referenced “poor students” or 
used terms like “poverty” and “disadvantaged” to describe their 
status and eligibility.

One of the first editions of the student newspaper, the Preuss 
Insider, contained student editorials condemning an article that 
appeared in a January issue of Time Magazine that referred to the 
students as “poor minorities.” Along with student articles in both 
Spanish and English covering: Vicente Fox, the new president of 
Mexico; the America’s Cup; the governor’s recent State of the State 
address; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; and, the Chinese Year of the 
Snake, an eighth-grader addressed the issue of how the students 
wanted to be represented:

 Even though the Preuss School’s publication class is just 
starting to learn good writing skills, we are also learning cor-
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rect term use and how to refrain from offending anyone who 
might read our articles.
 The author of an article titled, “Build It Yourself,” pub-
lished in the January 8, 2001 issue of Time magazine was 
not aware of the people it may have offended. Many Preuss 
students were offended by this article, which included the fol-
lowing statements: “The school opened in fall 1999 with 150 
6th-8th graders, all of whom are poor enough to qualify for 
subsidized lunches,” and “The University looked to recruit 
minority students.”
 This is offensive to many Preuss School students because 
as Claudia Guerrero said, “some people just don’t like being 
called poor.” Also, even though “minority” is not an offensive 
word, Being called “minority students” is inaccurate.
 Yes, not having a lot of money is a requirement for admis-
sions to the Preuss School, but it could have been worded dif-
ferently, like “low-income” instead of “poor...” 
 In the magazine article it also states that we are economi-
cally underprivileged. Isn’t the whole purpose of this school 
to help kids learn more and to put them ahead?
 Time is a great magazine that is filled with facts and infor-
mation for all ages. This article was most likely not meant to 
be taken the wrong way. Time magazine just didn’t think of 
the way we would feel towards this article.
 There are three ways we can solve this problem: we can 
write letters to Time magazine telling them how we feel, we 
can write letters demanding an apology, or we can drop it. 
Which one do you think we should do?

The Time magazine article was part of a special report dedi-
cated to education reform. It was complimentary and presented 
the University of California, San Diego as daring and highly in-
novative. But it was also a national venue that hurt the feelings of 
the last people on earth that we wanted to see compromised. Doris 
told me of student lunchtime chatter about the media’s continual 
reference to them as “poor.” The disturbance never fully surfaced 
as an official complaint, but teachers had heard student objections 
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about how they were constantly being described.
I was invited to a Saturday morning meeting of the Parents’ 

Council to address the issue head-on. The parents were divided 
over the issue; some expressed the students’ outrage, others took 
a peculiar pride in the characterization. Interestingly, it seemed 
to me that the African American parents (mostly young mothers) 
objected the most. Just as interesting, it appeared that the Latino 
mothers were more defiant and proud of what they were accom-
plishing in the face of the seemingly negative media characteriza-
tion. Other parents remained aloof from the discussion. 

Months later, I came to better understand the sagacious ap-
proach of the students. Perhaps because they were appreciative 
of the leaders who had created this special opportunity for them, 
they did not openly criticize Doris or me for printing the offend-
ing language in school literature and public statements. Rather, 
they made good use of this national article to express their general 
outrage at a distant and remote abuser. 

The controversy did, however, illuminate a provocative dis-
course about the nature of disadvantage in this country, in all of 
its forms. Surrounded by ubiquitous daily reminders that equate 
money with moral and social rectitude, the students correctly per-
ceived that statements about their economic condition conveyed a 
greater and more damning connotation about their personal char-
acter and ethical potential. Although the students recognized and 
appreciated the university’s effort on their behalf, they flinched at 
the social baggage often associated with our noble effort.

We got the message. From that point on, all of the media ma-
terials we controlled made “off the record” comments advising the 
avoidance of compromising and offending references. Although 
we could not control what newspapers chose to print, we prom-
ised the parents and students that we would make every effort to 
caution writers about the controversy. Everyone involved with the 
Preuss School agreed that we had no intention of changing our in-
come eligibility requirement. Rather, we turned the challenge into 
an opportunity. At a later meeting of the Parents’ Council, I asked 
the parents to discuss the issue with their families and propose 
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alternative language that we would send to the media for all sub-
sequent publications. They wrestled with the matter for months 
and we eventually agreed to return to language used in the original 
1996 charter school proposal that highlighted the school’s similar-
ity with the well-known AVID program in California schools. 

It was an imperfect solution. The ongoing discussion, how-
ever, brought the members of the Preuss School community closer 
together. Perhaps the best result was the wholesale realization that 
we all had to hang together despite absent-minded public assaults 
on our collective integrity.

Some assaults were more direct. The district’s legal staff was 
never comfortable with charter schools. By the time of our open-
ing, there were fourteen charter schools approved by the San 
Diego Unified School District and in various stages of operation. 
Most were charismatic small-scale projects run by churches, com-
munity organizations, and teacher/parent collaborations with little 
administrative experience. The freedom inherent in charter school 
legislation often led to poor operations and financial mismanage-
ment. Wanting to get a handle on these disparate charter schools, 
the district sought to create a “single-size-fits-all” approach to 
the governance structure for all of its approved charters. Fearing 
legal challenges, the district sent a letter again demanding that 
we change our admission policy to comport with the admission 
policy for all city schools. 

They claimed that our review of applicants and lottery pro-
cess were illegal and violated the principles of neighborhood 
public schools. We responded in writing to say that Preuss School 
UCSD was a charter school and was not required to comply with 
local district policy. Further, our admission policy was elaborately 
described in the charter school proposal that was approved by 
their bosses, the San Diego School Board. They did not reply.

Toilet Diplomacy

We were triangulating the merger of three independent and 
complex bureaucracies during those first years of operation. The 
San Diego Unified School District followed its own interpretation 
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of the California Education Code; a contradictory document of 
policies and procedures crafted over a one-hundred year period 
by politicians, labor unions, and endless lawsuits. Its mass rivals 
that of the Manhattan White Pages. The University of California, 
on the other hand, is governed by a device called the University 
of California Policies and Procedures Manual (PPM). It is, in fact, 
18 manuals restricting each campus to uniform practices cover-
ing everything from campus real estate transactions to the proper 
method of ordering water cooler service. The PPM is not so much 
contradictory as it is oppressive in excruciating detail.

Thirdly, the 1992 California Charter School Act, in contrast 
to the other two documents, is miniscule in that it spans fewer 
than a dozen pages. In scope, it is little more than a desire, a 
sketch, for school reform. The legislation was intentionally brief to 
allow for maximum freedom, which philosophically ran counter 
to the school district and university regulations with their pen-
chant for bureaucratic precision and risk avoidance. 

From these three administrative control systems, we were 
fashioning a fourth.

The serious endeavor to design and implement the admin-
istrative contours of the Preuss School required great effort tem-
pered with ample amounts of humor. It was a surprise to univer-
sity academics that all public schools require the construction of 
two sets of bathrooms, one set for teachers, male and female, and 
another set for the students. Beyond the humor, the conflict in 
regulations spoke to the safety issues relating to the difference in 
size between adults and middle-school children. A former chair 
of the UCSD chemistry department serving on the Building Advi-
sory Committee argued vociferously for the elimination of 50% of 
the bathrooms in the new building. It took some time to convince 
him of the reasons why public school teachers need separate bath-
rooms. Once he reflected on his own teenage children at home, he 
was eventually convinced that the authority of teachers in a public 
school or adults at home could be severely compromised in the 
eyes of a hormone-ridden adolescent when caught lowering trou-
sers or panty hose in response to the call of nature. 
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Indeed, bathrooms proved to be a source of much negotia-
tion, compromise, and snickering. The California Education Code 
directed that the rim of secondary school urinals for students must 
be no more than 18 inches from the floor, which must be covered 
with tiles which are no less than one inch and no more than three-
and-a-half inches in any direction. But the Preuss School was on 
university property and was governed by the PPM which required 
that tile under urinals be eliminated in preference for a painted 
slab construction. On the UCSD campus all urinals, except for 
the disabled access units, must be twenty-one inches from the 
questionable tile. The same conflicts appeared over the height and 
grip of doorknobs, the placement of windowsills, stairs and rail-
ings, as well as the width of walkways. In all cases in construction, 
we chose to err on the side of safety. Eventually, the new building 
proved to be a success, and HMC Architects won an AIA award 
for their design of the building. 

Toll and Toil

The sprint to open and run the charter school following the 
final faculty approval November 1997, however, was taking its toll 
on me. The dedicated faculty and staff of Thurgood Marshall Col-
lege were functioning with a half-time provost. By September, the 
college was welcoming a new crop of entering freshmen, but half 
of each weekday and all of my weekends were devoted to Preuss 
School matters. Andrew Sutherland had left and history major, 
John Lien, had taken his place. For the next two years, John served 
as Doris’ shadow. He developed the student application form and 
went into the low-income communities with me to describe the 
school to hopeful parents and recruit students. 

Although I had worked with him for the previous two years, 
it wasn’t until one late evening in October at Sherman Elemen-
tary School that I learned that he was fluent in Vietnamese. That 
evening, he had a small cluster of Southeast Asian immigrants in 
a corner going through the draft application page by page. John 
seemed to come alive and worked tirelessly preparing presenta-
tions and speaking with Latino, African American, and Asian 
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parents in the low-income communities that were the targets of 
our recruitment efforts. These were tough neighborhoods and he 
moved easily in and around the countless liquor stores, churches, 
and schoolyards that frame these communities. The parents trust-
ed him as much as Doris and I trusted him.

Those first two years were a difficult transition for every-
one. Doris Alvarez had assumed full control of the operations of 
the school and her impeccable judgment for teacher quality and 
training was beginning to pay enormous dividends. Morale was 
high and the challenge aroused the professional staff. Confirming 
the mission among some parents and students was proving to be 
harder, however. 

Throughout the application process and orientation both 
years, families were constantly reminded that the pace and de-
mands of the Preuss School would be unlike those in any public 
school experience they had encountered. This was particularly 
true for the eighth grade we admitted in 1999, because they had 
further to go and less time to prepare to meet the challenge of col-
lege admission five years hence. Those students admitted in 1999 
scored, on average, at the 55th percentile on standardized tests. 
Although an imperfect and suspect measurement of academic tal-
ent and potential, the tests were an indicator of the distance these 
motivated young people and their families had to travel. Studies 
showed that the typical UCSD freshman scored at the 91st percen-
tile on those same national public school tests. There was ample 
literature and “best guesses” that suggested that we would not, in 
five years, make up the necessary ground to have these students 
competitively eligible for selective universities. Although brim-
ming with confidence, we privately wondered if we had not prom-
ised too much.

As we began the third year of operation in September 2001, 
Dick Atkinson had announced his desire to revise UC admission 
policy with regard to SAT tests. He had often expressed private 
doubts about the heavy reliance by the University of California 
upon SAT I tests for admissions. His public doubts threw the his-
toric national debate over standardized aptitude tests into a tail-
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spin. Twenty-two hundred colleges and universities employed SAT 
I in some form to determine freshman admits; if the University 
of California were to abandon SAT I, the national repercussions 
would be enormous. The College Board, which administers mil-
lions of these tests each year, was in an uproar and put pressure on 
Atkinson to recant or moderate his objection.

Preuss School UCSD was built on the premise of helping un-
derrepresented students meet the challenge posed by standardized 
tests. The uncertain future of the SAT test sent a ripple through 
our collective thinking. Were the rules changing just as our stu-
dents were making progress in the standardized testing game? As 
the date for changes in the SAT evaluation approached, the school 
persevered with its academic mission as set out in the charter 
proposal. We had successfully established a high-expectations 
environment at the Preuss School. Our students were taking trial 
samples of the SAT I as early as the sixth grade to overcome test 
anxiety which had been described in the literature as a fundamen-
tal barrier to college admissions.

As scholars and politicians debated Atkinson’s challenge 
throughout 2001, Preuss students were settling into the routine, 
skills, and habits of learning. Families had accepted the “no non-
sense” approach that Doris Alvarez insisted upon. The Preuss 
School was up and running in the hands of a superior academic 
leader. There were still occasional incidents, but attendance was 
unusually high, as was teacher morale.

But I was exhausted. 
I accepted the invitation to get away for two years to serve as 

director of the new UC Study Center in London. I left San Diego 
for London on July 11, 2001 to assume the new assignment. Ev-
eryone, including me, thought that this would be an easy post and 
offer me the opportunity to regularly perform music in Europe. 
The events of September 11, 2001, however, changed the next two 
years from a relaxing respite to an international dilemma in study 
abroad education. Recruiting and orienting students for interna-
tional education turned what was projected to be a “cushy” job 
into an international chaotic mess.
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Susan Kirkpatrick, professor of Spanish literature, was im-
plored to serve as acting chair of the Preuss School Board of Di-
rectors in my two-year absence. She had been associate chancellor 
and deeply involved since 1997 in the development of the Preuss 
School, she knew all of the details, and was dedicated to the goals 
of the new undertaking. Susan was known to be smart, calm, and 
a progressive in the best sense. She had chaired the UCSD Depart-
ment of Literature which was famously populated with recalcitrant 
refugees from the 1960’s who were the possessors of aging New 
Left philosophies. The Preuss School UCSD appealed to her as a 
common sense approach to the educational aspirations that had 
brought Third College into existence three decades earlier. She 
kept in touch with me regularly via e-mail and supported Alvarez 
effectively. Kirkpatrick experienced the drag of school district staff, 
but doggedly pushed through the required five-year renewal of the 
Preuss School charter in early 2002.

Proof in the Pudding

I returned to campus in the summer of 2003 and resumed my 
duties as provost of Thurgood Marshall College and chair of the 
Preuss School’s board of directors. Much of our time that year was 
spent preparing for the graduation of the Preuss School’s first class 
of 55 seniors the following June, 2004. Bob Dynes had become the 
president of the University of California and the UCSD campus 
was in search of a new chancellor. The campus was now confident 
of the success of the Preuss School. Anticipating the success of the 
first graduating class, Bob announced that he would be the com-
mencement speaker. Previous enemies and allies of the charter 
school were now boasting about the wisdom of the project. Bud 
reminded everyone of the opportunistic social axiom that “success 
has many parents and failure is an orphan.” Preuss School UCSD 
was no longer an orphan.

We had the right principal, teachers, and support from the 
parents, and the hard work on the part of everyone was show-
ing results. Bud’s research outfit, CREATE, worked diligently to 
collect and review data. Part One of their 2004 report presented 
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information about Preuss School enrollment trends and student 
demographics, test scores, course-taking patterns from 1999-2004, 
and college acceptances for the graduating class of 2004. Part Two 
presented information about Preuss School students compared to 
the students who applied for enrollment but were not randomly 
selected by the lottery to attend. 

By academic year 2002-2003, the admissions requirement 
for low-income students had the effect of selecting a large por-
tion of students from the educationally underserved populations 
in San Diego County. Indeed, our studies showed that selecting 
for income allowed the Preuss School UCSD to meet its mission 
to serve the historically underrepresented students not typically 
found in the UCSD freshman class. If successful, these students 
would eventually find their way into the future classes of first-year 
students attending UCSD and other selective campuses in the sys-
tem.

The 2004 CREATE Report also observed that, over the years, 
the African American enrollments at Preuss School UCSD de-
clined from a 1999-2000 high of 24% while Asian enrollments 
doubled from an original 11% of the total student population.

Given that over 70% of our students were coming from 
English-learner communities (Spanish, Vietnamese, Cantonese, 
Hmong, and Khmer), we were pleasantly surprised to note that 
Preuss students had a high “redesignation” rate; that is, the rate 
that students are confirmed as English proficient by passing the 
California English Language Development Test (CELDT). It was 
clear that the personalized instruction, aided by university tutors, 
was making a significant difference as compared to the county’s 
“redesignation” rate.

The principal always wanted to hire the very best creden-
tialed teachers. Budget constraints forbade that option, however. 
Instead, Doris Alvarez devoted a great deal of time and attention 
to developing younger teachers by assigning a relief period to 
senior instructors to allow them time to mentor less experienced 
teachers. It was determined that there would be a truncated sched-
ule on Fridays to permit three hours of professional development 
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activities. By comparison, the average years of experience of teach-
ers at Preuss School were significantly less than for other schools 
in San Diego County. 

Our first commencement day, June 30, 2004, was joyous and 
weird. Dignitaries gathered in a classroom near the field to don 
their academic garb. Both Peter and Peggy Preuss made no at-
tempt to contain their ebullient mood. Peter generously hugged 
everyone who entered the room; he didn’t speak, he gushed with 
the pride of a newly minted grandfather. His thick German accent 
was even more unintelligible than usual, but no one cared; we just 
enjoyed him enjoying the success of the kids.

Doris and her staff organized the day brilliantly. Beaming 
eleventh-graders welcomed celebrants in the parking lot, color-
ful balloons marked the path to the outdoor site and served as 
metaphor for the longer journey parents and family members had 
completed to arrive at this moment and place. Doris scampered in 
and out of the room checking on every detail of the ceremony. She 
greeted dignitaries in between clipped sentences hurled into either 
her cell phone in one hand or her walkie-talkie in the other. 

I watched her in deep admiration and was reminded of her 
response on the bright sunny Tuesday a year earlier when one of 
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our yellow buses loaded with 30-plus students overturned on the 
freeway. That day, she stood in the middle of Interstate-5 with the 
California Highway Patrol and ambulance services tending to the 
children, coordinating the staff back at the school, contacting par-
ents, and informing the press. The scene reminded me of the fa-
mous statement by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Strength to Love, 
when he said that: “The ultimate measure of a man [or woman] is 
not where he [or she] stands in moments of comfort and conve-
nience, but where he [or she] stands at times of challenge and con-
troversy.” The sight of this two-fisted communicator standing in 
the middle of a California freeway tending to her kids convinced 
me that we had chosen the right person to lead this unique dem-
onstration project.

Alan Bersin, superintendent of the San Diego Unified School 
District, entered the room with little fanfare. He had been a reluc-
tant supporter of the Preuss School six years earlier. But, as with 
all good politicians, he was not going to miss an opportunity to 
share credit for the success of the school. He and a nemesis of his 
serving on the San Diego Board of Education rotated in opposite 
directions around the punch bowl and cookies.

Dynes arrived late with his entourage from the UC Office of 
the President. He stood for pictures with everyone in the room 
and greeted parents as they walked past. He was as proud as he 
was relieved.

Parents and family members stopped at various points be-
tween the parking lot and the field to celebrate, hug their kids, 
relentlessly giggle, and share their smiles. Scores of small children 
chased the colorful balloons that caromed off shoulders and feet as 
the swelling crowd rushed to take their seats. The noisy open-air 
amphitheater in the courtyard was filled with hundreds of visitors 
in anticipation of the graduation. The air was filled with Spanish, 
Vietnamese, Somali, Khmer, and a plethora of other happy voices 
under a sunny late afternoon sky, typical of San Diego in the sum-
mer. Pairs of F-14 Tomcat fighters from nearby Miramar Air Sta-
tion, almost on cue, roared overhead to open the ceremony. They, 
too, added to the festive atmosphere.
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Doris selected seven graduating seniors to open the cer-
emony with a brief welcome in seven different languages: English, 
Spanish, German, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Swahili, and Hawai-
ian. Bob Dynes was impressed by the academic performance of 
the graduating students and the array of top-notch colleges and 
universities that accepted Preuss School graduates for entrance the 
following fall. He was also deeply moved by the spectacle of the 
event. Bob was center stage in the shadow of the gleaming Preuss 
School UCSD, surrounded by hundreds of proud parents and fam-
ily members, network television cameras, and a multitude of curi-
ous onlookers. In his remarks, he spoke of the campus debate and 
the roles he and I both played in creating the institution. Preuss 
School UCSD opened on his watch; it was the singular achieve-
ment of his seven years as chancellor of the UC San Diego campus.

Each member on the dais approached the podium to deliver 
prepared remarks. Peter Preuss gushed with a “papa’s” pride. He 
had made a difference and he had given back in a unique, prec-
edent-setting way. Fran Zimmerman spoke on behalf of the San 
Diego School Board and took a one-line swipe at Alan Bersin. For 
his part, Alan remarked on the value of public education and how 
Preuss School UCSD was pointing the way towards the reforms 
necessary for public schools. Doris wisely recognized the sacrifices 
of the parents and teachers supporting these young people, who 
began each morning as early as 5:30 a.m. preparing to catch yellow 
school buses for the trip north up Interstate-5 to the UCSD cam-
pus in La Jolla. 

When my five minutes came, I reminded the graduating 
seniors of their first year at Preuss School in those temporary 
bungalows and muddy walkways on the Thurgood Marshall Col-
lege campus. I asked their parents to reflect on their feelings that 
first year. They trusted us to protect and teach their children, even 
though it was my belief that UCSD had not earned their trust at 
that point.

As each one of the seniors crossed the stage, the outdoor 
audience roared their approval. Parents cheered for their children 
and themselves. They had good reason to believe that their child’s 
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short walk across the stage was symbolic of their intergenerational 
journey out of poverty, disenfranchisement, and marginalization. 
The students’ success was proof of their success, their well-earned 
victory. Both the students and their families had taken a chance on 
UCSD and themselves to confirm Bill McGill’s tenacious belief in 
what was, or could be, good in America. 

This day was a commencement and a culmination. Like thou-
sands of other high school seniors in San Diego that month, these 
55 youngsters were receiving diplomas marking the end of their 
secondary education. They had outperformed the comparison 
cohort, their siblings and friends attending other public schools. 
They were academically better prepared than most graduates in 
the state, regardless of socio-economic status. They were fully pre-
pared to begin the next stage in their personal development. 

Preuss School UCSD had intervened in the trajectory of 
their lives and invited them to join and gradually reconfigure a 
new kind of aristocracy. Not the aristocracy of mandarin upstarts. 
These Preuss graduates were not born into and cultivated by mid-
dle and upper-middle class families who exploited every possible 
opportunity to expand their franchise and fortune. They were not 
“born on third base” and declared to have hit a triple. These coura-
geous young people had clawed their way uphill onto the field of 
play and brought with them the knowledge, customs, beliefs, and 
values of people born at the margins of an American mainstream 
that had no place for them to stand, let alone score homeruns.

Although remarkable, they were not unusual. Preuss School 
UCSD set out to demonstrate that children typically found in the 
urban public schools of America can achieve at a very high level 
if the adults in their schools and in their lives set high standards 
and provide the intellectual and social “scaffolds” that Bud wrote 
about. 

Some of the UCSD faculty in attendance saw the day as the 
culmination of a gamble. They recognized that every participant at 
the Preuss School had worked extremely hard to produce astound-
ing educational results with kids who were not expected to do as-
tounding things. Some felt that we “got lucky” or “dodged a bullet” 
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and could not repeat the achievement here or replicate the model 
elsewhere. But, indeed, the seventy-five graduates the following 
year exceeded the achievements of the 2004 class with acceptances 
to Harvard, Stanford, Penn, Berkeley, UCLA, and, yes, UCSD, 
earning a total of more than $800,000 in merit scholarship awards.

The Preuss School model was secure in its approach and fully 
capable of graduating competitively eligible students each year. 
Bud and I were convinced, further, that the model could be trans-
lated to almost any school, in any neighborhood. It would take 
a dedicated and inspired teaching staff, supportive families, and 
major transformations in how a particular public school functions. 
The innovations of a longer school day and year, individualized in-
struction, university tutors, and a single-track college preparatory 
curriculum all contributed to the success of the model. The thing 
that could not be measured or easily reproduced was the salutary 
benefit of attending secondary school on a university campus. 
Could this model be transplanted to a neighborhood public school 
in the communities from which these students came?

It was clear to us that the real test of the Preuss School UCSD 
would involve developing the model in “real-time” at a local inner-
city school with all of the vagaries of the neighborhood and absent 
the “halo” effect of being on the university campus.

Despite the anguished birth pangs, Preuss School UCSD was 
receiving national recognition for establishing a daring approach 
to changing the educational outcome of students historically un-
derrepresented at the University of California. We had taken the 
first tremulous steps toward effectively meeting the burden of our 
excellence. Although more than a symbolic gesture, the Preuss 
School UCSD alone could not meet the challenge of creating a suf-
ficient critical mass of local ethnic minority students, fully eligible 
to be accepted at UCSD.

Eternally restless, we were already looking at Gompers 
Middle School and Lincoln High School in southeast San Diego as 
possible sites to transplant the best practices that made the Preuss 
School UCSD successful.

But that effort would encounter a very different set of propo-
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nents, opponents, stressors, and opportunities. This time, however, 
we would take with us into the community a well-earned trust and 
demonstrated capability to meet our burden and obligations.
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